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M
y new year’s resolution? Eat 
and drink less. Not in the name 
of good health, but to save 
up the greenbacks required 
to swipe 2016’s game haul. 

I count 62 titles in our preview feature 
– ranging from the bombastic thrills 
of Quantum Break and Crackdown 3 to 
more subtle indie delights like Cuphead 
and Below – and those are just the 
games that made the cut from a 
shortlist of hundreds. More importantly, 
the nature of Xbox One’s games are 
changing, as designers finally leave the 
comfort zone of last-gen thinking and 
embrace the power under the hood. 
Not that 2015’s games were duds – we 
celebrate our favorites on page 50.

“I count 62  
tItles In our 
prevIew feature”
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2016: a games odyssey
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Emma davies
Production editor

Live oXM emma

twitter @emcetera

emma finished Game 
of Thrones this month, 
preparing her for the 
tangled political web 
that is OXM’s editorial 
team. she’s keeping 
her head down and 
focusing on fixing our 
typos. spoilers: that 
head gets chopped off 
at the end of issue 185. 

Alex dale
Deputy editor

Live chocoboofDoom

twitter  
@sporadicDaler

two weeks of playing 
Star Wars Battlefront 
has driven alex to a 
strange place. when 
he’s not trying to use 
Jedi mind tricks to get 
tom to do his work for 
him, he’s talking to his 
trusty droid/upturned 
wastepaper basket.

Joe skrebels
Community manager

Live oXM Joe

twitter @2plus2isjoe

as a reader of this mag, 
you are technically part 
of the OXM community, 
which makes Joe, our 
community manager, 
your manager. Imagine 
having the guy in this 
photo as your boss. He 
doesn’t even wear a 
tie! and what you can’t 
see: no pants, either.

tom stone
Staff writer

Live oXM tom stone
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@thetomstrange

like alex, tom has 
also emerged from a 
game a changed man. 
our resident Fallout 
4 pro now eats fried 
squirrel bits for lunch 
and killed Joe for his 
clothes. er, anyone got 
the phone number for 
human resources?
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ALLFORONE, ORONETAKESALL

IT IS A TIME OF HEROES IN ALBION.
But while every fable needs a hero, every legend needs a villain.

Play for free and experience cross-device multiplayer on Xbox One* and Windows 10 PC.

*Requires Xbox Live Gold membership, sold separately. Game offers in-app purchases.

FableLegends.com

XBOXONE&WINDOWS 10 EXCLUSIVE
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Quantum break 
the best stutter we’ve ever heard.

overwatch
bright, bold, and a console 
first from blizzard.





Overwatch  
On XbOX One
Blizzard’s new universe debuts on 
console alongside PC. Expect robots, 
ninjas and really large hammers

b
lizzard’s upcoming 
team shooter has been 
announced for Xbox One. 
The PC-focused developer 
successfully adapted 
Diablo III for console last 
year, but this is the first 

time that it’s developed a new game 
for multiple platforms from the word 
go – and with its first new franchise 
in 17 years, no less. Overwatch is set 
in the future, where tech-empowered 
superheroes have both risen from 
prominence and fallen from grace. Now, 
the world’s various heroes and villains 
fight as mercenaries, which is as good 
a reason as any to stick loads of them 
onto a single map and make them fight.

The game is played in an attack-
defence format that will be familiar to 
anybody who played Team Fortress 2, 
Enemy Territory or Brink. Certain maps 
require the attacking team to capture 
a succession of control points, where 
others require them to escort a payload 
along a fixed track. Maps are linear, but 
are built with natural choke points and 
flanking routes – some of which are 

//There’s a loT of diversiTy jusT 
wiThin a single role – and a loT  
of diversiTy generally//

only available to certain characters. 
The drama of the game, at a basic 
level, comes in the series of plays and 
counter-plays that occur as teams 
attempt to either shore up or exploit 
the weaknesses in that defensive line.

It’s the provision of characters with 
special powers that differentiates 
Overwatch from other games with the 
same formula. You pick a hero from 
one of four roles – offense, defense, 
tank and support – each with their 
own weapons, abilities, movement 
powers and game-changing ‘Ultimate’. 
Soldier: 76 is the simplest example – a 
gateway character for people used to 
other kinds of shooters. He carries an 
assault rifle with a rocket launcher 
that can be fired on a cooldown. He 
can place an emitter on the ground 
that heals allies within a radius, and a 
toggled sprint enables him to relocate 
quickly. His Ultimate, Tactical Visor, 
gives him a brief period of aggressive 
auto-aim, allowing you to clear a room 
of enemies by holding down the trigger.

As an offensive character, he might 
be expected to maneuver around the 

The cavalry’s here
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xbox news, analysis, culTure, opinion & more



First Fallout 4 fix incoming
The patch will fix several issues, 
including a quest that some players  
can’t complete, and a glitch where  
your health continuously regenerates. 
wait, leave that last one in! Damn,  
we never should have complained…

3D print your own Spartan
Fancy a model of a model warrior? a new 
feature on halo waypoint, lets you send 
your customized spartan to be 3D printed. 
prices start at $30, which isn’t too steep 
for the chance to smugly show off your 
superior reQ gear outside of the game.
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Distinctive  
silhouettes make it 
easy to tell characters 
apart at a distance, 
which is crucial.

enemy line and do damage from the 
flank to create openings for the rest of 
his team. You might also pair him with 
a tank, such as the hammer-wielding, 
shield-projecting reinhardt, in order 
to gain ground while dealing and 
mitigating damage. Overwatch is all 
about these synergies, and Soldier: 76 
is a relatively tame example.

near anD pharah
Pharah is a jetpacking, rocket-wielding 
offense hero who can jet into the air 
and glide to attack enemy positions 
from above. genji is also an offense 
hero, a cyborg ninja with throwing 
stars and a sword dash that loses its 
cooldown if it kills an enemy. McCree 
fulfils the same role from the back 
lines as a futuristic cowboy whose 
quickdraw Ultimate can eliminate large 
groups in a single burst of revolver fire. 
There’s a lot of diversity just within 
a single role – and a lot of diversity 
generally. Overwatch features Blizzard’s 
best character design to date, with 
a characterful, mature and inclusive 
roster that fairly represents different 
genders, body types and ethnicities.

The maps themselves are similarly 
varied, and loaded with incidental 
detail. Piñatas can be shot open on 
the Mexican-themed map ‘dorado’; 
in the African ‘Numbani’, cafe tables 

loaded with cups and plates can be 
aggressively cleared as battle rages. 
The story of the Overworld universe 
is told through these environments 
– although this is a multiplayer-only 
game, there are hints at the narrative 
experience that might have been.

given its multiplayer focus and wide 
roster of characters, most people 
expected Overwatch to be free-to-
play. Alongside the announcement 

of the console version at BlizzCon in 
November, the developer confirmed 
that it will, in fact, be a full-price 
product: an offering equivalent to 
something like Battlefront.

This upfront fee is actually likely to 
be very good for the way the game is 
balanced. You don’t pick a hero at the 
start of the match and stick with them; 
the intent is that you’ll naturally segue 
between characters and roles as the 
game progresses. “we’re all about  
hero switching,” says senior designer 
Jeff goodman. “It’s a big part of 
the game. we’ve had some internal 

The basic xbox one edition 
will include extra skins  
out of the box, unlike its  
pc counterpart.

Deus ex becomes Delay-eus ex
Deus ex: mankind Divided has been delayed for six 
months. That’s a fairly long time for any game, so we 
suspect it’s undergoing some major augmentations.
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tournaments, and it’s been nothing  
but great for the game.”

A free-to-play system that gated 
access to characters would hinder 
this, he argues. “we don’t want to be 
[restrictive] in what characters people 
can play,” goodman says. “If I was 
playing and I felt like I should swap but 
I couldn’t because the game wouldn’t 
let me, then it feels like you wouldn’t 
be playing the full game at that point.”

The game is most rewarding (and 
you’re most likely to win) when you’re 
adaptable in this way. Not every 
moment on every map demands a 
sniper or an assassin: sometimes 
you’re better off as Brazilian dJ lúcio, 
who supports allies with recuperative 
waves of sound. Other times you might 
opt for Mei, who can create ice walls 
as cover, or as bridges to out-of-reach 
areas. It’s by switching things up that 

at its best, overwatch 
sits somewhere between 
battlefield and an action 
scene from a marvel movie.

//The game is mosT rewarding (and 
you’re mosT likely To win) when 
you’re adapTable. noT every map 
demands a sniper or an assassin//

the biggest plays become possible. 
“There are a lot of ways where a single 
person can have massive influence 
at any single time,” says goodman. 
“Especially with the Ultimates – you 
can get behind everyone and take out 
a whole team by yourself.”

A design like this does, however, 
put a lot of stress on matchmaking. 
Overwatch’s characters are clever and 
intricately designed, but that doesn’t 
stop a certain swathe of the player 
base from always picking snipers. 
when this happens, winning can be  
an uphill struggle – particularly if 
you’re on the attacking team.  
Blizzard says that getting the 
matchmaking algorithm right is a 
priority as the game’s PC beta test 
continues, but it really will be. It’s on  
to something here – this is a much 
more intelligent shooter than the 
majority. If it can ensure good, even 
matches with regularity, Overwatch  
has a lot of promise.
chriS thurSten

Coming up…
more in this sectionThis monTh 
we learned...

Exactly what counts as a spoiler. 
Spoiler: pretty much everything.

That even a fighting game cover  
star can be beaten.

p14

How to smoothly navigate your  
shiny new Xbox One dashboard.

p16

why getting stranded in space is 
roughly as scary as it sounds.

p18

That Metal gear Solid is acting as the 
inspiration for a prosthetic arm.

p15

p20

battleborn gets three-month delay
The moba/Fps/rpG/wTF has slipped from February 9 
to may 3. it recently underwent beta testing, so  
the delay could be in response to those findings.
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Under  
the hood

the basic game 
includes the Supersonic 
Fury, revenge of the 

Battle-Cars and Chaos run 
dLC. Sadly the Back to the 
Future dLC (which lets 
you bomb around in the 

deLorean) isn’t included, 
but will be available 

for day-one 
purchase.

CrUiSe 
ControL

Vehicles handle like 
remote control cars, 

just with less crying when 
you accidentally drive 

them into the cat. they’re 
fast and floaty, with an 
excellent camera lock-on 
helping cut down the 
frustration of a 

15-1 loss.

onLy on 
XBoX one

you can pick from the 
16 traditional cars, or 

two Xbox one exclusives: the 
Armadillo from Gears of War 
and an alternate version of 
the Warthog from halo called 
the ‘hogsticker’. We… think 

we’ll stick to calling 
it the Warthog, 

thanks.
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Dying Light: The Following gets price increase
next year’s dLC, originally $15, has turned out bigger than 
expected and will now cost $20. Anyone who’s already bought the 
Season Pass will be unaffected, however. Phew.

AmAzinG 
rACe

the game supports four 
cars in split-screen and 

up to eight players online, 
in duels, doubles, 3v3 and 
Chaos 4v4. Best of all, if 
players drop out mid-match 
they’re instantly replaced 
by Ai drivers. Wish that 
happened at our real-

life parties.

 
WhAt the heLL 
iS GoinG on?

there’s a reason it’s 
called ‘Chaos 4v4’. having 

eight cars all boosting into 
the same giant football 

results in matches that are 
crazier than Jeff Goldblum 

improvising at a  
Black ops iii  
tone meeting.

NoT very  
seNsibLe soccer
multiplayer sensation rocket league finally 
crashes onto xbox one, sending the ball 
careering right past the goal. darn it

What’s the story?
Rocket League’s a ridiculous soccer/
driving game that’s a blast in multiplayer. 
two teams burn rubber across the pitch, 
competing to smack a massive ball into 
each other’s goals. there are tactical 
depths – with patience and perseverance 
both rewarded – but the best matches are 
absolute chaos. Proof that when you nail 
the core mechanics, a simple-looking game 
can have endless replay value.

Why should i care?
it was the surprise hit of the summer on Pc 
and Playstation 4. People may love soccer 
and people may love cars, but… okay, 
maybe its success wasn’t that surprising. 

but the premise – drive into ball and hope 
it goes in net – has the classic mario Kart 
hook of being simple to pick up, while 
offering the potential for mastery that 
keeps you glued to the couch for years. 

What happens next?
expect Rocket League to hit xbox one 
sometime in early 2016, with all the maps 
and features added since the original 
launched, and multiple xbox one-exclusive 
treats. between Halo 5, Battlefront and 
Black Ops III, we weren’t exactly starved 
for multiplayer outings this christmas, 
but none of these scratched our 1 v 1 
multiplayer itch. best start practising the 
screams of ‘goaaal!’ now, then.

baTTLeFroNT  
Laser bLasTs

Pew pew pew! how can such a lovely 
noise be associated with laser death?

1

backWarDs compaTibiLiTy
we played so much Fable II, we almost 
forgot to review Fallout 4. nearly ended 

up reviewing our pink slip instead.

2

bLooD GuLch aND  
biG Team baTTLe

Halo 5’s first massive update meant not 
even Star Wars could tear us away.

3

Game DeLays
Mirror’s Edge and Deus Ex both 

abandoned february to Far Cry Primal.   
scared of mammoths? wimps.

1

baTTLeFroNT GLiTches
a Battlefront exploit prevents cheats 

taking damage. laaaaame!

2

Game oF ThroNes 
TechNicaL issues

when you play the game of thrones you 
win or you face many framerate stutters.

3
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uppers & 
DoWNers

this month’s 
temperature, taken

WhAt’S hot?

WhAt’S not?



In the war against SPOILERS!, Ben calls  
for drastic action: everyone shutting up

 A drip-feed of smAller spoilers 
tArnished fAllout 4 – A weApon  
i could hAve discovered myself,  
A quip by A compAnion… 

t
he word ‘SPOILERS!’ 
triggers an innate fear 
in people. I bet you got 
scared reading that 
just then. SPOILERS! 
See, I did it again. It’s 

a warning that must always be 
written in caps and followed by 
one or more exclamation marks, 
such is the power of SPOILERS!

My spoilerphobia regarding 
Fallout 4 is different. There 
is no singular ‘Snape killed 
Dumbledore’ bombshell to 
drop. Instead, potential cases 
are potent and innumerable 
like bee stings – one’s annoying, 
two are painful, and a whole 
lot make life not worth living. I 
don’t care what happens at the 
end of Fallout 4, such as finding 
out your long-lost dad is a robot 
or that the whole thing actually 
takes place inside a giant goldfish, 
because there isn’t really an end. 
The central questline is one of 
100 threads to pull on. If someone 
gives away that one, then plenty 
more wait in reserve. 

It isn’t malicious intent or slips 
of the tongue that undermine 
parts of Fallout 4 so much as a  
steady drip-feed of good-natured 
anecdotes: a funny weapon 
someone found that I would have 
liked to discover myself, a quip 
by a companion, a fetching piece 
of dog armor. They’re the little 
details the game is made of, and 
knowing about them beforehand 
slightly narrows my otherwise 
wide eyes (annoyingly, I can’t tell 
you what’s been spoiled to me 
specifically for fear of becoming 
part of the problem).

This isn’t limited to Fallout 4. 
When Twitter blabbermouths 
revealed Metal Gear Solid V’s 
customizable chopper music, I 
felt a memorable moment had 

been snatched away – one that 
should have been about me in 
Mother Base suddenly realizing 
I can storm the next mission 
blaring Kids in America. Kojima 
often tweets pictures of Snake’s 
unlockable outfits – I’d honestly 
rather he gave away the final 
scene. He’d be doing me a favor, 
since there’s a strong chance 

I’ll be too busy playing with 
cardboard boxes to see it myself.

Free-roam games are more 
susceptible to these smaller 
spoilers, because they’re driven 
by the anticipation of seeing 
what lies around the corner. 
Without mystery, exploration 
is meaningless. Going back 
slightly, enthusiasm for Dead 
Rising 2 waned each time I saw a 
ridiculous new weapon, because 
while Chuck’s motivation is 
saving his daughter, mine is 
rampaging about in armored 
wheelchairs and hamster balls. 

More personal examples of 
minor game moments indecently 
exposed by people include a bit 
in Assassin’s Creed Syndicate 
where you SPOILERS! climb 
a very tall tower, a bit in Rise 
of the Tomb Raider when you 

SPOILERS! fight a bear, and a 
bit in Lego Dimensions where 
your characters SPOILERS! 
explore a Jetsons world, then 
SPOILERS! a Flintstones world, 
then SPOILERS! the actual real 
world. Are they even spoilers? 
I don’t know, but for each one a 
little part of me dies.

Trailers are a problem. Call of 
Duty packs them with its best set-
pieces, so my experience revolves 
around waiting for the cool bit I 
know is going to happen, happen. 

So what’s my plan to address 
this subtle spoiler-creep? There 
isn’t one, really, besides proposing 
a universal ban on talking about 
games – and you can’t do that 
because I’d be out of a job. The 
alternative is self-restraint. While 
people do need to be a bit more 
sensitive about what they give 
away, you should also make a 
conscious choice of who you 
listen to, because one thing’s for 
certain: if I find something cool 
in Fallout 4 tonight, you better 
believe I’m going to tell people.

next month SPOILERS! Ben writes 
another column about Fallout 4. 
Sorry to ruin the surprise.

//annOyIngLy, I can’t tELL 
yOu what’S BEEn SPOILEd tO 
mE SPEcIFIcaLLy FOR FEaR OF 
BEcOmIng PaRt OF thE PROBLEm//

SPOILERS! Sorry if you 
wanted to discover this 
car for yourself.

Everything’s a spoiler, 
to varying degrees, but 
in certain games they 
matter more.
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Game of Thrones gets second season
The Telltale game, that is. No release date 
yet – but after the long wait for The Ice 
Dragon, we’re not expecting it any time soon.

IN Numbers > DATAPOINT: News IN Numbers > DATAPOINT: News IN Numbers

81%764 fT
Height from which cosplayer Jenn 
Croft bungee jumped for a Rise of 

the Tomb Raider promotion. 

$1.7 mIllION
The prize pool, at time of writing,  

for the Halo World  
Championship 2016.

Year-on-year increase in  
US Xbox One sales in  

October 2015.

Konami Gives mGs fan a hand
After a Phantom Pain-ful year, the troubled studio gives us some good news

W
e can’t deny that it’s been 
a rough 2015 for Konami. 
Canceled games, Hideo 
Kojima’s (possible) departure 
and a report of dire working 

conditions that make Matthew’s deadlines 
look reasonable. But the publisher is ending 
the year on a positive note, as Konami has 
teamed up with Sophie de Oliveira Barata to 
create a new prosthetic arm for a Metal Gear 
fan. No one got fired. No studio got closed 
down. This is what we call ‘good Konami 
news’. You might want to sit down.

 25-year-old James Young sadly lost an arm 
and one of his legs in a railway accident. But 
he hasn’t let this stop him from being a keen 
gamer, teaching himself to play one-handed. 
Remarkable, especially considering we’ve 

whined about having to play games when 
we’ve got a cold. His commitment to keeping 
his hobby going is being rewarded with a 
unique prosthetic limb. It won’t be the same 
one boasted by Big Boss in The Phantom Pain; 
Instead, he’ll be getting a 
unique creation based on 
the entire MGS series.

That arm is being 
manufactured by Sophie 
de Oliveira Barata. She 
began her career making 
hyper-realistic prosthetic 
limps for amputees, 
but discovered there was demand for more 
unique creations – where the limb didn’t have 
to be a realistic replacement, but could be 
an extension of the user’s personality. She 

established the Alternative Limb Project, 
which lets users have their say in “creating 
limbs that people look at in amazement 
instead of looking away”. She’s designed 
steampunk arms, cyborg-inspired legs and, 

perhaps most famously, 
created the crystal leg 
used by performer Viktoria 
Modesta during the 
opening ceremony of the 
2012 Paralympic games.

Updates are being 
posted at thephantomlimb 
project.com, which has 

blog entries from both Young and de Oliveira 
Barata. For 2016, can we have fewer studios 
getting shut, and more nice stories like this 
hitting our news desk, please?

//He’ll be getting 
a unique creation 

based on tHe 
entire series//

Young’s optimism 
is inspiring – it 
only takes rubbish 
metal Gear Online 
servers to get  
us weeping.
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DASHBOARD 
DOMINANCE
Your Xbox One user 
interface just changed for 
the better. Here’s how to 
get the most from it… 

Get to 
screens/video 
instantly

tap the menu button over 
a game, select Game Hub 

and then my capture, where 
you can instantly share any 
screens or video you’ve 

captured. recently played 
games let you hop 

straight there from 
the home menu. 

start tHe 
party

scroll left, select 
start party, then decide 
who among your pals is vip 

enough. chat isn’t restricted 
to headsets any more, so 
you can write out text 
messages if you have ten 
hours free/access to 

a chatpad.

never lose  
an app

now, all of your pinned 
apps can be found at the 

bottom of the home screen. 
so whenever you’re trying 
to locate a favorite game/
app, just go to the home 
screen and hit rt to 
automatically scroll 

down. 
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1 locke spends Halo 6 trying 
to unravel why 
he was the lead 
in Halo 5.
ExcitEmEnt: 8/10
LikELihood: 3/10

2 as a marketing 
stunt, Quantum 
break will come 
out in 2005.
ExcitEmEnt: 4/10
LikELihood: 6/10

3 dark souls iii will be 
the easiest 
game ever. 
ExcitEmEnt: 2/10
LikELihood: 1/10

4ea is to 
remove the 

infinite-health 
glitch from 
battlefront, 
then add it 
back in as dlc.
ExcitEmEnt: 3/10
LikELihood: 8/10

5Jeff Goldblum 
has no idea 

he’s in black ops 
iii – treyarch 
secretly 
recorded him.
ExcitEmEnt: 9/10
LikELihood: 9/10

Tested the Dashboard? Enjoy your free cat
Xbox one preview programme members who opted to put the new 
dashboard through its paces got their reward – a virtual cat 
that hangs out with your avatar. er, thanks?

Get your  
avatar back

simply go to my Games and 
apps, select avatars. you  
can even take a Gamerpic  
with one, by going to my 
profile, set Gamerpic  
and make one witH  

your avatar. 

you’ll never 
leave 

with a double-tap of your 
controller’s Xbox button, 
you can check who’s online, 

messages, start a party, take 
screenshots and capture 
video… all without ever 

leaving your game. 

bask in 
your  

own Glory
each game has a hub 

(access it by highlighting 
the game tile and tapping 
the menu button) with a 
whole page dedicated to 
the achievements you’ve 
unlocked and how much 
of the game you’ve 

played.

oneGuide 
your new 

favorite sHow
considering netflix, but 
worried it’ll have nothing 
you want except dora the 

explorer? oneGuide now tells 
you popular shows on each 
streaming service, as well 

as what’s available 
from the Xbox movies 

& tv.
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update

Has this space-survival game reached the final frontier?

Publisher 505 Games / DeveloPer THree One ZerO / Format XbOX One / eta 2016

Wait, isn’t it supposed 
to be out already?
You’re spot on, the space 
disaster sim was supposed 
to launch in september, 
but has been pushed to 
2016. adam Orth, head of 
Three One Zero, says he 
wants it to coincide with 
the launch of Oculus rift 
and that the team “had 
issues getting the game 
to where we were happy 
with it.” Don’t want that 
broken ship, er, breaking. 

uh oh. so what kind of 
state is it in, then?
Well, nobody’s going to 
show the broken bits 
of their game – but the 
nine-minute gameplay 
clip that was recently 
released looks pretty 
great. Floating around 
agonizingly slowly, as your 
space suit leaks oxygen, 
seems claustrophobic 
and overwhelming. Looks 
like the team has been 
working hard.

and what kind of team is 
that, exactly?
Orth describes it as 
“getting the band back 
together”, calling up a 
crack team of guys who’d 
worked together on Medal 
of Honor and moved on 
to other big titles. Orth 
credits much of ADR1FT’s 
final state to the team – it 
was originally going to 
be an open world with no 
linear thread, until one of 
them changed his mind.

so it’s going to be a 
linear game, then?
Yes and no. Orth says that, 
while there are objectives 
that prompt you through 
the station, Three One 
Zero “purposefully did not 
tell tidy stories”. everyone 
should have a different 
experience – like the 
journalist Orth describes 
who had a phobia of being 
trapped in space, and 
tried playing ADR1FT at e3 
with predictable results.

sounds like there’s quite 
a lot to it, right?
Well it’s going to be about 
four hours long – Orth 
likens it to “going to the 
best ImaX theatre and 
watching the director’s 
cut of Interstellar”. There’s 
plenty of stuff around it, 
though. You can get the 
first issue of the ADR1FT 
comic for free, and Orth 
announced that a TV show 
is in the works. Watch this 
space. Space. It’s a joke! 

aDr1Ft
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gw2 launches with 12 maps – we can’t wait to paint 
them with zombie blood/whatever is inside plants.

Did i really just read  
‘Grass effect’?
Yes you did, and in our 
opinion that’s a fantastic 
plant-themed Mass Effect 
pun from Popcap. anyone 
who preorders Garden 
Warfare 2 will get access 
to the Z7 mech, a souped-
up version of commander 
shepard’s n7 armor. It has a 
‘Zomni-tool’ and everything. 
The gameplay footage 
shows a zombie stomping 
about in it and shooting up 
plants on a moon level.

so it’s still a third-person 
shooter then?
Yup, the actual gameplay 
is going to be in the same 
chlorophyll-filled vein as 
the first Garden Warfare, 
only this time the Zombies 
have taken over suburbia 
and are defending it from 
the plants. It’s got plenty of 
new features aside from the 
moon missions, too.

Go on, give me a taste!
There are six new character 
classes for starters: three 
on each side, including a 
time-traveling bounty hunter 
who is also an orange, and a 
pirate zombie called captain 
Deadbeard. There’s also 
a new game mode called 
Herbal assault, which allows 
up to 24 players at once. 
Don’t worry, you can play 
local split-screen with your 
friends as well.

What if i don’t have any?
You’ll find someone who 
appreciates you someday. 
For now, you can play 
any mode solo, and the 
game features a backyard 
battleground, which not  
only serves as a hub where 
you can view collectibles 
and customize your 
characters, but also lets you 
connect with other players. 
maybe you’ll meet some  
new friends that way.

Grass effect: just as you thought it 
was safe to go back outside

Publisher ea / DeveloPer POPcaP / 
Format XbOX One / eta Feb

update

Plants vs 
Zombies: GarDen 
WarFare 2

putting an entire space 
station back together  
is going to take a lot 
of duct tape.

orth says that adR1ft 
will also feature 

“moments of peaceful 
tranquility.” neato!
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update

EA SportS UFC 2
The new MMA fighter is landing like a kick to the head in 2016

pUbliShEr EA / DEvElopEr EA cAnAdA / FormAt XboX onE / EtA 2016

ronda rousey’s on the 
cover? She’s unbeatable!
Well, about that. Rousey 
actually lost her first MMA 
fight just 24 hours after 
being revealed as the 
game’s cover star. but EA 
is sticking with her. She’s 
still one of the biggest 
names in the sport, and 
that fits with the vision 
EA is pushing for UFC 2: 
bigger and bolder than 
before, with everything 
updated for 2016.

What do you mean when 
you say ‘the vision’?
That’s actually the name 
of the trailer, so we’re not 
just using silly journalist 
words. EA has come 
out swinging hard, but 
footage of the actual 
game is still pretty scarce 
– it’s mostly high-def, 
slow-mo shots of actual 
fighters beating the 
crap out of each other – 
although some interesting 
stuff has been revealed.

Am i going to be able to 
realistically kick ass?
There are shots of mo-cap 
performers grappling, 
and all the material so 
far is heavily pushing 
the realism angle, so 
we hope so. UFC 2 has 
a new ‘physics-driven 
hit reaction’ system, 
and when physics are 
emphasized in games 
it’s either hilarious or 
awesome. Fingers  
crossed it’s the latter.

but it’s not just the 
first UFC with better 
graphics, is it?
While it’s definitely 
boasting better fighter 
likenesses and a more 
in-depth character creator 
to make your own fighter, 
it does look like effort 
is also going towards 
ramping the fight up and 
bringing you more variety.  
UFC 2 adds new fight 
modes and expands the 
career mode. 

You have my interest. So 
what else is there?
Well, your career path 
now has some added 
areas: a training camp 
(to work on getting that 
edge) and ‘career-defining 
moments’ to give your 
fighter a personal story, 
including titanic fights or 
rivalries if you want your 
own Rousey/Mayweather 
style beef (and speaking 
of Rousey, this time you 
can make a female fighter, 
if you want). There’s also 
UFc Ultimate Team, where 
you sculpt a team of up 
to five players to compete 
online and offline – a bit 
like a superhero squad, 
but where everyone’s 
power is hitting/twisting 
people in various ways. 
other options include 
online championships and  
brutal Ko-only matches. 
It’s enough altogether 
to pin anyone into 
submission.

In virtual space,  
Rousey can remain 
forever undefeated.

and there we were, thinking that uFC fighters 
were too tough to worry about minor boo-boos.

Who cares about the fighting when there’s hair  
detailing that even Lara Croft would envy?
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Did you know that OXM is 
a corrupt magazine that 
takes bribes from Microsoft 
and is full of mistakes? 

Neither did we, until we read this 
month’s haul of letters. That 
aside, our lovely readers are being 
impatient and letting children 
play GTA V. Pot… kettle? You made a huge mistake

I have just noticed while reading 
another great issue of your magazine 
that the wrong screenshot has 
been included in the Halo Insider 
section. On page 11, instead of a Halo 
screenshot, there is a Fable Legends 
screenshot with a funny caption, 
made funnier by the fact that it is in 
the wrong place. I know I won’t be 
the only one to notice this and it is too 
late as the magazine has now been 
published but I thought I’d let you 
know. Thanks.
Silverfox Lady

We’re sorry, Ms Lady. But we suppose 
everyone makes mistakes from time to 
time. For example…

I made a huge mistake
Ignore that email, I’m wrong. It’s a 
Friday morning and I’m tired. Sorry!!!
Silverfox Lady

We almost gave this star letter, frankly.

But not a fan of patience
I am a HUGE fan of Telltale Games. 
I have owned almost every title since 
Season 1 of The Walking Dead. I am 
currently playing Game of Thrones… 
or should I say I WAS playing Game of 
Thrones months ago. Since that time I 
have waited, and waited, and waited. 
Making fans wait so long for the final 
episode is a huge disappointment. It 
has been so long that I almost don’t 
even care anymore. I understand 

Telltale wants to put the best product 
out there, but this is ridiculous – 
especially for customers that bought 
the season pass. Telltale, you must do 
better or you will lose customers.
Gerell Elie

Even George RR Martin thought the wait 
for that final episode was a  
bit much. Valve is damn lucky there 
was no such thing as a season pass  
when it tried releasing Half-Life 2 
expansions as episodes…

Games journalism ethics
Ever since it was announced, I wasn’t 
a fan of the new Elite controller for  
the Xbox One. I mean, switchable 
buttons is a cool idea, but I have a few 
problems with it. That alternative 
D-pad looks hideous, and brings back 
memories of the ‘Duke’. Ugh. The 
Duke. I do like the idea of a headphone 
jack and button mapping, but do you 
think the Elite’s steep asking price is 
worth it? Of course you do, because 
Microsoft pays you every time you say 
that an Xbox product is good.
Julian D

It’s true, folks. We refuse to write a 
single nice sentence about Xbox until 
Phil Spencer himself gives us a belly rub. 
Whenever we give games or hardware 
a bad review, assume it’s only because 
we didn’t receive our usual mansion built 
out of diamonds. Julian, you’ve finally 
exposed us for the monsters we truly are. 
You owe us $5,000 for printing your letter.

Perfect ParentInG
I let my daughter make a character on The Elder Scrolls 
Online, as all she wanted to do was swim in the ocean 
and find as many creatures as possible. We went around 
looking for all the ‘jellyfish’ and the ‘dinosaurs’. She’d 
give them names and backstories. She previously played 
a tiny bit of GTA V just by swimming in Franklin’s pool. 
Because I’m so careful, she’s never seen or heard anything 
inappropriate. Innocence can be found in any game as 
long as you are careful with which parts you show. 
Liam McBey

You could let her play Fallout 4 until the bomb drops. Or Alien: 
Isolation, before that pesky star beast shows up. Or… 

Prize:  Wasteland 2
The best piece of correspondence  
wins a game from Matthew’s goody bag

Star      Letter

Telltale’s last Game 
of Thrones episode is 
finally here. But are 
you still playing it?
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v

The skeletons of luke 
skywalker’s aunt and uncle 
in nipton in Fallout: New 
Vegas. That one really 
creeped me out. 
David tulip

The best one i’ve had is 
the hidden Minecraft area 
in Borderlands 2, but the 
weirdest for me is the 
monkey family in Halo 3.  
David Laurie

Wasteland 2 – more easter 
eggs than any game i’ve 
played! references to The 
A-Team, atari burying all the 
copies of ET, multiple nods 
to Fallout, all the Attack of 
the Killer Tomatoes/Triffids 
references… The list is huge. 
David Humphries

finding the dead dwarf in 
the sky cell in The Witcher 
3. bad luck in the Witcher 
universe, Tyrion : (  
arman Demir

The tribute room in Halo: 
Reach is the most detailed 
easter egg i’ve ever seen.  
cameron Huntington

The notched Pickaxe in 
Skyrim and the scene with 
the ice cave with a glowing 
sword and a skeleton 
hanging from the ceiling. 
great Star Wars reference. 
randy Wilson

does the entire island from 
Lost in Just Cause 2 count? 
Joel Simpson

GTA IV – the beating heart 
in the statue of happiness. 
still creeps me out today.  
David nisbet

The dog ending of Silent Hill 
2. nice to see something 
funny in such a sad game. 
David Stanley

The Annotated… Gears of War
now all four games are backwards compatible, which is your favorite?

i love Gears 
1-3 so much 

that i can’t choose 
which one is better. 

They’re all  
so amazing.
tolga Budak

The first game, for 
being so original.

adam Zachary 
Steerment

Gears of War 3 for 
me. especially with 

the dlc story and extra 
characters added in.

Pete ammon

Gears of War 2 for 
story and Gears of War 

3 for PvP.
anthony Morales

Yeah! (Thanks  
for nailing that  
question – Ed)

ronny red

GEARS OF WAR
This has gone silent 
since Len Wiseman left 
the project in 2010. 
We’d be upset if  
Wiseman wasn’t to  
blame for the dire 
Underworld movies…

HALO 
 A Halo movie has been 
in development hell 
for years. Now Peter 
Jackson has finally 

stopped making movies 
about Hobbits, how about 
getting him back on it?

Your 
Vote 

which gaMe 
should geT a filM 
adaPTaTion nexT?

Hot topic
what’s the best easter egg 
you’ve ever found in  
a videogame?

RISE OF ThE  
TOMB RAIdER
A reboot is in development. 
We expect Lara will probably 
be a bit less murder-happy 
if the studio doesn’t 
want an R rating. 

halo  – 51%  
gears of war  – 23%

rise of The  
ToMb raider – 15%  

quanTuM break  – 5%
crackdown  – 3% 
scalebound  – 3% 
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Y
ou’d have to be blind, 
deaf, living on Mars 
and probably not a 
regular reader of this 
magazine to miss what 
an excellent year 2015 
was for Xbox One. We 
welcomed an incredible 

lineup of games, Xbox 360 backwards 
compatibility, the preview program, a 
little thing called Halo 5… the list goes 
on and on. But it was also a year of 
safe bets. Sometimes it felt like nothing 
reached the OXM office unless it had a 

A QuAntum LeAp
2016 
The upcoming 12 months see Xbox One become 
the machine it was always meant to be

fat number on the end: Fallout 4, Halo 
5, Assassin’s Creed Six-dicate… New 
Tomb Raider and Metal Gear Solid 
installments were excellent, but we 
wondered if they’d have been even 
better if developers hadn’t been 
focusing on getting Xbox 360 versions 
out the door, as well.

That all ends in 2016, when we 
finally get games only possible on Xbox 
One – such as the cloud-computing 
witchcraft of Crackdown 3, or the time-
shattering shenanigans of Quantum 
Break. In fact, we’d argue that Quantum 

Break is the perfect metaphor for 
Xbox One in 2016 (stay with us 
here). It’s almost unrecognizable 
from announcement day, it laughs 
at the concept of time – playing the 
biggest new-gen exclusives alongside 
Xbox 360 classics – and it’s only just 
started showing its true potential, with 
some of the best-looking gameplay 
we’ve ever seen. 2015 was the 
magnificent comeback, but the  
50 games covered over the next 25 
pages prove that 2016 is so much 
more. This is Xbox One’s victory year.
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reality is temporarily frozen, and Jack and Paul 
gain time-manipulation superpowers.

Which would be great, had the machine not 
also caused a fracture that could potentially 
destroy time itself. Paul disappears into the 
machine. he emerges later, but now he’s 17 
years older, grayer, and very much the villain. 
Jack has to learn to use his powers to stop 
his old friend, and the end of time. Oh, and a 
mysterious company called Monarch has an 
army out to stop him. an army that might be 
working for future Paul. er, a little help, Sam?

“Obviously time-travel stories themselves 
are notorious for getting really complicated,” 
says lake. “We’ve worked hard to create our 
own set of rules, [and can say] that our time 
travel works like this.” hard work that’s spread 
to every part of development of the studio’s 
debut Xbox One game: “lot of new technology, 
a new platform from 360 to Xbox One, new 
universe, new story, new core gameplay. a lot 
of prototyping, a lot of discovery. The whole 
show side, a lot of challenges to figure out.”

That “new core gameplay” revolves around 
Jack’s time powers. No need to cower from 

T
here was a time when being 
able to take cover in a shooter 
felt like the biggest innovation 
in the world. But these days, 
cowering behind waist-high 
objects is a reflex action. Often 
automatic, our only choice is 
whether to duck behind the wall 

or the car. remedy entertainment, developer 
of Max Payne and Alan Wake, thinks it’s about 
time we had a third option. do we duck behind 
the wall, duck behind the car or freeze time, 
dash behind our enemies and then take them 
out one by one with their own weapons? This 
is Quantum Break—and we’ll take option three, 
please. every time.

“We see ourselves as storytellers, and 
when we start to think of a new concept for 
a game, we often start with a story,” explains 
Sam lake, creative director on Quantum Break. 
“We can look at what we do on the story side, 
and then we can focus and invest on those 
aspects on the tech side to get the core 
gameplay out of that.” Sounds like a logical 
process, although we can think of few studios 
who’d pitch something as ambitious as a time-
traveling shooter without panicking and going 
back to the drawing board.

The story follows Jack Joyce (played by 
Shawn Ashmore, Iceman in X-Men), who’s 
been contacted by his childhood friend, Paul 
Serene (aidan gillen, littlefinger in Game of 
Thrones). Paul has been building a prototype 
time machine, and gives Jack a demonstration 
to prove it works. But instead of a pleasant 
trip back to a time when Charleston Hero was 
the closest we had to a videogame (those 
were dark times), the experiment goes wrong, 

“The number one killer is time. It destroys us all”
quantum break

 Dev MIcrOSOfT STudIOS pub reMedy eNTerTaINMeNT ReLeASe aPr 5
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grim if you don’t. Quantum 
Break actually shows the 
impending doom you’re 
fighting to stop. at any 

moment the environment 
can turn against you, throwing 

Jack into a dark preview of a 
world in which he fails to fix the 

fracture, as time “stutters.”
“early on in the project we wanted 

to do stutters,” says lake. “The very 
earliest iteration of that was just that 
everything is frozen, but that gets old 
quite fast. adding the time powers  
into the mix… it feels natural and 
promising to add more things 
happening with the special effects.” 

It’s showcased by a set-piece 
that makes the term “special effect” 
feel like an understatement. a large 
ship slowly sails forward. There’s a 

gunfire when Jack can 
use Time dodge, avoiding 
bullets Matrix-style. Then 
use Time rush, slowing 
down time for everyone. 
except Jack, of course, who 
now runs up to enemies – from 
their perspective, at lightning 
speed – and knocks them out. Why 
waste bullets when you’re faster than 
a speeding one?

Time Vision is a power similar to 
Survival Instinct in Rise of the Tomb 
Raider. It highlights interactive parts 
of the environment (such as crates 
loosely suspended over enemy heads) 
that Jack can take advantage of. 
We can see why it’s been included, 
even if we’d much rather discover the 
potential of the powers ourselves.

Time Shield lets Jack create a 
sphere of stopped time around himself, 
handily freezing any bullets that enter 
it. helpful, but we’re far bigger fans 
of its offensive use. Jack can make 
the same sphere around an enemy, 
fire several rounds into it, then restart 
time, shooting the soldier with all the 
bullets simultaneously. When we finish 
building our own time machine and 
travel back to kill hitler, that’s exactly 
how we’re going about it.

Monarch grunts have limited access 
to powers as well, but they still might 
not be your biggest threat. Most games 
task you with stopping bad guys, 
telling you the consequences will be 

suspension bridge incoming, but it’s a 
fair distance away. Then time stutters, 
the ship glitches forward and smashes 
right into the bridge. Metal screeches 
across metal, concrete explodes into 
the air, cars fly in all directions, and 
then… it all stops. everything freezes, 
with Jack stuck at the heart of the 
wreckage. The only one who can move, 
trapped in a still moment of pure chaos.

“getting danger in there, and the 
broken timelines of things collapsing 
and being a threat… step by step, 
that’s been a journey of discovery,” 
says lake of the stutters. It’s been 
a long development process, but 
game director Mikael Kasurinen is 
confident that the studio has delivered 
something new, a threat to overcome 
that hasn’t been seen before. 

“In the public’s eye, I think people 
could easily see it as, ‘Oh, remedy’s 
now taking Max Payne and bullet 
time and making super bullet time,’” 
says Kasurinen, but that’s not the 
case. “We’re doing something that’s 
fundamentally different. It’s all about 
time breaking down. It’s glitching, 
being twisted and weird.”

Not every part of the boat crash has 
stopped. Many obstacles are stuttering 
– looping from different moments in 
time at insane speeds. The same car 
crashing over and over, or the same 
piece of masonry crumbling, again and 
again. Jack’s only hope of surviving 
these breakdowns are his powers. he 

you can manipulate time, there 
are set-pieces where you’re 

up against shattering reality, 
and every choice you make in 

live-action episodes shape key 
parts of the virtual story. Only 

Crackdown 3 rivals this  
as a showcase for what  
Xbox One is capable of.
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If we could travel through 
time, we’d punch whoever 
decided barrels have to be 
included in every shooter 
level ever built.

freezes debris in mid-air so it doubles 
as platforms, and uses Time dash to 
run through thin gaps in a looping car 
crash. he treads very carefully, as the 
stutter could stop at any moment, 
sending him free-falling, or leaving him 
doomed to being crushed by vehicles, 
debris, metal, take your pick. We regret 
our Time Vision snobbery now that 
everything’s a potential threat.

yet we’ve still only scratched the 
surface. four parts of the story will also 
play out as live-action episodes, with 
a narrative that changes depending on 
choices you make (the fourth of these 
episodes has at least 40 potential 
differences.) In these sequences you 
actually get to step into Paul Serene’s 
shoes, giving you insight into the 
villain’s motivations. In most games, 
playing the villain would be the big new 
feature. here, it’s yet another idea from 
a studio that’s consistently refused 
to play it safe. Sorry, hitler. you’ll have 
to wait—we’re time traveling to april 5 
first, to get our hands on Xbox One’s 
most ambitious shooter.

Below

Sea of ThieveS

sIze matters In Capy’s atmospherIC roguelIke
The common way to make a player feel small and vulnerable 

is to scale everything else up. Plains should be wider and 
emptier, chasms longer and deeper, hills more perilously 

steep. capy’s brooding, bleak adventure does things a little 
differently, shrinking your avatar to such diminutive 

dimensions that a casual observer might mistake them for an 
insect and start swatting at the TV. The effect is potent, and 
if the murkily beautiful settings aren’t imposing enough, it 
quickly becomes clear you’re stepping into extraordinarily 

hostile territory. The skittering creatures you’ll meet early on 
might fall quickly, but if they injure you, you’ll need to 

bandage up before you bleed out. death is permanent, and 
that knowledge will see you tentatively inching through the 

darkness, equal parts excited at, and fearful of, what awaits.

nautICal but nICe?
rare’s Kinect games get a bit of a bum rap, but we can’t be 
alone in rejoicing that Microsoft is letting the studio make 
something with a bit more substance. Sea of Thieves is a 
multiplayer piratical adventure that ticks just about every 
box in the Big Book O’ Swashbuckling activities: you’ll see 

mutinous crewmen walk the plank, grab treasure guarded by 
sentient skeletons and sail your galleon across some 

gorgeous aquamarine seas with your crew. Of course, you 
won’t be the only ship out to conquer the high seas. 

cannonballs will whistle by and you’ll hear the unmistakable 
crack of splintering wood as you retaliate with a few 

well-aimed volleys. director gregg Mayles is responsible for 
some of rare’s biggest games – with such an experienced 

hand at the tiller, this could be a real return to form. 

 Dev caPyBara gaMeS pub caPyBara gaMeS ReLeASe 2016

 Dev MIcrOSOfT STudIOS pub rare ReLeASe 2016

Outlast II 

fall is the season to 
invest in new underwear, as 
the sequel to the intense 
asylum horror arrives. the 
law of diminishing returns 
arguably affects this kind 
of game more than any other, 
but we’re promised a new 
setting and a fresh cast 
to keep us on our toes. 
meanwhile, the image of an 
inverted burning cross and 
a warning from the dev that  
our faith will be tested 
suggest religious 
overtones. anyone got a 
couch we can hide behind?

pub Red BaRRelS Dev Red BaRRelS  
ReLeASe fall

Resident Evil Zero 
HD Remaster  

one of the most divisive 
entries in Capcom’s 
survival-horror opus, this 
prequel begins with a swarm 
of leeches attacking a train 
containing hordes of zombies 
and a death row inmate. What 
follows is a co-op adventure 
that has enough inventive 
touches to compensate for 
its comparative lack of 
scares. In its original 
incarnation, zero was 
possibly even more handsome 
than remake; with a hi-def 
lick of paint, it should 
hold up equally well.

pub CapCom Dev CapCom ReLeASe Jan

Alekhine’s Gun 

that the third in the 
brilliantly titled Death 
to spies series should 
be renamed after a chess 
formation is entirely 
fitting for what has always 
been an intelligent, if 
rather dry and austere, 
stealth game. a combination 
of its ambitious open-ended 
nature and relatively low 
budget has created enough 
flaws to keep it from the 
big leagues. Will a change 
of name be enough to change 
its fortunes? We’ll find out 
fairly soon…

pub maximum GameS Dev maximum GameS 
ReLeASe feB 9 
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 T
here’s something freeing about 
realising that almost everything 
in Catalyst is interactive. Every 
surface is a potential platform, 
every wall an escape route or 
an attack path. It’s even better 
when you start stringing them 
together. Sprinting from gunfire, 

sliding under ventilation pipes, spotting a 
gap between buildings, realising too late that 
it’s too wide to jump, recalibrating to wallrun 
along a billboard, which brings an enemy into 
view, letting you push off from the vertical 
surface, using his soon-to-be-unconscious 
body as a cushion to roll over and keep 
running. A single fluid motion, orchestrated by 
your fingers flying over a controller.

Freedom is the word, in all senses. Catalyst 
already feels like the game DICE wanted to 

make in 2008, grabbing the corners of the 
original game’s straightforward mission 
spaces and stretching them out into a 
truly open world – rebooted heroine Faith’s 
freerunning, alongside a new ‘maghook’ item, 
should let you travel everywhere, if you work 
out how to make all of her abilities count. 

It’s also been freed of the problems of 
the first game – Faith no longer uses guns, 
preferring evasion and more satisfying melee 
combat, boss fights are gone, and the open 
world should help to distract us even if the 
original’s terrible storytelling makes a return.

In our short demo, we were given the 
opportunity to travel to a few spots to start 
Challenges, side missions that have you 
racing to win currency, or escaping hostile 
guard attention as you try to deliver packages 
across the gleaming skyline. For a long while, 

we ignored all of that and just spent a  
session climbing on stuff, finally coming 
close to living the parkour fantasies the first 
game teased, but could never quite meet. 
It’s compulsive enough just to move around 
that this might even be the first game since 
Crackdown to make us want to complete a 
straightforward collection quest.

How the game will weave in its critical path, 
and whether the promise of full-on puzzle 
sections will be met is still unknown, but it 
remains one of our most-anticipated games 
on sheer gut reaction. The first Mirror’s Edge 
still feels like a game described to 2008’s 
developers by someone from the future – 
something totally out of step with what was 
being made at the time, a design that DICE 
couldn’t quite perfect. Catalyst looks like it 
could be what was being described.

Even while first-person games 
get better and better at fluid 

movement, Catalyst should  
put them all to shame. That 
reactive freerunning could  

make even gaming’s nimblest  
super-soldiers feel like  

pregnant cows trying to  
hurdle a bollard.

Mirror’s EdgE Catalyst
 pub EA dev DICE ReleASe mAy 24

On reflection, this is what we wanted all along
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Cyberpunk 2077 

Several dozen hours into the 
Witcher 3 and still nowhere 
near the finishing post, 
we’re not entirely sure we 
wanted to hear that CDP’s 
next game is going to be 
“far, far bigger”. at this 
rate, the date in the title 
will be the year we finish 
it. all we know is it’ll 
have first- and third-person 
cameras, that its story will 
be non-linear, strikingly 
violent and dystopian, and 
that it’ll be out “when it’s 
ready”. Soon, hopefully.

pub CD Projekt reD dev CD Projekt reD 
ReleASe 2016

Vampyr 

Dontnod’s third game 
represents another swerve, 
as this nimble studio moves 
from a teen drama to an rPG 
where you play as… well, 
guess. the twist? You used 
to be a doctor, and so, in 
Victorian London, you find 
yourself conflicted: torn 
between saving the wounded 
and feasting upon them. 
twist number two: pretty 
much everyone with a neck 
is fair game (cue Mama 
June breathing a sigh of 
relief) which means you can 
kill crucial quest-givers. 
Sounds delicious. 

pub FoCus Home InteraCtIve dev DontnoD 
entertaInment ReleASe 2017

The Technomancer

after 2013’s ambitious but 
slightly shonky Mars: War 
Logs, Spiders returns to 
the red Planet, casting you 
as Zachariah, a fugitive 
with bio-electric powers. 
You’ll explore a not-quite-
open world that feels like 
a budget Mass effect, 
fighting humanoid foes and 
giant space shrimps using a 
range of stances and buffs 
that add a bit of zap to 
your sword and staff. Its 
open-ended quest structure 
gives you a range of ways to 
complete objectives, giving 
five possible endings.

pub FoCus Home InteraCtIve  
dev sPIDers ReleASe 2016

reCore
MetroID DeV GIVeS XboX one SoMe robot LoVe 

you might think it unusual for a debut trailer of an xbox One 
exclusive to make a point of referencing a nintendo game. 

but when that game is Metroid Prime, one of the finest 
first-person adventures ever made? yeah, you’re going to 

want to mention that. mark Pacini, formerly of retro Studios, 
and now heading up Batman: Arkham Origins Blackgate 

developer Armature, is in the director’s chair – as he was for 
all three Prime games. That alone is reason enough to be 

excited about ReCore’s potential.
As, too, is that CgI teaser. we’ve grown accustomed to 
trailers featuring precisely zero game footage having 

precisely zero to do with the actual game, whether it’s 
narrative ideas that are glossed over or ignored, or action 

set-pieces that are impossible to recreate during play. 
ReCore’s promo, by contrast, shows us exactly what we’ll be 

doing in the game. we’re going to be shooting arachnid 
robots with a gun, while looking after a glowing energy orb 
that can be slotted into a variety of mechanical shells. Oh, 
and there’s a harsh desert environment involved, although 

we reckon that might just be one of several settings.
If the involvement of Pacini is anything to go by, we can 

expect the different shells to be used for both combat and 
environmental puzzles, with areas gated off until we’ve 
located the right kind of bot to access them. If the story 

doesn’t touch upon the question of whether robots can ever 
possess a soul, we’ll be amazed. And if you’re concerned 

about the involvement of Keiji Inafune, given that he oversaw 
the wretched Yaiba: Ninja Gaiden Z, fear not: the Mega Man 
creator’s past certainly suggests he knows how to make 

shooting robots fun. with such an intriguing concept and a 
strong developer pedigree, we’re very keen to find out more. 

 pub mICrOSOFT STuDIOS dev COmCEPT, ArmATurE STuDIO   
ReleASe SummEr

 pub SquAD dev SquAD ReleASe 2016

 pub PArADOx InTErACTIvE  
dev COlOSSAl OrDEr ReleASe 2016

It’S not roCket SCIenCe. oh…
Squad’s perplexing, absorbing PC hit is 
several games in one: a space-flight 
sim, a sandbox construction sim and, 

when you finally learn to take off 
without exploding, a real adventure. 

but perhaps above all else, it’s a puzzle 
game. The goal? Fly to the moon. The 
solution? well, that’s up to you, with 
a little help (and frequent hindrance) 
from your good friends, maths and 
physics. If you have an engineering 

degree, you’ve already got a head start. 
Complex stuff, then, but Kerbal Space 

Program is all the more rewarding 
for eschewing easy empowerment, 

ensuring the tiny victories – yes! The 
rocket didn’t fall over this time! – feel 
like tangible achievements.  Heck it’s 

nASA-endorsed and everything. 

rebuILDInG a better buILDer
Profiting from someone else’s failure is 
rarely something to cheer, but in this 

case we’ll make an exception. Colossal 
Order had been pitching the idea of a 
full-blown city-builder to its publisher 
for years; only when EA royally screwed 
up its reboot of Sim City in 2013 was it 
hurriedly commissioned, and Paradox 

ended up with its biggest ever hit. 
what’s all the more startling is that it 

was the work of just 13 people. In fact, 
Skylines’ polish and scope would be 

noteworthy coming from a team of any 
size – especially as it has not come 

at the cost of esthetic quality. It runs 
smoothly, too, and benefits from a 

smart, intuitive interface that should 
translate well to xbox One. Seems like a 

solid foundation to us.

kerbal sPaCe Program

CItIes: skylInes
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Homefront: tHe revolution
 pub deep silver dev dambuster studios ReleASe summer

the revolution will be randomized 

 t
he Korean occupation of 
a virtual us has nothing 
on the real-life tumult 
faced by the Homefront 
2 team, buffeted from 
publisher to publisher 
in the wake of tHQ’s 
demise. intriguingly, 

it emerges a more ambitious game 
for it, rejecting the original’s corridor 
shooting – the definitive 6/10 game 
– for an emergent sandbox that pits 
hardy philadelphians against the 
randomized forces of the Korean 
people’s army. Fasahat salim, lead 
designer at dambuster, describes a 
glorious revolution…

The studio has heritage in fantastical 
shooters, such as TimeSplitters and 
Crysis. Going from that to an open-
world shooter seems like quite a shift…
We’d never done an open-world game 
before – the first was linear – so all 
of a sudden we had to take a step 
back and push our guerilla warfare 
into an open world. there’s a lot of 
things we didn’t think of: there’s a lot 

of technology involved, we have to 
populate a massive world, worry about 
different systems. We couldn’t just 
guide the player, and we had to work 
out the best way to give them a true 
guerilla experience. Cryengine was 
definitely one of the most powerful 
tools we could be using at the time and 
we’re still pushing it to its limits. We 
have an awesome r&d team making a 
very customized engine for us. 

We have emergent systems that 
make our life a lot easier, as [they’re] 
populating the world without having 
to worry about placing guys in specific 
scenarios. so when you play the game, 
we don’t know what you’re going to 
come across on the ground. We don’t 
know where soldiers are going to turn 
up, what sniper will get in your way, 
whether there will be a drone you 
have to avoid – these are all things 
the system is allowing us to not worry 
about. and that offers players a unique 
way of playing the game. so going from 
a linear shooter to a systemically driven 
game was the biggest challenge, 
because it takes time to adjust the 

engine. We were actually developing 
these systems while we were 
developing the game and story. 

do you ever see things emerge that are 
so cool that it’s tempting to lock them 
in scripted moments?
it is tempting, but we made a 
conscious effort to avoid heavily 
scripting things. sure, there are 
moments in specific missions where 
we want things to happen at a specific 
time, but everything in between is up 
to the systems. every player will have 
the same objective, but everything 
they come across along the way, the 
minute-to-minute ground challenges, 
will be different every time they play. i 
can testify to that, because recording 
videos for a game like this is a pain. 
You never know what to expect. every 
time you try to record something, it’s 
new. You never know what is going to 
happen. it could be something really 
cool that you never get again.

First-person shooters are known for 
being finely honed things – how do you 
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Where so many shooters rely on 
scripted thrills, Homefront bravely 

hands over placement of enemy 
forces to algorithms. it should 

result in world where you are kept 
constantly on your toes (or faced 

with a cakewalk, should it  
botch the calculations).  

Fingers crossed, eh?

Naruto Shippuden: 
Ultimate Ninja Storm 4 

It’s been seven years since 
Naruto Shippuden: ultimate 
Ninja Storm arrived on Xbox 
360, but CyberConnect2’s 
3D beat-’em-up series is 
finally coming to a close. 
Covering everything right  
up until the end of the 
manga, this promises to 
be bigger and better than 
all of the previous Naruto 
games put together – if you 
can still remember what the 
hell’s going on, of course. 
a must-see showdown for  
fans of the show. 

pub Bandai namco dev cyBerconnect2 
ReleASe feB 4

Sebastian Loeb 
Rally EVO  

ever since Codemasters 
slammed down the brakes on 
its console rally efforts, 
the race for the best off-
road game is being fought 
by the likes of WrC 5 and 
newcomer Sebastian Loeb 
rally eVO. It’s an exacting 
prospect, letting players 
rev the engines of classic 
rally cars from past and 
present along the impossibly 
narrow tracks of real-life 
rally tracks. Loeb’s even on 
hand as your virtual in-game 
mentor, providing useful 
tips for rookie racers.

Arslan: The 
Warriors of Legend 

It’s a well-known fact that 
Warriors grunts have the 
worst job in games. It’s bad 
enough being mown down by 
gorgeous anime princes and 
burly long-haired generals, 
but being wiped out by a 
magical rainbow paintbrush 
attack? Now that’s just 
insulting. But that’s a 
standard role in this hack-
and-slash tribute to the 
anime source material, so 
expect rocketing body counts 
and mad weapon combos. the 
cel-shaded art will please 
fans of the show, too. 

pub milestone srl dev milestone srl 
ReleASe jan 29

pub Koei tecmo dev omega force  
ReleASe feB 9

lego marvel’s avengers

WON’t SOmeBODy thINk Of the kIDS?
surviving is hard. it’s a daily struggle to make sure we don’t 
just leave the house in our socks and pants every morning, 

let alone make it through a civil war with nothing but a bag of 
stolen swag ripped from the hands of a starving old woman. 
but that’s life in 11 bit studios’ excellent This War of Mine, 
and the console-exclusive The Little Ones expansion adds 

even more grueling choices to the mix by throwing kids into 
the fray, creating an even bigger strain on your small band 
of randomized survivors. However, The Little Ones looks to 
have a slightly lighter side than its pC original, as on top of 
crafting weapons, beds and survival gear, you’ll also have 

the opportunity to make toys and trinkets to keep your brood 
smiling through another day. don’t expect this to be a laugh-

a-minute, but this survival sim is gripping stuff.

StuDS, BrICkS aND BLOCkheaDS, aSSemBLe!
2016 marks the beginning of ‘phase three’ in marvel’s 

cinematic universe, spanning no less than 11 blockbusters 
up to 2019. that’s just one movie less than phases one 

and two combined, which started with Iron Man back in the 
marvel-less days of 2008. that’s a lot of marvel to take in, 
but thankfully tt’s Lego team are on hand to cut the flab 

and assemble a tale like no other, combining the events of 
the first two avengers and Captain america films, Iron Man 3 
and thor’s complete trashing of greenwich with its classic 
slapstick humour and insatiable lust for studs. With over 

100 playable characters, hundreds of collectibles and free-
roaming hubs such as asgard (oooh) and Hawkeye’s farm 

(less oooh), this is a perfect refresher for lapsed moviegoers.

 pub deep silver dev 11 bit studios ReleASe 29 Jan

 pub Warner bros interaCtive entertainment  
dev tt games Rel eASe 29 Jan

this War of mine:  
the little ones

maintain that quality in an open  
world? How long did it take to 
finalise the city itself?
it has taken a while. We broke the 
city into districts, and want to make 
the districts feel unique. What we’ve 
shown was the red zone, but you also 
have the Yellow zone, which is the 
ghetto where all the civilian population 
is, so that in itself is a very different 
environment from the red zone. 
obviously there’s the civilian population 
that can respond to you – if you take 
a gun out, they are going to freak out 
and call the Korean people’s army. 
You’ve also got a lot more traversal in 
the Yellow zone – you can take to the 
rooftops to stay out the way of the 
population. We think it’s important 
to know what it’s like to be a guerilla 
fighter in different areas. 

then there’s the green zone where 
the government buildings are located. 
a lot of our story missions are primarily 
set there, because the main buildings 
are there. it’s a big city – we’re not 
trying to compete with other games on 
scale, but we want to provide variety. 
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We Happy FeW
Join the fun! (or die) 

In one of the ’80s series of brilliant British TV show Doctor 
Who there was a story called The Happiness Patrol. The 
Doctor pitches up at a colony where everyone has to be 

happy all the time or (because reasons) be drowned in hot 
sugar. Compulsion Games took it a step further and asked, 

“What if unhappy people were battered to death by 
drug-addicted women in ’60s-print mini-dresses?”

We Happy Few is a retro-futuristic survival game, where, in 
an alternate timeline after WWII, the English town of 

Wellington Wells got hooked on a synthetic drug called Joy. 
Joy can make you forget your woes, but it’s got a comedown 

worse than that time you drank six espressos for a laugh, 
and anyone off their meds (a “Downer”) is terminated with 

extreme prejudice. Guess what kind of person you are?
You only get one shot at surviving Wellington Wells 

long enough to escape, and it’s uniquely generated afresh 
each time you fail. This means keeping yourself fed and 

watered while blending in with the locals. They’ve all 
painted their faces like terrifying living dolls and will get 

suspicious if you aren’t behaving like a normal citizen—so 
there are actually a lot of parallels with real life. 

Like lots of games these days, We Happy Few was funded 
on Kickstarter, where it received attention for its strong 
visuals and unsettling TV-announcer mascot Uncle Jack 

(who pops up in the game, broadcasting on all frequencies 
to remind you to play parlour games and call the cops if 
anyone looks a bit sad). It’s still got a way to go before 

its full release, but the brief hands-on time  
we’ve had shows off a distinct concept and a creepy  

new take on the survival genre.

 pub CompULsIon GamEs dev CompULsIon GamEs ReleASe JUn

 pub TEam17 dev pLaYTonIC GamEs  
ReleASe oCT

 pub UBIsofT dev UBIsofT san franCIsCo  
ReleASe 2016

other aliases: BanJo-Kazooie 3
so there’s a chameleon called Yooka, 

and he hangs out with a purple 
bat called Laylee, and if you say 

their names together it sounds like 
“ukulele.” now you may be thinking, 

“This sounds like an obvious rip off of 
Banjo-Kazooie!” but you’d be wrong, 

because Yooka-Laylee was dreamt up 
by most of the same team, and can 

you rip off yourself? What we’ve seen 
so far has bright colors, great tunes, 
and a mountain of shiny trinkets to 

collect. The duo have special skills to 
use together (such as, sonar blasting 

and tongue whipping). This rode a wave 
of n64 nostalgia to hit its Kickstarter 

target in a matter of hours, suggesting 
there’s a big appetite for its classic 

platforming fun in 2016.

With great poWer comes 
no responsiBility 

The success of 2014’s unconventional 
rpG The Stick of Truth proved that 

it is possible to make a great South 
Park game—you just have to have 

the series’ creators around to do it. 
although they said they weren’t going 
to produce a sequel, they took to the 

stage at E3 to announce The Fractured 
But Whole. This time you and the rest 

of the gang are playing at superheroes 
in the crack team Coon and friends. 
You’ll discover the new Kid’s origin 

story, and where his power to fart on 
demand in combat situations comes 
from—or, as Trey parker succinctly 

put it, “We’re going to get deep inside 
your butthole.” Er… literally?

yooka-LayLee 

SoutH park: tHe 
Fractured But WHoLe

Thimbleweed Park 

ron gilbert and gary Winnick 
were behind some of the 
most iconic point-and-click 
puzzlers ever. thimbleweed 
park is an odd, slightly 
lynchian murder mystery. 
it’s an attempt to make 
another classic adventure 
—not inspired by the old 
ones, but made as if it was 
still the late ’80s. We 
assume it’ll be aimed at 
adventure gamers of old, but 
even if you’ve never taped a 
ruler to some bread to form 
a crude hammer, it’s worth 
keeping an eye on.

Layers of Fear  

layers of fear is currently 
available in early access, 
and if you missed our 
preview last issue then 
allow us to fill you in: 
it’s a semi-gothic first-
person horror, and we 
totally didn’t have to turn 
all the lights on while we 
played it. you take on the 
role of a painter obsessed 
with creating a macabre 
masterpiece, experiencing 
the occasional disturbing 
hallucination. it’s not 
finished yet, but this only 
needs a few more spots of 
paint before it’s done.

Ghost of a Tale 

tilo’s a mouse, thrown into 
a prison by rats —he must 
escape to explore medieval-
style lands populated by 
a host of anthropomorphic 
animal factions. he’s only  
a little thing, and must 
make use of detailed 3d 
environments to get past 
foes and discover the truth 
about his world’s dark past. 
primarily the ambitious work 
of one man, lionel ‘seith’ 
gallat, ghost of a tale 
should soon be going into 
early access to offer a more 
substantial look.

pub terriBLe toyBox dev terriBLe toyBox 
ReleASe Jun

pub BLooBer team dev BLooBer team 
ReleASe 2016

pub SeitHcG  dev SeitHcG   
ReleASe 2016
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Cuphead
 pub sTUDIo mDhr dev sTUDIo mDhr ReleASe 2016

prepare to feel like you’ve just been mugged

 p
eople have been calling 
Cuphead the best-looking 
game in the world for 
well over a year now. It’s 
impossible to ignore, a 
perfect pastiche of ’30s 
cartoons—mixing cutesy, 
bopping animations with 

unnerving surrealism—harking back 
to a golden age where nothing had to 
make sense as long as it looked good 
enough. studio mDhr’s debut game has 
been elevated above its indie peers 
thanks to the fact that no one can 
quite believe it really looks like that.

Yet as soon as you start playing, 
you’ll forget it looks like that. You’ll 
forget everything. all you will know is 
bullets, and death, and resurrection, 
and bullets. The ’30s looks are a 
mask that sits atop a thick seam of 
‘80s gameplay, the kind of run ’n’ gun 
platformer that sat dusty in the back 
corner of an arcade—not because it 
was bad, but because it scared all the 
kids away. Cuphead is hard.

Described by its creator as 70%  
boss fights and 30% platforming, it’s 

There’s a pretty good  
chance that no game will 
ever look like this again—
the sheer talent in terms 

animation and presentation 
on show in Cuphead makes  

it a one-off in a genre  
stuffed to the gills  

with copycats.

the aesthetic is heavily influenced by 
cartoons from animation’s “golden era.”

a game that frequently puts you in 
front of massive assholes that not only 
require full minutes of shooting to take 
down—and, in classic style, there are 
no health bars to see how well you’re 
doing—but ask you to platform, learn 
attack patterns and deal with smaller 
threats simultaneously.

Take the massive bird that wears 
a cuckoo clock as armor. It fires 
eggs that, if they don’t hit you, 
explode on the back of the screen, 
sending shards back the way they 
came, while lines of canaries with 

nails taped to their backs stream past. 
It’s disgusting. or the fight against a 
furious, sting-firing, bee that takes 
place as the hive fills with deadly 
honey, while gloriously depressed-
looking salaryman worker bees buzz 
past as obstacles. There are no words 
for how tough this is to manoeuvre 
through successfully. none that we 
can print without turning the page 
blue, anyway.

We’re told there’s an upgrade 
system, meaning you can gradually 
work through the non-linear overworld 
map, coming back for another go 
at harder fights with a better set of 
equipment. We wouldn’t know—we’ve 
never actually managed to finish a 
level in our short time with the game. 
and it’s the sickening toughness 
that has us wanting to go back to  
it—the kind of uncompromising 
difficulty that most ‘retro’ platformers 
forget was part of the masochistic 
allure back in the old days. We know 
it was our fault we didn’t succeed, and 
we want to do better—those looks are 
just a bonus.
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While Xbox One games have 
already taken advantage of 

cloud processing, Crackdown 3 
represents its most ambitious 
application yet. By siphoning 

additional power from the  
ether, it essentially turns Xbox  

One into the most powerful  
console in existence.
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crackdown 3
 pub micrOsOft studiOs dev reagent games ReleASe 2016

reagent games builds skyscrapers  
up to the cloud, then topples the lot

 s
hocking plot twists 
aside, the Crackdown 
series has always been 
defined by its focus on 
freedom. each game 
sees you leaping about 
the city like a superhero, 
becoming ever stronger, 

faster, and more likely to harm the 
innocent as you dismantle criminal 
networks by going on a series of 
decreasingly discriminate rampages. 
Crackdown 3 continues this tradition, 
but ups the stakes by handing you the 
keys to two entirely different cities 
in which to run riot: one that offers 
a fresh twist on the narrative-driven 
sandbox, and the kind of familiarly 
robust buildings that will happily take 
a volley of rockets and stay standing; 
and another especially laid out for 
online multiplayer, that raises the roof 
(potentially all of them) with cloud-
powered physics that render every 
piece of it entirely destructible.

the second of these setups has, 
unsurprisingly, been attracting the 
most attention since the game 
was shown in detail at this year’s 
gamescom—and rightly so given its 
potential to shake the bedrock of the 
console landscape. But, despite a 
conspicuous absence of Crackdown 
3’s headline destruction tech, the 
new single-player campaign (or, if you 
choose, up to four-player co-op) is a 
rousing proposition in its own right.  

the most important change 
manifests as a simple addition to the 
right of the screen: the hate meter. this 
preppy-sounding piece of ui furniture 
measures how much of a thorn in the 
side you are to the crime lords who run 
each district. Keep hassling them by 
taking out their generals, and sending 
bruised and broken foot soldiers 
spiralling into the air, and you’ll 
eventually enrage them enough to put 
in a personal appearance. 

like twitter with a greater focus on 
physical violence, the hate meter offers 
three tiers of hatred for you to tap into. 
sustained mischief will encourage the 
bar to rise, the aggression and number 

of henchmen sent in increasing with 
each level. You could, in theory, juggle 
the displeasure of several kingpins at 
once, but if you cool your efforts in a 
region the corresponding meter will 
also drop off slowly, along with the 
level of threat you face there.

When you do tip a boss over the 
edge, you’re in for a tough encounter. 
Crackdown 3’s cast of antagonists 
are a hardy bunch, and not averse to 
roguish tactics—we witness one guy 
show up encased in a gun-studded 
exoskeleton. But the balance is easily 
redressed: rather than being confined 
to a particular base or area, these 
fights can take place anywhere in the 
region in question. this fundamentally 
changes the game’s dynamic, in that 
boss fights are now on your terms. 
rather than making your way through 
a compound designed to aid your 
quarry, you’re able to trigger a scrap in 
an area that you’ve checked out, and 
determined offers you the strategic 
advantage. You might, for example, 
pick the docks as the location of your 
battle in order to take advantage of 
the precariously suspended shipping 
crates, crushing machines or flimsy 
towers that can be brought down with 
a well-placed explosive or two. 

it’s a setup that introduces greater 
depth to a familiar mechanic, while 
also promising to remove the nagging 
sense of anticlimax that took hold 
after storming and defeating kingpins’ 
hideouts in the first two games. But 
crucially, it achieves these things 
without undermining any of the 
freedom of choice offered by the 
series. Bosses and their minions will 
also kill civilians and trash the city in an 
effort to besmirch your (questionably) 
good name, and while reagent games 
isn’t yet ready to talk about exactly 
how this will work, your reputation 
will affect how you’re thought of in 
each area. Being unpopular will have 
repercussions, but we really hope that 
doesn’t mean we’ll be punished for the 
huge civilian death toll we’ll inevitably 
be directly responsible for. 

another significant upgrade is the 
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games hasn’t fleshed out exactly 
what multiplayer modes will be 
available when the game launches, 
how many players will be online at 
once, or indeed how any of it will work 
yet—but the effort the studio has put 
into whipping up a spectacular arena 
has paid off handsomely. 

still, the first time you see the tech 
in action, which draws on microsoft’s 
azure service to provide additional 
virtual Xbox Ones on demand, is 
actually a little underwhelming. We’ve 
all seen destructible environments 
before, and watching a wall take 
damage from bullets is nothing new. 
But then you look closer, and you 
realize that each bullet’s impact is 
simulated, and that the pockmarks and 
holes that result aren’t bump-mapped 
sprites but real, three-dimensional 
attrition. and all the resulting debris 
and shrapnel that’s gathering on the 
ground? that’s all simulated too, can 
be further demolished, and is entirely 
persistent. By the time you’ve toppled 
your first skyscraper, and watched it 
smash into a neighbouring building, the 
potential of Crackdown 3’s spectacular 
devastation is gleefully apparent.

for example, if another player is 
hiding out in a building (impressively, 
every structure has an interior in this 
fully collapsible city) then rather than 
make your way to them via boring old 
doors and staircases, you can just 
blow a series of holes through each 
floor and ascend to their position. Or, 
for another approach, you could topple 
the tower by taking out its foundations. 

this may 
look easy in 
trailers, but 
expect to put 
in the work 
if you want 
to see it.

Yeah, we’ve 
all seen 
explosions 
before on 
Xbox One. 
But just wait 
’til you see 
the aftermath…

new ‘digital fabric’ that adorns every 
surface. a fancy name for ‘futuristic 
floating holographic displays’ (which, 
now that we think about it, is actually 
a fancier name), these spectral 
hoardings enable reagent to move the 
narrative along without ever bringing 
you to a halt. Kingpins can hack any 
of the hundreds of screens around 
the city and deliver their cackling 
threats directly, wherever you are, and 
whatever you’re doing. digital fabric is 
also used on the agency’s morphing 
vehicles to display important details 
such as armour integrity—and less 
important ones such as how fast you 
were going when you rolled it into  
that busy junction.

Okay then, we’ve put it off long 
enough: while the main campaign is 
enticing, the fully destructible city 
that acts as the backdrop to the 
game’s online competitive multiplayer 
segment is simply dazzling. reagent 

if someone is hiding up on a skywalk 
between two buildings, you could bring 
them back down to earth by shooting it 
to pieces. Or, of course, topple one of 
the towers supporting the bridge into 
the other. and if you spot a sniper on 
top of a building, you could try to shoot 
out the roof beneath him. Or… okay, 
you get the picture: we’re going to 
be spending a lot of time gleefully  
toppling buildings.

it won’t be as easy as it looks in 
the gameplay trailers that have been 
released so far, however. reagent 
dialled up weapons’ potency for the 
sake of quickly demonstrating the 
potential of the design, but alongside 
the slightly less-potent guns and 
rocket launchers, there will also be 
specific tools to deal with the steel 
frames that hold towers aloft. and 
lighting up the gas mains that reside 
at each building’s base will certainly 
speed the process along. You’ll even be 
able to tunnel through the ground, but 
reagent has yet to decide how deep.

Crackdown 3 is, by its very nature, 
then, splintered. there are two games 
here under the same banner, each 
with a different twist on the series’ 
traditional gameplay and structuring. 
avoiding another potential always-
online controversy by offering an offline 
portion makes sense, but appears to 
have hobbled the game’s single-player 
component by denying it access to 
the cloud—it’s impossible not to be 
a little disappointed that you can’t 
use all this destruction as a tactic 
against the game’s ai enemies, too. 
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Inside

playdead’s moody limbo is 
finally getting a follow-
up in the form of Inside, 
another game set in shadowy 
environments. We don’t 
think there will be giant 
spiders, but that doesn’t 
mean this is some clam-happy 
platformer about collecting 
gems. the ominous reveal 
trailer shows images of a 
dystopian state of mindless, 
grey zombies, where our red-
shirted hero has to avoid 
searchlights and pretend to 
be brainwashed to survive. 

pub Playdead dev Playdead  
ReleASe early 2016

DayZ  

early access is one of the 
best things to come to Xbox 
One, because it means we 
soon get games like DayZ 
that, in all likelihood, 
are never going to be 
traditionally ‘finished’. 
We’ve looked on jealously at 
pC folk enjoying this brutal 
multiplayer survival title 
for years now. We can’t wait 
to get in on the running, 
scavenging, and hiding for 
hours, with the occasional 
memorable encounter with 
a gang of humans or aI 
zombies. pro tip: murder 
them for a can of beans.

pub Bohemia interactive dev Bohemia 
interactive ReleASe 2016

Mighty No 9

It’s suffered a few delays, 
but Keiji Inafune’s mighty 
no 9 is now locked in for 
february. What is it? 
It’s this decade’s mega 
man, but with just enough 
differences in the premise 
to keep Capcom’s lawyers 
from the door. You’re Beck, 
an adaptable robot that can 
absorb enemy weapons and 
powers, including drill 
arms, and a nifty double-
jump. But you’re also his 
pal Call, who has hover 
boots. In the absence of a 
new mega man, this could be 
just the ticket.

pub deeP Silver dev comcePt  
ReleASe feB 12

tom clancy’S the diviSion   
It’s a hell Of a tOWn  

ubisoft’s mmOish shooter was initially due way back in 
2014, but after a couple of delays it’s now expected 

early 2016. given the state of Assassin’s Creed Unity at 
launch, more development time is almost certainly a 

good thing, but it does make us a little nervous about 
ubisoft’s apocalyptic clancy game. can it possibly live up 

to those amazing e3 showings?
a recap: the us is going to hell thanks to a virus 

transmitted via grimy banknotes, the country collapsing in 
just five days (good going, baddies). Out of the ashes, the 
division is called upon: a secretive military group operating 
without governmental support. (not that the government is 
still functioning, anyway.) Playing as one or more division 
agents, your job is to track down the source of the virus, 

presumably so that scientists can manufacture a cure. it’s 
a neat setup, although the holiday setting might seem a little 

out of place at the start of march.
The Division’s impressive snowdrop engine caused all 

those whoops and plenty of cheers a couple of years ago, 
and it still looks hugely impressive today—even if that Watch 
Dogs ‘downgrade’ controversy has made us all a little wary of 

early game demos. it’s all about the “dynamic” weather 
system, which will change the environment with realistic 

frost, snow and rain on a regular basis.
fancy engine aside, you’ll spend most of your time in The 

Division scavenging a ruined nYc for precious loot, shooting 
up lone scumbags and roving gangs along the way. You’ll be 
able to explore the city with three buddies in tow, climbing 

over into a “dark zone” when you fancy PvP instead. it 
sounds a bit like Destiny, mixed with Borderlands and Gears 

of War, a recipe that still appeals all these years later.

 pub uBisOft dev massive entertainment ReleASe 8 mar

 pub uBisOft dev uBisOft mOntreal 
ReleASe feB 23

 pub Warner BrOs interactive  
dev techland ReleASe sPring

feWer raDIO tOWers, 
mOre WOOllY mammOths

Where next after the Pacific islands 
of Far Cry 3, and the himalayas-set 4? 
the stone age, obviously, with ubisoft 
swapping aK-47s for spears, and angry 
cassowaries for sabre-toothed tigers. it 
might sound like a bold new direction, 
but it’s really the natural next step—it 
will finally make sense to be crafting 

ammo pouches from animal hides. Far 
Cry’s impressive fire tech will finally be 
given its due, too, in a world without 
rocket launchers or grenades. the 

series is becoming more of a survival 
game, basically, requiring you to hunt 
for food as well as future ammo bags. 
if it sounds a bit… boring, don’t worry: 

there are bound to be trippy drug 
sequences and a memorable baddie.

nO COuntrY fOr lIvIng men
if you’ve been following our coverage of 
Dying Light’s next expansion, you’ll be 
aware that it’s quite the beast, adding 
a huge new map to techland’s undead 
parkour game. that map is supposedly 

bigger than the main game’s entire 
world, and you’ll traverse it with the 

aid of Dying Light’s first ever vehicles: 
a range of hardy dune buggies, which 

you can customie with things like a ram 
bar and spikes. Why has hotshot secret 

agent Kyle crane swapped the city of 
harran for life out in the sticks? it’s not 

because of the zombies, but to play 
with new weapons such as crossbows, 
and to investigate a weird cult—and by 
‘investigate’ techland probably means 

‘chop to bits’.

far cry Primal

dying light: the following
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Gears of War 4
 pub Microsoft studios dev the coalition ReleASe Winter

i’m beginning to think we’re not the hunters anymore…

 a
n excellent remake 
of the original that 
showed how an update 
of an Xbox 360 game 
should be done, 
Ultimate Edition was 
more than enough to 
assure us the coalition 

knows what it’s doing with the Gears  
of War series. one of our favorite 
stages to revisit was the deadly night-
time sprint, where a few seconds out 
of the light meant instant death from a 
swarm of Kryll. it didn’t matter that  
our gun doubled as a chainsaw, or 
that we were wearing enough armor to 
make the average tank feel dressed 
down – exposed to the darkness,  
we were nothing. 

that feeling of vulnerability was 
something that waned in later games, 
which focused more on shoot-outs of 
epic scale and wobbling meat tech. But 

for the series’ proper Xbox one debut, 
it’s time to get back to the horror roots. 
“the story, the setting was a lot more 
what i would call soulful,” said Xbox 
head, Phil spencer, of the first game, 
“and maybe even a little dark.”

that’s clearly been taken to heart 
for the fourth entry, as we first see 
new leads Kait and Jd exploring an 
abandoned castle during a dark and 
stormy night. two moons offer limited 
light, forcing you to rely on torches 
and the occasional flash of lightning to 
navigate your surroundings. Medieval-
looking architecture brings back fond 
memories of Resident Evil 4, a horror 
classic that was a huge influence on 
the original Gears. 

exploring further, Jd soon stumbles 
upon glowing, goopy pods that look 
like they’ve fallen off the set of Aliens. 
seeing these, along with shattered 
tiles falling as something scurries 

overhead, would have us fleeing in the 
opposite direction – if Jd didn’t have 
access to the traditional Gears loadout, 
that is. the lancer rifle, Gnasher 
shotgun and snub pistol all return 
here, which is probably why Jd isn’t as 
panicked as we’d be when he meets 
his new adversary. “okay, you’re a big 
fella,” is his understated reaction to 
first spotting the ‘Pouncers’.

these monsters have massive  
claws, tails that shoot stingers, and 
far, far too many teeth. speed might  
be their most terrifying asset, as Jd 
barely finishes chainsawing one  
before another has already knocked 
him to the ground, giving him an 
exclusive close-up of the sea of 
tentacles inside its gaping jaws. it’s 
about time Gears made us afraid of 
what we’re fighting again. 2016’s 
biggest exclusive is the kind of back-
to-basics approach we can get behind.
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 f
ollowing the 
disappointment of 2012’s 
Future Soldier, which 
funneled Ghost Recon 
down the well-trodden 
path of the futuristic  
linear shooter, we’re glad 
to see Wildlands once 

again widen the series’ vision cone.
taking place in what ubisoft claims  

is its largest open-world environment 
to date – a beautiful, sprawling 
rendition of a south american 
mountainscape – Wildlands promises 
to deliver something much more 
faithful to tom clancy’s original 
Ghost Recon blueprint. this means 
that instead of being a slave to 
the waypoint, your team of special 
operatives are given the space, time 
and (most importantly) the gadgetry 
needed to breach enemy bases in  
any way you see fit.

if you’d prefer to take a ‘tread softly’ 
approach, there are plenty of ways to 
infiltrate and liberate the various towns 
and villages that are dotted through 
the game world. although Wildlands 

scales back Future Soldier’s sci-fi tech, 
you still have access to cutting-edge 
toys – such as airborne drones that 
can be sent ahead to scout enemy 
formations so you can plan your attack. 
Wildlands is built for co-op, and there 
are numerous opportunities to nestle 
on nearby mountain ledges once you 
know the lay of the land and co-
ordinate headshots from afar. 

this is the safest option – you’re 
already halfway to safety if alarm bells 
begin to ring – but it denies you some 
of the more intimate intel that can only 
be coaxed out by a good ol’ knife to the 
throat. if you plan on getting up close 
and personal with the guards, it’s best 
to take advantage of Wildlands’ day/
night cycle and wait until dark.

if you prefer to tread loud (or if 
you want to formulate a plan B when 
things inevitably go south), then the 
good news is that Wildlands can also 
do a good imitation of Just Cause 3, 
too – whether that might mean getting 
the drop on a heavily armed base 
by parachuting in via helicopter, or 
orchestrating a daredevil getaway by 

Ghost recon Wildlands
 dev uBisoft pub uBisoft Paris ReleASe 2016

seeing is Bolivian in the most open clancy game to date 

You can tackle the objectives in 
any order you fancy – but your 
actions can have a knock-on 

effect on villages down the 
road. We’ve seen everything 

from rowdy civilian  
uprisings to brutal  

government-approved 
slaughters.

steering a stolen jeep off  
a cliff and landing it into the salt  
plains below. a freeform shooter  
that can do silly just as capably as 
serious, Ghost Recon Wildlands looks 
set to open up a series that was 
getting increasingly narrow in focus,  
and in glorious fashion.
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breathing thing. But also I think that 
because it’s all physics-based, and 
we built our own editor for it, we have 
a really quick process for creating 
puzzles and testing things out, so 
it’s really fun to build new level parts. 
Usually, you start out sketching a bit, 
asking “wouldn’t it be cool if we  
could do that?” and then in ten  
minutes you’re actually playing it, 
albeit in a rough, “physics box.” But 

How did a ball of yarn get 
into a forest in the first 
place? Actually, don’t ask.

 E
A’s 2015 E3 conference 
swapped ear-melting 
shooters for heart-
warming platformers as 
Yarny made his debut. 
This tiny yarn creature is 
the creation of Coldwood 
Interactive creative 

director Martin Sahlin, who physically 
knitted the character while on a 
camping holiday. Several months later, 
we’re trying to guide this fragile hero 
through dangerous physics puzzles, 
not unlike those in Xbox 360 favourite 
Limbo. We caught up with Sahlin at 
Gamescom for an Unravel update…

Unravel comes from a handmade  
place, but how do you maintain the 
magic of creation in what is quite a 
technical process?
That was one of the original concerns, 
but the more we test it, the more 
we see that people do connect. The 
more alive we make Yarny’s little 
animations, the more the whole thing 
comes together and feels like a living, 

still, it’s so fun to be able to toy around 
with it on the fly. 

What do you think makes a great 
Unravel level? Do you come at it  
from a puzzle perspective, or the 
visual concept?
I want everything to tell a story. We 
don’t do ‘story’ in the traditional sense 
– we tell it through the world and the 
things you do. But we also want every 
individual puzzle to be like a story. So 
you can talk about the time you tried 
to cross the frozen field with the crows 
chasing you… things that stick with 
you, that you can describe and retell. 
So, the stuff that makes it into an 
actual journey.

Take that scene with the crows from 
the reveal trailer. Do you start with the 
scenario, or do you find the scenario  
in the puzzle itself?
We tend to start with the story. My 
favorite example is the waterwheel. 
One of the original ideas when I was 
running around in the woods was that 
there was a really old waterwheel on 
a sawmill, like 100 years old. When I 
took a picture of Yarny on it, I thought 
[it would] be super cool if his thread 
got caught on that and started winding 
up and you had to find a way to stop 
it. You find that moment and try to turn 
that into gameplay.

Unravel 
 PUB EA DEV COldWOOd InTErACTIvE RElEASE SprInG

Coldwood offers some red Thread redemption 
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It’s rare to hear a game talk about  
love—how do you avoid it becoming  
a mawkish PR spiel? 
I think you need to be subtle and to  
be very wary of becoming sentimental 
and mushy. Basically, that’s what we 
do with our laid-back approach to 
storytelling. We don’t want to push 
that stuff on you, ever. It’s more 
about leaving it up to you to find the 
story, rather than forcing it upon you, 
because otherwise it would be very 
mushy. A big part of it is that it is what 
you make of it—you can read into it 
what you like. And I’m all for that.

How do you balance that emotional 
edge, which may draw in non-gamers 
or younger gamers, with wanting to 
make a challenging puzzle game?
[The game is] difficult in moments, 
but the thing we’re trying to do is to 
balance difficulty with the theme. So 
a  more cheerful level might be more 
easy, and then a darker level might 
be more difficult. We don’t want to 
take you out of that moment and be 
frustrated. One of the biggest goals  
is to build empathy—if you die 45  
times over, you’ll lose that connection. 
But we’re also against making it 
too simple, as you want a sense of 
accomplishment—the quest you’re on 
has to feel like it has some gravity to it. 
This is something that is meaningful.

Hyper Light Drifter 

It’s taken a few release-
date shunts and a new 
heart valve for project 
creator Alex Preston, 
but this blood-pumping 
action-RPG is finally 
wafting over in spring. It 
sees your Drifter—armed 
with beam sword, an array 
of secondary guns and a 
teleport—do hyperkinetic 
battle with dozens of 
sumptuously designed foes 
and unravel secrets, all 
in the hope of a cure for 
a vicious condition. 

PUB Heart MacHine DEV Heart MacHine 
RElEASE spring

Kingdom Come: 
Deliverance  

It might have a name like 
a religious play performed 
with puppets, but don’t be 
fooled. This is actually an 
ambitious sandbox RPG set 
in medieval Europe, with 
an emphasis on historical 
accuracy—heck, even the 
food you pick up will  
spoil over time. Your  
knight can layer up in 
multiple bits of armor and 
clothing, ride a horse 
and wield a bunch of huge, 
cumbersome medieval weapons 
for that authentic post- 
Dark Ages experience. 

PUB WarHorse studios DEV WarHorse 
studios RElEASE suMMer

SUPERHOT

You might remember the 
teaser for SUPERHOT: 
bright-red stylised figures 
moving and shooting in slow 
motion against a stark white 
backdrop. It’s a striking 
look that hits you faster 
than anything in the game 
actually moves. That’s a 
smartass way of saying that 
time in SUPERHOT only moves 
when you do, so you can 
watch what your enemies are 
doing and react tactically. 
It’s almost more strategy 
game than FPS, but hey, a 
slow-mo blood splatter is 
still a blood splatter. 

PUB superHot teaM DEV superHot teaM  
RElEASE 2016

Final Fantasy XV

KingdoM Hearts iii

LEATHER-cLAD LADS On TOUR 
Who says you can’t teach an old JrpG franchise new tricks? 

not us, that’s for sure. Big hair and swords might be back 
on the menu, but with a fresh cast of characters and sleek 
sports car in tow, this won’t be your average outing in the 
realm of mages and Moogles. from what we’ve seen so far, 

FFXV is shaping up to be an epic getaway from the traditional 
Final Fantasy formula. prince noctis and his boys camp out 
under the stars and throw some meat on the grill, all while 

battling the evil niflheim Empire over the last remaining 
crystal. Set in an open world of political intrigue and fancy 
names like lunafreya, this is Final Fantasy but not as we 
know it. Oh, and did we mention that noctis can conjure 

weapons out of thin air? no? Well, there’s another reason to 
add this to your 2016 wishlist.

OF cARTOOn mIcE AnD mEn
Is it that time already? Another year has passed and 

we’re still holding out for the third main entry in Square 
Enix’s whimsical Final-Fantasy-meets-disney rpG—it’s a 
regular Sleeping Beauty. If hero Sora aged like the rest of 

us he’d be in his mid-20s by now, most likely peddling sea 
salt ice-cream and Jiminy Cricket keychains. picking up 

immediately after the events of Dream Drop Distance—one 
of many spin-off titles—KHIII follows Sora on his quest to 
find the mysterious “Key to return hearts.” We’re not sure 

what that is either. This entry will conclude the “dark Seeker 
Saga,” which focuses on the battle between Sora and the 

maleficent Xehanort. Expect to see some familiar faces, from 
Mickey Mouse to donald duck, not to mention new material 

from Tangled and Big Hero 6. form a queue, disney devotees.

 DEV SqUArE EnIX PUB SqUArE EnIX RElEASE 2016

 PUB SqUArE EnIX DEV SqUArE EnIX RElEASE 2016
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The violence caused a 
few winces at Gamescom, 
but then why would you 
soft-pedal it? It isn’t   
meant to be a nice act.

 V
iolence. That’s your 
main reason to 
look forward (with 
considerable glee) to 
Mafia III’s launch, some 
time in 2016. This game 
is lousy with brutality, 
from the savage melee 

executions you can perform in combat, 
right through to the extensive shoot-
outs and explosive car chases. Yeah, 
there’s a plot and all that jazz (there’s 
literally jazz in the game—it takes place 
in New Orleans) but it’s mainly about 
the bloodletting, right?

Oh, you want to know about the 
actual story? Fair enough – you play 
as Lincoln Clay, a soldier who returns 
home from ’Nam and falls foul of the 
Mafia. Unable to fight an international 
criminal organisation solo, Clay builds 
his own criminal empire to muscle 
the Mob out of the Big Easy. Unlike 
previous Mafia games, this one lets 
you free-roam the ’60s version of New 
Orleans, performing missions how you 
want and generally making a nuisance 
of yourself. It’s a proper open world, 

and it’s absolutely dripping with 
sleazy atmosphere, from the bustling 
blues clubs through to the creepy, 
ostentatious graveyards.

You’ll spend your time hunting down 
Mafia bosses, working your way up to 
the big bad, but there are many ways 
to access your targets. The section 
we’ve seen has Clay tracking down 
a drug pusher, who he intimidates 
by stuffing him into a car and driving 
recklessly until the poor chump spilled 
the location of his boss. After that, it’s 
a trip to The Cistern—a local club—
which Clay infiltrates via a back door, 
before shooting every goon in the joint. 
According to the developers, there are 
multiple ways of getting into the place, 
and Clay will have several allies to call 
upon if he needs help.

There’s an element of strategy 
to Mafia III, too. Once you’ve killed 
a Mob boss and taken over his/her 
business, you can assign it to one of 
your lieutenants, which then grants 
you perks to be used in-game. One, for 
example, allows you to bribe the police, 
preventing them chasing you after your 
latest crime. With licensed music from 
the Rolling Stones and Jimi Hendrix, 
and some impressively authentic dialog 
already recorded, Mafia III is shaping up 
to be a delightfully violent adventure in 
a city and time period that videogames 
are yet to bleed dry. Oh, and you can 
feed enemies to alligators, so it’s 
already a winner.

Mafia iii
 Dev 2K GAMES  Pub HANGAR 13  ReleASe 2016

Time to mess with the Mob

With a fully explorable New 
Orleans, proper new-gen 

visuals and some of the most 
horrific violence we’ve seen on 
Xbox, this is a step up for both  

Mafia and the open-world 
genre as a whole.
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Dark SoulS iii
 Pub BANdAI NAMCO Dev FROM SOFTWARE ReleASe ApRIL 12

“Strange creature ahead, try resignation”

 S
hould the world’s array 
of TV clipshows ever 
run out of humiliating 
home movies to screen, 
they can always turn to 
player snafus in the Dark 
Souls games. Take this 
hilarious mishap from 

our Dark Souls III playtest: upon using a 
Cracked Red Eye Orb to invade another 
previewer’s world, we discovered not 
one but six defenders, standing over 
the gory remains of a previous invader. 
Batting aside our Lightning Spear 
volleys, the group proceeded to impale 
us from several angles. 

pretty funny, right? Okay, so it’s 
not quite as amusing as a cat falling 
into the bathtub. But how about this? 

Spotting a lone undead across a castle 
courtyard, we inched towards him in 
hopes of a backstab. Then, five other 
walking corpses hauled themselves 
over the parapet and clubbed us to a 
pulp. Cracking! Seriously, dick Clark 
would have a field day with this stuff. 
Somebody get NBC on the phone.

As the above hopefully illustrates, 
the golden rule in Dark Souls III is—
once again—”trust nothing.” Bodies, 
for instance. Sure, plenty of the 
pathetic slumped figures you’ll find 
on the towering Wall of Lodeleth are 
just for show, but a select few will get 
up as you pass and stab you in the 
ear. don’t trust piles of destructible 
crates, either: those that don’t conceal 
shortcuts or treasure may camouflage 

a crouching, axe-wielding zombie. 
Ghouls hunkered down in prayer near 

scaffolds of petrified flesh? Most of 
them are harmless, but at least one is a 
gigantic tentacle-monster in disguise. 
Oh, and there’s a sort of priest-like 
enemy whose screech of fury will rouse 
these docile wretches to a seething 
mob. “Helpful” messages from other 
players should always be treated with 
suspicion, needless to say, especially 
those that invite you to jump off things 
or saunter into empty arenas. If in 
doubt, look around for a bloodstain and 
review another adventurer’s final few 
seconds of life for pointers.

Above all, though, the person you 
really shouldn’t trust in Dark Souls III is 
yourself. This is harder than it used to 

The devil is in the detail with a 
Souls game. In this case, the 

Ember power-up mechanic, 
peppy new animations 

and flamboyant Battle Arts 
should make for a much more 

aggressive, pvp-oriented 
experience. Try not  

to get carried away..
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I direct an uppercut at yon dastardly 
Black Knight! Swoon as I miss 
completely! Gasp as I realize I’ve just 
emptied my mana bar!” The sharing of 
mana between these gambits and the 
returning spells and miracles naturally 
obliges more caution when mixing 
sorcery with swordplay. Blade-and-
staff wielders will need to make every 
Battle Art count if they don’t want to 
run dry of restorative magic halfway to 
the next bonfire.

The new Ember system, a tweaked 
version of the original’s Humanity, 
also pushes the experience towards 
aggression—and pvp. Swallowing an 
Ember transforms you into a Lord of 
Cinder, healing your character and 
increasing your maximum health. This 
also exposes you to online invasion, 
and enables you to invade, summon 
or be summoned by other players in 
turn. Where the benefits of regaining 
Humanity in Dark Souls were slight 
enough—and the perils sufficiently 
perilous—that many players chose 
to do without, guzzling Embers is a 
real temptation when you’re taking 
a stiff beating. There are also story 
ramifications to consider: you can offer 
Embers at shrines in exchange for a 
sliver of lore and, potentially, some sort 
of plot twist down the line.

Last, but not least, there are the 

Gigantic-armed 
monster versus 
our wooden 
shield… How 
about for a 
nice change, 
we get a Dark 
Souls boss 
where we  
just have a 
verbal debate?

be. The foundation of the game is the 
same mix of tentative scavenging and 
cruel reversals—you’ll quest for bonfire 
checkpoints (these can be manually 
placed, although we’ve yet to try it), 
manage your stamina expenditure 
between attack and defence, and 
struggle to reclaim the souls you need 
for upgrades from the site of your 
last death. But the new Battle Arts, 
weapon-specific specials that  
include a rushing stab and spinning 
scimitar strikes, are a dangerous 
incentive to show off. 

“Behold!” you’ll preen, striking a 
pose with your Greatsword. “See how 
I enter the Ready Stance, shrugging 
off attempts to stagger me! Marvel as 

bosses. We’ve fought two so far, and 
they’re pretty terrifying. The runner-
up is the Frost Knight, a scurrying, 
armored menace in a cellar whose 
touch inflicts frostbite, slowing your 
stamina recovery. He’s dwarfed in 
every sense by the dancer of the 
Frigid Valley—a sinuous, multiple-
jointed titan, all hips and elbows and 
sweeping strikes that set the ground 
itself on fire. Where boss fights are 
often the worst parts of other games—
opportunities for designers to fall back 
on sheer attrition—this is Dark Souls at 
its most fiendish. You’ll dart back and 
forth in a frenzy, seeking the method 
behind your opponent’s serpentine 
maneuvers as more and more of the 
play-space is carpeted in flame.

Such duels aside, Dark Souls III 
has yet to greatly surprise us. Most 
Souls veterans should absorb the new 
systems easily enough, and hiding 
behind a shield remains the safest 
tactic in a tight spot. But it’s hard to 
complain much when the action is 
this gripping – and going by how the 
series’ previous installments evolved, 
even the mildest tweaks could have 
profound long-term consequences 
when taken over an epic adventure. It 
might not be clipshow gold, but Dark 
Souls III has “GOTY candidate” written 
all over it.
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Cobalt 

Cobalt was slated to be 
out at the end of november 
2015, but the release got 
pushed back. We’re ready 
to forgive, though, because 
the game is cramming a lot 
in. It’s a side-scroller 
featuring cute robots that 
leap about and explode, with 
controls that look to be in 
the “easy to learn, hard to 
master” vein. multiplayer 
includes capture the flag—
although what tiny robots 
would do with flags is 
anyone’s guess. 

Pub Microsoft studios Dev oxeye GaMe 
studio ReleASe feb

Warhammer: End 
Times - Vermintide  

Games Workshop’s universe is 
hardly lacking a videogame 
adaptation or two, but 
this co-op fpS-cum-melee-
slasher impressed on pC 
in late 2015. left 4 Dead 
style, you and your friends 
each wear the armor of one 
of five heroes to stem a 
chittering swarm of ratmen. 
a detailed hit-detection 
system delivers precise 
evisceration and random 
loot adds a Diablo-esque 
spin, while blood-splatter 
tech plays to the hack ’n’ 
slash crowd.

Pub fatshark Dev fatshark ReleASe 2016

TrackMania Turbo
The first Trackmania came 
out more than ten years ago, 
which in millennial terms 
means it’s really old. as 
you’d expect from the title, 
it’s an rpG. Kidding! Think 
f1 on steroids, with high-
octane loops thrown in. 
There are classic arcade 
influences in the asphalt 
of this one: your goal is 
to beat the fastest time 
on the tracks (of which 
there are 200, plus a custom 
track builder) and it only 
takes three buttons to 
control your car—which, 
by the way, is dropped onto 
the track by a helicopter. 

Pub ubisoft Dev Nadeo ReleASe 2016

dooM 
THe reTurn of THe KInG

Jeez, it’s almost here. A new DOOM game, a good 11 years 
since the last one – and a lot has happened in that period. 

id Software was acquired by zenimax, company founder 
and figurehead John Carmack left the fold in 2014 and, 
apparently, the game was in a playable state only to be 
completely scrapped a few years ago due to simply not  

being very “DOOM”. It is safe to say that there have 
been plenty of reasons to be slightly concerned about 

the return of this legendary shooter.
What we’ve seen so far is a game that harkens back 

to the series’ classic design principles—it’s a game 
about fast-paced movement, devious map design and, 

of course, satisfying ultraviolence. Cutting your way 
about large arenas, firing off meaty-feeling weaponry, 
causing demonic monsters and zombies to pop like a 
garbage sack full of raw meat being hit by a car. The 

plasma rifle. The Super Shotgun. The chainsaw. Classics, all. 
Obviously there’s a lot more verticality and freedom of 

movement on offer, as in every post-Titanfall shooter, but 
this captures the “feel” the original games had, rather than 

the survival-horror jump-scarefest that was DOOM 3.
Another interesting wrinkle is the multiplayer, as shown by 

the recent alpha test—although that aspect of the game was 
clearly at an early stage. There’s something nice about 

playing a first-person shooter that does a lot of stuff that’s 
been overlooked in recent years. You’re always running, 

there are no iron sights and you have to grab health pickups 
rather than the usual regeneration. Yes, it’s resolutely 
old-school—but in this current climate of multiplayer 

shooters that simply tweak a formula established by Call of 
Duty 4, this blast from the past feels surprisingly fresh.

 Dev BETHESdA SOFTWORKS Pub Id SOFTWARE  ReleASe SpRING

 Dev TEOTL STUdIOS/GRIp GAMES  
Pub TEOTL STUdIOS/GRIp GAMES ReleASe 2016

 Dev STUdIO WILdCARd Pub STUdIO WILdCARd  
ReleASe JUN

TaKInG SurvIval To a WHole  
neW level: lv-426

Some people just can’t catch a 
break. Take the pilot of The Solus 

Project: as if being the sole survivor 
of a crash landing on a distant world 
weren’t trouble enough, this volatile 
planet seems eager to snuff out its 
new resident. Against absurd odds, 

they must attempt to craft a beacon, 
avoiding a premature death and thus 

the end of the only mission capable of 
saving Earth. Where The Solus Project 

fires a booster rocket to separate itself 
from the usual craft-eat-repeat loop 
is that it’s built around a story, with 

alien tombs and artefacts lurking under 
the surface. We don’t know much 

else, but if Ridley Scott played survival 
games, we bet he’d choose this one.

a roarInGly GooD SurvIval SIm
It’s already done zombies, bears, 

shrivelled penises and more zombies, 
but you know what the survival 

genre hadn’t pitted us against? No, 
not zombie bears. dinosaurs. Studio 
Wildcard spotted that gap and then 

plugged it, releasing a rough-but-fun 
Steam Early Access version of ARK in 

June 2015. As usual, you wash up on a 
beach in your pants, and have to craft 
your way towards adequate shelter, 
food and some duds that keep the 
chill off. The difference is that ARK 

interprets self-reliance not as a boring 
soft win-state, but as riding about on 
a mammoth’s back, or a utahraptor as 
a hunting companion like an even less 

safe version of Jurassic World.

the solus Project 

ark: survival evolved
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Halo Wars 2
 pub Microsoft studios dev creative asseMbly 

ReleASe fall

ensemble’s game could Prophet  
from total War’s example

 H
alo Wars was a diamond 
among controller-based 
strategy games – one 
of the few you can play 
without causing the 
ghost of Command and 
Conquer to arise from 
its grave, screaming 

about customizable hotkeys. How 
can creative assembly, the seasoned 
campaigner behind the acclaimed Total 
War strategy series, improve on such a 
feat of sorcery? Well, for starters it can 
work on the ambience.

among the many beauties of the 
Total War games is how masterfully 
they sell the experience of a 
battlefield. Zoom on a unit in combat 
and you’ll hear tramping feet, the 
screams of the injured and the ring of 
steel on steel. individual soldiers have 
a range of animations, and you can 

actually see bodies bouncing off one 
another when two battalions collide. 
order the entire army to advance and 
the dynamic score sets an appropriate 
mood. We can’t wait to see what the 
talent behind such scenes makes of 
Halo’s own body language and effects 
– the annoying way elites duck under 
shots, the wallow of a brute chopper 
making a hard turn, or a shower of 
Needler bolts trailing a target.

if Halo Wars’ production values are 
due an overhaul, it’s likely creative 
assembly will leave bread-and-butter 
mechanics such as research and base-
building well alone – it’s a formula that 
works, after all. but the studio might 
call further on its Total War pedigree in 
the shape of an overworld mechanic, 
where broader strategic decisions 
are made that shape the odds during 
clashes. the spirit of fire, your flagship 

 pub betHesda dev arkaNe studios 
ReleASe suMMer

 pub 2k GaMes dev Gearbox softWare  
ReleASe May 3

Corvo takes a  
(busman’s) holiday

the original felt like a relic from a 
previous era, in a very good way: how 

many other devs these days are making 
games in the mould of Thief? arkane is 
bringing moody antihero corvo back, 
while his charge emily kaldwin has 

grown up into a sneaky assassin in her 
own right. you can play as either here, 
the former relying on his teleporty blink 

powers, and the latter making good 
use of her newly freaky tentacle arms. 

you’re also leaving dunwall behind, 
swapping the smoggy, disease-ridden 
city for the sunnier climes of karnaka. 
time’s moved on a bit too, with this 
new locale relying on technological 
advancements such as electrical 

lighting and murderous sentry robots.

still no sign of Claptrap
Gearbox’s ‘hero shooter’ faces some 

stiff competition from Overwatch, 
which was recently announced for 
consoles. but there’s room for two 

lightly Moba-ish multiplayer shooters 
on xbox one, isn’t there? We’ll get back 
to you about that, but in the meantime, 

here’s what Battleborn has to offer. 
it’s a crazy cartoon shooter featuring a 
range of colorful characters including a 
robot butler and a sentient mushroom. 

as with any Moba-like, you’ll 
temporarily level up over the course 
of each match. teamwork should be 

vital, with each bizarre warrior offering 
a distinct set of skills. Battleborn’s 
co-op-enabled campaign mode has 

remained under wraps so far – will it be 
similar to that seen in Borderlands?

DishonoreD 2

BattleBorn
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the combination of xbox one’s 
horsepower and creative 

assembly’s knack for spectacle 
should make for battles that 
are much grander and more 

immersive than the original’s, 
but just as smart. New units  

from more recent Halos  
could set it apart, too.

For honor 
samurai v viking v knight: fight!

the concept is taken straight from Deadliest Warrior: who 
would win in a fight between a samurai, a medieval knight 

and a viking? We’ve been pondering that question for ages, 
and the only conclusion we can come to is ‘definitely not the 

one being controlled by us’. of course, the actual game is 
slightly more involved than three warriors violently slapping 
each other with humongous swords. ubisoft’s multiplayer 

melee game features hordes of medieval soldiers, who are all 
going at each other in a series of brutal, pseudo-historical 

battles. For Honor might be the catchier title, but ‘david 
starkey: beyond thunderdome’ sums it up pretty well.
you’ll step onto the battlefield as a customizable warrior, 

one of a team of four grunts. your job is to battle four other 
chumps (plus some strewn ai goons) until enough bodies 
have piled up – at least in one of the multiplayer modes. 

creative director Jason vandenberghe has described  
For Honor as a “shooter with swords”, so we can expect  

the usual range of game modes.
the major difference from your average Battlefield or Call 

of Duty is those shiny melee weapons, and we’re happy to 
report that you won’t just be mashing the attack button  
until people die. Well, you will do that, but you can also  

take things more carefully thanks to the art of battle system. 
this lets you duel with other players by waving your sword 
around at tactical angles, a bit like in Red Steel or Infinity 

Blade. of course, while you’re standing there doing the 
honorable thing, someone else is free to pop up and stab 

you in the back, but we bet that happened during real 
medieval battles too. Chivalry: Medieval Warfare proved the 

appeal of melee multiplayer, and the idea of a slick, 
big-budget version is incredibly appealing.

 pub ubisoft dev ubisoft MoNtreal ReleASe 2016

from the first game, could serve as 
an army customization hub, accessed 
between skirmishes – think XCOM: 
Enemy Unknown, but with your base 
hanging in orbit. 

and then there’s the obvious 
decision: update the unit lineup. the 
original game let you build mighty 
covenant scarabs in multiplayer, but 
we have bigger fish to fry nowadays – 
fish like Halo 5’s kraken, an entity large 
enough to serve as a full-blown map. 
there are also Halo 4’s Prometheans 
to consider, with their flying support 
drones and teleportation abilities. 
it’s all too easy to imagine what a 
mess they’d make of a uNsc frontline, 
warping straight through the ranks to 
savage any artillery units positioned to 
the rear. Here’s hoping they’ve made 
the cut – and that the covenant get a 
full-blown campaign of their own.

Battlefield 5 

as if there was any doubt, 
there’s going to be a new 
battlefield in 2016. the 
most recent game, hardline, 
might have swapped soldiers 
for cops and terrorists for 
robbers, but the fifth main 
entry will be returning 
to the series’ military 
roots. battlefield’s large-
scale tactical battling 
is still unmatched on Xbox 
one when it comes to visual 
loveliness and sheer scale. 
Will diCe resist whacking in 
parkour, robots or jetpacks? 

pub ea dev DiCe  
ReleASe winter

The Witcher 3: 
Blood and Wine 

 
the Witcher 3’s first 
expansion was a big, 
engrossing thing. hearts 
of stone added new quests 
to the existing, already 
ginormous, landmass, while 
follow-up blood and Wine 
will take geralt to a brand-
new area of the world – one 
somehow untouched by the 
war. it’s said to be twice 
as long, adding new monsters 
and even characters from the 
books that have yet to grace 
the games. the Witcher 3 
just keeps on giving…

pub BanDai namCo dev CD Projekt reD 
ReleASe early 2016

Forza Horizon 3

alright, this one hasn’t 
been announced yet, but 
microsoft has said it wants 
to get a new forza game 
out every year – the plan 
being to alternate between 
the more simmy motorsport 
and its fun-loving cousin 
horizon. so what would we 
like to see? aside from the 
obvious – nicer weather, 
shinier cars – it would be 
great to see the maligned 
drivatar system expand 
from pointless gimmick into 
something worthwhile. a less 
dudebro atmosphere would be 
welcome, too.

pub miCrosoFt stuDios dev PlaygrounD 
games ReleASe 2016
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Scalebound
 pub Microsoft studios dev PlatinuMGaMes ReleASe winter

a little less conversation, a little more action

 H
ideki Kamiya’s 
development special 
move? it’s how he 
inevitably throws in 
something unexpected, 
even punishing, on the 
fly and tells you to just 
deal with it. when Devil 

May Cry’s weapons asked you to relearn 
how dante moves, for example, or when 
Bayonetta dropped an enemy able to 
dodge as fast as you – you can almost 
sense him in the wings, waiting angrily 
for you to cope, like some game-
flavoured JK simmons in Whiplash. “not 
quite my combo,” he would tweet. 

it stands to reason that he’d pull the 
same trick when it comes to pick what 
kind of game to make in the first place. 
after a career built on liquid action, 
Scalebound does not look like a Kamiya 
project. exacting, gorgeous combat 
is replaced by measured swipes that 
cause damage stats to shoot out of 
ai heads. tight, brawl-friendly arenas 
become a lush world of floating isles 

and crumbling dungeons. scrolling 
through move lists is replaced with 
optimising inventories. ladies and 
gentlemen, we have ourselves an rPG.

the story of drew, a normal guy 
catapulted from our world into 
another and having his soul tied to a 
dragon called thuban, Scalebound’s 
a consciously old-school proposition 
(Kamiya himself has invoked the rPGs 
of his ’80s youth as inspiration). it’s 
fantasy fare through and through – the 
world of draconis is held together by 
a mysterious energy known as the 
Pulse (which is also its currency, so 
you hoover up globs of the stuff after 
dispatching enemies), and you’ll be 
taking a non-linear route through it, 
aiding helpless citizens as you go.

it would almost seem formulaic, if it 
wasn’t for the fact that Kamiya had his 
tinkering paws all over the combat. a 
system that will look familiar to anyone 
who’s had their hands on the Final 
Fantasy XV demo, Scalebound drags 
some of its director’s action expertise 

into a new realm. it’s by no means as 
fast, but brings along categorically 
Kamiya-like demands of the player. 

drew – who seems to be 
permanently equipped with a melee 
weapon and a bow – can deal with 
enemies his own size with ease. a 
mixture of wide sweeps and powerful 
dash attacks let him clear crowds and, 
in a pinch, he can extend the scales 
covering his newly mutated dragon 
arm across his whole body, as a sort 
of chitinous mech-suit power-up. the 
problem is, Scalebound doesn’t want 
to just throw little enemies at you – 
and that’s where thuban comes in.

Your dragon buddy is ai-controlled, 
stomping about of his own accord – 
point him at an enemy and he’ll get 
the job done in his own way (that way 
generally being ‘explosive fireballs’, 
from what we’ve seen). when you’re 
attacked by, say, an insectoid beast 
the size of a church, thuban will need 
to do the hard work. at this point your 
role shifts to that of a support – throw 

Platinum brings with it a wealth of 
action experience, not to mention 

an approach to storytelling 
we’d charitably call ‘bizarre’. 

essentially, we’re 100% sure you 
won’t play another rPG 

like Scalebound anytime  
soon – no one else has  

the guts to do this.
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Hitman 

Killer instinct: s3

one sharply dressed killer 
the suited and booted harbinger of death returns to us, 

with another foray into stealth, action and contract killing. 
His latest spree boasts the deepest sandbox missions of 

any Hitman – which is good, because if you were murdered 
by a bald man we imagine you’d want to know he did it with 

some bespoke care and attention. that approach does seem 
to be encouraged. the action so far emphasizes a liberal 
application of creativity and patience to get the best out 

of the game, ranging from simple poisonings to smuggling 
bombs inside tV cameras or dropping lighting rigs on 

preening fashion designers. Hitman’s novel episodic format 
– it launches with three areas, with three more to follow – 
means the action will also evolve on the fly, with optional 

hits that only turn up for a limited time.

coming back kicking and screaming
season three of xbox one’s premier fighter is set to be a very 
interesting one. nine more characters – set for release over 
the coming year – alongside the usual balance tweaks, new 
gameplay modes and other surprises. as far as ‘classic’ KI 
characters are concerned, there are only three more yet to 
make an appearance – Kim wu, tusk and crappy KI2 final 

boss Gargos – so a lot of the forthcoming fighters are set to 
be totally fresh. the inclusion of rash from Battletoads, who 

was balance-tested during Gamescom, shows that iron 
Galaxy isn’t above mining other franchises for inspiration, 
and has already announced that there will be at least one 

other guest character joining the roster in 2016. which 
Microsoft character will we see? our fight money is on 
Voodoo Vince. Maybe tex from Brute Force? Mr Pants?!

 pub square enix dev io interactiVe ReleASe Mar 11

 pub Microsoft studios dev iron GalaxY ReleASe Mar

stun mines at the beast’s feet to give 
thuban an opening, or use a whip of 
energy to lasso the creature, before 
leaping on its back and ripping off 
armor to expose weak points. it’s a 
neat switch-up, forcing you to learn all 
of the game’s systems, rather than just 
speccing for one, as in most rPGs.

thuban, however, can be specced 
up, as the game has an ‘evolution’ 
system for your fire-breathing 
companion. we’ve seen very little of 
it so far, but what we have indicates 
that you’ll be able to change 
everything from cosmetic aspects to 
the elemental damage he spews – to 
whether he even has wings at all. it all 
ties into Scalebound’s most mysterious 
aspect: four-player co-op. in a 
Gamescom demo, we saw drew face 
up to an enormous Hydra, before three 
other versions of himself and thuban 
phased into existence around him – 
each with different setups on display. 

whether this will be dedicated party 
play or a more Dark Souls-y drop-in 
method we’re unsure. still, it seems 
clear that at its highest level, the game 
will be asking you take on bosses too 
hard for even thuban to down on his 
own – asking you to learn to work 
with other players’ styles, and change 
your approach fluidly, introducing 
challenges you’ll never face alone. did 
we mention that this is a Kamiya game?

Tacoma

if you enjoyed fullbright’s 
debut, gone home – a first-
person exploration game set 
within an empty mansion – 
then its second project is 
definitely something to get 
excited about. retaining 
the basic setup of its 
predecessor, you unravel 
the story of an abandoned 
space station by examining 
your surroundings with all 
the gusto of a mouse on a 
pizza. expect atmosphere, a 
thoughtful plot and perhaps 
even a jump scare or two.

pub fullbrigHt dev fullbrigHt  
ReleASe 2016

Bloodstained: 
Ritual of the Night

until it was surpassed 
by shenmue iii, this was 
the most-funded videogame 
ever to grace kickstarter. 
led by koji igarashi, the 
former producer of much-
loved castlevania series, 
bloodstained is reportedly 
going to be a ‘spiritual 
successor’ to his more 
famous brainchild. thus 
far we know there’s a 
demon-filled castle, and 
that the game will be in 
2.5d. so yeah, basically a 
castlevania game, then?

pub Deep silver dev inti creates  
ReleASe mar 2017

Pit People

if you played battleblock 
theater, the behemoth’s 
platformer from a couple 
of years ago, you’ll have 
a pretty good idea of pit 
people’s tone: generally 
weird. it’s a turn-based 
strategy game set in a 
world where a gargantuan 
teddy bear crashed into the 
earth, which is ravaged by 
storms of said bear’s green 
blood. so far it boasts 
an eccentric narrator and 
an instantly recognizable 
ramshackle art style – and 
is probably only going to 
get weirder before release. 

pub tHe beHemotH dev tHe beHemotH  
ReleASe 2016
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Welcome to the second annual edition of (what we’re calling) 
the most prestigious awards in gaming. Who dares follow in the 
thudding footsteps of last year’s winner, Alien: Isolation and bag 

the top prize of Ultimate Game of the Year? Eyes… right!

awards  
of 2015

f e at u r e
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Honourable  
mentions

Had you told us 12 months ago 
that The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt 
would end up holding our 2015 

Game of the Year award aloft like a 
freshly severed head, we’d have asked 
for a glass of whatever elixir you’d been 
sipping. In a year that saw new entries 
in blockbuster series such as Halo, 
Forza Motorsport, Fallout and Tomb 
Raider, what chance did the latest 
entry in a notoriously inaccessible  
and niche role-playing series have  
of making a dent?

but you know what they say about 
hard work beating talent if talent 

doesn’t work hard. this year has been 
defined by play-it-safe sequels that 
are shiny and confident and fun, but  
do little to push their genres forward  
in a meaningful way. Which is fine,  
but it means they lack that game-
changing sparkle we look for in Game 
of the Year candidates.

The Witcher 3 is the first xbox one 
game we’ve played since last year’s 
winner, Alien: Isolation, that has that 
intangible GotY quality. the sparkle 
lies in the storytelling. The Witcher 3 
untangles itself from the knotty lore of 
the books and gives its mercurial hero 

Geralt of rivia a simple goal – track 
down a woman named ciri. 

this focal point serves as a safety 
rope that frees you to dive as deeply 
into the series’ vile and virile world 
as you want to, without ever being 
in danger of losing the plot’s thread. 
the world-building is best-in-show, 
dense with mystery and violence, and 
populated with memorable characters. 
Its superior pacing and unforgettable 
side quests make even the likes of 
– whisper it – Fallout 4 seem dated. 
The Witcher 3’s influence will be felt in 
rPGs to come for many, many years.

      Ultimate Game Of the Year    
THe wiTcHer 3: wild HunT – Geralt leads the charge of 2015’s must-plays

Metal Gear 
Solid V: The 
Phantom 

Pain, Halo 5: 
Guardians
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matthew’s
Top 5 games 
of THe year

the Witcher 3: Wild hunt
Plenty of games did giant worlds 
this year, but no other filled its 
acres with such nuanced plot. 
Cleaving up bandits is a hoot, too.

metal Gear Solid V
Kojima took a much-needed step 
back and allowed us to tell our 
emergent stealth stories. Mine 
involved lots of cardboard bobsleds.

Ori and the Blind forest
Or should that be ‘blind rage forest’? 
Difficulty spikes aside, this is the 
most satisfying platformer made 
outside of Nintendo.

halo 5: Guardians
Locke never gelled with me, but 
Arena is the most addicted I’ve 
been to an online shooter since 
Modern Warfare 1.

hand of fate
In the year that brought us the 
mighty Gwent, it was this quirky 
tabletop RPG that brought fusty 
card games to life for me.

 The Joker may be dead, but he’s a constant 
presence throughout Arkham Knight – in 
the form of hallucinations experienced by 

batman as he slowly descends into madness. 
that madness reaches a crescendo when 

batman tries to apprehend Johnny charisma, 
a singer infected with Joker’s blood; as robin 
defuses charisma’s bombs in the background, 

batman distracts the explosive entertainer by 
listening to his latest performance. Except, 
blinded himself by the mind-altering effects of 
Joker’s blood, bats sees the singer in the image 
of the Joker – who proceeds to croon an ode to 
his eternal rival. It’s unnerving, malicious and 
undeniably catchy. An unforgettable moment in 
an unforgettable night.

 if being a developer is akin to playing god, 
then dlc packs are the bible verses where the 
makers of our favorite games get to cut loose 

with the plagues. Already this year we’ve seen 
Far Cry 4’s yetis, Forza Horizon 2’s monsoons, and 
Mortal Kombat X‘s downpour of ’80s horror icons.

but while we love the craziness as much as 
anyone, our favorite dlc of 2015 is something a 

little more sobering: The Taken King, a Destiny 
expansion that doesn’t just add new quests and 
enemies, but makes sweeping revisions to almost 
every aspect of the base game. the result  
makes bungie’s mmo shooter a bigger, better 
and brighter game. Peter dinklage’s bored 
dialogue was a small sacrifice to pay for such a 
comprehensively beneficial add-on.

     BeSt mOment
look Who’s laughing now – BaTman: arkHam knigHT –  
bringing bruce back down to earth with a cackle

     BeSt DlC
desTiny: THe Taken king – reinventing the loot-dropping wheel 
to magnificent effect in what feels like a whole new game

Witcher 3’s 
Bloody Baron 

quest, Ermac’s 
Mortal Kombat 

X fatality

The Witcher 
3: Hearts of 

Stone, Shovel 
Knight: A 
Plague of 
Shadows

Honourable  
mentions

Honourable  
mentions
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alex’s
Top 5 games 
of THe year

Shovel Knight
I love a game that calls a spade a 
spade – and then lets you use it 
to bounce on a jerk’s head. Note: it 
actually calls a spade a shovel.

halo 5: Guardians
Discovering the true power of the 
magnum was the moment Halo 
5’s Arena ‘clicked’. The best Halo 
multiplayer since Halo 2, for me.

nhl 16
Still trying to get Steve Stamkos to 
sign for my beleaguered Toronto 
Maple Leafs. I think I preferred when 
the trade system was screwed. 

rare replay
I’ve spent more time playing RC Pro-
Am II than I have Forza 6 this year. 
Not sure what that says about me. 
Probably, “I’m a big old moron.”

metal Gear Solid V
I haven’t actually haven’t got round 
to playing it – my pile of shame is 
taller than that ladder in MGS3. It’s 
probably really good though, right?

 we’d long since stopped trying to predict 
audacious auteur hideo Kojima’s next 
move, but not even the most contrarian 

of crystal-ball gazers could have predicted that 
under his watch, Metal Gear Solid – a series that 
could famously talk the back legs off a d-donkey 
– would conclude with a sprawling open-world 
thriller that banishes small talk to the margins.

of course, game development is so short of 
‘characters’ like Kojima, that it’s tempting – 
and lazy – to throw all the accolades his way, 
as though he personally chiseled every rock 
formation. but Kojima Productions employed 
hundreds, and together they crafted one of the 
most tactically ripe and responsive game worlds 
we’ve ever seen. farewell, soldiers.

 Ha ha ha. oh, we would say that, wouldn’t 
we? Except, actually, shut your mouth and 
get a load of this lineup: Ori and the Blind 

Forest, Forza Motorsport 6, Halo 5: Guardians, 
Gears of War: Ultimate Edition, Rare Replay, 
and, er, Screamride. that’s a god-tier lineup 
in anyone’s book, spanning everything from 
indie curios to retro compilations to holiday 

blockbusters. If there were any doubts remaining 
that microsoft had lost its focus on gaming, they 
were washed away in a sea of 9/10s.

And the sense is that the best – or, at least, 
the most interesting – is yet to come. With 
ReCore, Scalebound, Quantum Break and more, 
don’t be surprised if microsoft successfully 
defends its trophy next winter.

     BeSt DeVelOper
kojima producTions – the idiosyncratic auteur’s studio bows 
out in the wake of an absolutely masterful swansong

     BeSt pUBliSher
microsofT sTudios – this year’s game lineup proves that  
first-party is the party we all want to attend

CD Projekt Red, 
Moon Studios

Warner Bros, 
Bethesda, 

Konami

Honourable  
mentions

Honourable  
mentions
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 what a treat for the ol’ listening cups (or 
ears, as they’re more commonly known), 
Ori and the Blind Forest’s orchestral 

soundtrack is. like the best animated films, it 
does a brilliant job of underpinning the emotion 
of every scene, from moments of familial joy to 
darker action beats. As light and flighty as the 
game’s titular forest-sprite hero, the game’s 

score caresses your ears during quieter moments 
with soft percussion sounds and dreamy flutes, 
before escalating in both volume and tempo 
during tenser moments, such as a mad scramble 
across lava-sodden platforms or that nightmarish 
flooding tree escape. crank up the volume, relax, 
and let Ori’s soothing harmonies drown out your 
anguished screams.

 the perfect counter-punch to the 
brilliant but regimented Arena 
mode. leave all thoughts of 
preserving K/d ratios, spawn some 
ridiculous weapons and tanks, 
and wage brutal, silly, constantly 
evolving warfare across three vast 
battlefields. In bridging the gap 
between campaign and multiplayer, 
this rolls up everything that’s good 
about Halo into one package.

 It’s not been a vintage year for 
new game series, it has to be said. 
Although it also has to be said that 
even in a stronger year, a game 
that tasks you with knocking down 
buildings like they’re dominoes by 
firing rollercoaster carriages packed 
full of screaming passengers would 
have to be considered a serious 
contender. And look, it was either 
this or freakin’ Evolve, okay?

 george lucas once said that sound is “half 
of the picture”, and nowhere is that more 
true than with Star Wars – a franchise that 

managed to make even the sound of darth Vader’s 
disgusting heavy breathing iconic. (the nose, 
Vader. Use the nose!)

Battlefront understands all too well how  
closely entwined the film’s sounds are with fan 

nostalgia, and delivers big. from the piercing 
‘rrraaaahhhhh’ of a passing tIE fighter, to  
the shrill symphony of the stormtroopers’ blasters 
on the battlefield or the imploding boom of the 
thermal detonator, EA dIcE couldn’t have captured 
the sounds of the original Star Wars film trilogy 
any more faithfully if it had piped the sound 
effects directly from lucas’ brain.

     BeSt mUSiC
ori and THe Blind foresT – A musical band-aid for all those 
horrific deaths you subjected the poor little guy to

     BeSt innOVatiOn
Halo 5: guardians’ warzone

     BeSt neWCOmer
screamride

     mOSt imprOVeD
life is sTrange

     BeSt SOUnD DeSiGn
sTar wars BaTTlefronT – because, after all, you never  
forget your first tIE fighter scream

Shovel Knight, 
Metal Gear 

Solid V

Elite: 
Dangerous, 

Batman: 
Arkham Knight

Honourable  
mentions

Honourable  
mentions

 the first episode’s clumsy 
storytelling meant expectations 
for this interactive teen drama 
began low. but we found ourselves 
drawn deeper in with each passing 
episode, as lazy stereotypes began 
to blossom into well-rounded 
characters, and we discovered the 
lengths to which we could shape 
their fates. It’s flawed, yes, but it’s 
still wholly fascinating.
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 weirdly, considering how heavily the genre 
leans on storytelling, rPGs are almost 
universally bad at dialog. the problem 

lies in both the content and the delivery: so much 
as tip your hat at a passer-by in your typical 
bethesda epic and they’ll stand on the spot for 
ten minutes as they recite an encyclopedia of 
prose as dry as a mouthful of crackers.

The Witcher 3 is the first rPG we’ve played 
in ages that’s populated with people who feel 
like they actually exist in the world they inhabit. 
Uneducated and crude, but with a wisdom borne 
of living through times of war, they’re the perfect 
foil for Geralt’s cynicism. In the span of a few 
curse words, these nPcs get across nuances that 
are forever beyond Skyrim’s lore-dispensers.

 arkham Knight was one of the first big, 
big-budget xbox one games that wasn’t 
sandbagged by an xbox 360 version, which 

gave rocksteady the freedom to cut loose and 
craft the immersive open-world Gotham city of its 
dreams, without having to make concessions.

It was an opportunity it didn’t dare squander. 
the result is a masterclass in art direction, and 

a tantalizing taste of the rich, atmosphere-
drenched open worlds we can expect on xbox 
one in the years to come. from the far-away 
searchlights that pierce through the city’s 
polluted haze, to the way rain pounds down on 
batman’s cape as he swoops past the city’s most 
iconic sites, Arkham Knight’s vision of Gotham is 
one that is as dark and moody as ol’ bats himself.

     BeSt WritinG
THe wiTcHer 3: wild HunT – finally, an open-world  
population we could actually believe in…

     BeSt art DeSiGn
BaTman: arkHam knigHT – how Gotham managed to shine,  
even on the darkest of nights

Tales from the 
Borderlands, 
Metal Gear 

Solid V

Star Wars 
Battlefront, Ori 
and the Blind 

Forest 

Honourable  
mentions

Honourable  
mentions

Joe’s
Top 5 games 
of THe year

the Witcher 3: Wild hunt
It was already the most intricate, 
morally complex open world of the 
year. Then Hearts of Stone came out 
and it was the funniest, too.

life is Strange
Episodic teen schlock becomes 
gaming’s best friendship  
simulator – not just unexpected, 
but actually important.

tales from the 
Borderlands
Fixed all the problems with the 
Telltale formula by just asking you 
to choose which jokes were best.

Destiny: the taken King
I’m not a Destiny guy, but by god 
am I a Taken King guy. The peerless 
shooting finally gets a good plot 
and almost sensible progression.

Ori and the Blind forest
Stunning, heartbreaking and hard 
all at once – crams in generations’ 
of retro platforming goodness, 
while feeling utterly fresh.
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 last year, we disqualified any game from this 
category that was merely a port of an xbox 
one game. this year, we’ve discarded that 

rule, because with Phil spencer as our witness, 
we’re not handing out awards to the likes of 
SpongeBob HeroPants. this might have been the 
year where the ten-year-old xbox 360 really began 
to age, but not all last-gen ports were Black Ops 

III-esque horror shows. In particular, Rise of the 
Tomb Raider shows what kind of performance 
can still be squeezed from the last-gen console’s 
geriatric graphic card. It might not have the xbox 
one version’s visual effects and the framerate 
might take a hit, but the team did a superb job 
cramming a game of this scale on hardware that’s 
old enough to get a bus pass. 

 Has there been another game released this 
decade that captures the spirit of the 8-bit 
era as faithfully as Shovel Knight? What we 

dig the most about Yacht club Games’ love letter 
to the ’80s platformer is that it celebrates the 
period’s warts just as passionately as it does the 
charms – from the garish color palettes to the 
rigid movement, this is as authentic as today’s 

indie pastiches get. (Although thankfully, it 
doesn’t extend to having to input an alphabet-
soup password to continue your progress.)

but whatever you do, don’t call it a throwback. 
Shovel Knight might be inspired by the past, 
but its design draws fiendishly from today’s 
sensibilities. one of the best 2d platformers of 
this – or any other – decade.

     BeSt XBOX 360 Game
rise of THe TomB raider – We may be well and truly into the 
new generation, but old tech deserves some love, too

     BeSt inDie Game
sHovel knigHT – beneath the big-budget surface, this year  
saw plenty of indie treats bubbling away on xbox one

Metal Gear 
Solid V, 

Transformers: 
Devastation

SteamWorld: 
Dig, Ori and the 

Blind Forest

Honourable  
mentions

Honourable  
mentions

tom’s
Top 5 games 
of THe year

Batman: arkham Knight
Get over the Batmobile backlash 
and you won’t find a tighter single-
player experience this year. A 
stunning ending to the trilogy. 

life is Strange
A brilliant time-twisting adventure 
that outdoes Telltale in showing 
what episodic narrative games  
are capable of.

the Witcher 3: Wild hunt 
The Hearts of Stone epilog has 
superior storytelling, great 
characters and the funniest, least-
red wedding of the year. For $10!

fallout 4
Fixes almost every issue I had with 
Fallout 3, then adds settlement 
building to make sure I’ll never have 
time to play anything else again. 

metal Gear Solid V
Open-world stealth madness, and 
the perfect swansong to Kojima’s 
series. Collectible pop hits mean a 
better soundtrack than Rock Band.
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 l ocal multiplayer is something of a dying 
art in these days of online-focused 
consoles, which is a shame, because as 

amusing as it is to snipe the face off strangers 
with names such as ‘bongWizard1996’, it just 
can’t compare to the laugh-out-loud hilarity of 
competing against someone in the same room 
you can talk to/laugh with/flip the bird at. 

this year’s standout effort, however, asks 
friends to link their hands together rather  
than trying to slice them off with swords. 
Lovers in a Dangerous Spacetime plonks 
the two of you into a needlessly elaborate 
spaceship, which is (ideally) designed to be 
controlled by seven people. What follows is  
a frantic, hellish game of real-time  

teamwork and resource management as  
both players dart between different panels  
in the big, daft ship as circumstances 
demand. success requires the kind of 
communication and mutual understanding 
that you can only get from your besties. And 
that doesn’t mean you, bongWizard1996. If 
that is your real name. 

 we evangelize the majesty of Halo 5’s 
multiplayer elsewhere in the issue, but 
it bears repeating: the beauty of Arena 

really does lie in its purity. Unlike the chaos 
of Star Wars Battlefront or Black Ops III, where 
everyone’s encouraged to bring their own 
personally customized guns and gadgets to 
the fight, Halo 5: Guardians forces each player 

to start in the blocks with the same base 
weapons – the myopic-but-powerful magnum, 
and the master-of-nothing Assault rifle. 

With such an austere arsenal to hand, 
tiny moves and tricks that would have been 
swallowed whole amid Black Ops III’s mayhem 
take on huge tactical significance. Knowing 
how to thruster-dodge out of danger when 

you’re under fire, or picking the right time  
to knock out your opponent’s shields with  
a spartan charge, are important skills that 
make all the difference when the final kill/
death ratios are tallied. It all makes for a 
tightly knit, tense multiplayer experience 
that serves to prove just how baggy the 
competition has gotten.

     BeSt lOCal mUltiplaYer
lovers in a dangerous spaceTime – Kiss your friends/lovers/pets goodbye

     BeSt Online
Halo 5: guardians – It’s multiplayer shooting, but not as we know it…

Star Wars 
Battlefront, 

Pro Evolution 
Soccer 2016

Clusterpuck 
99, Pro 

Evolution 
Soccer 2016

Honourable  
mentions

Honourable  
mentions
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THIS MONTH WE…

Dealt death from an X-Wing p68 Were a space delivery guy p74Made decisions we regret p73 Made everything explode p76Made fun decisions p71

WHaT IS TEaM OXM'S 
favOurITE STar WarS MOvIE?

Fallout 4
The post-apocalyptic RPG that's  
more than a little bit S.P.E.C.I.A.L. (p60)

alex: Easy, The Phantom Menace

Matthew: Has to be attack of  
the Clones

Emma: Is The Phantom Menace 
taken? Damn

Tom: fools! It's obviously the 
Star Wars Holiday Special 

THIS MONTH 
IN faCTS

WHY DIDN’T LIaM NEESON 
rETurN fOr faLLOuT 4?

■ Because he died in fallout 3 
(oh, spoiler alert…)

■ Bethesda ran out of money

■ The script didn’t meet his high 
standards. Only joking: we’ve 

seen Taken 3

How we've spent our 
time in Fallout 4  1%   
completing quests

79%  
getting distracted

20%   
wondering wHere we  

leFt dogmeat
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We love a good jumpsuit, but you’ll want to change  
into something more practical if you want to survive.
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W
hen we were 
younger and more 
naïve, way back 
in october 2015, 
we thought we’d 
be spending this 
christmas with our 
loving family. then 

we played Fallout 4, and quickly realized 
we’re not going anywhere near our time-
consuming loved ones this holiday season. 
we’re going to be safely locked away in 
the christmas bunker, as all the addictol 
in the world couldn’t tear us 
away from the most immersive 
bethesda rPg yet.

the decision to open the 
game pre-nuke drop creates a 
stunning contrast between the 
bright safety of suburban life 
and the devastation to follow 
two centuries later. not that 
the commonwealth is devoid 
of color. one of the brownest 
series in gaming has finally 
figured out how to make the 
apocalypse attractive, with 
golden beaches, glowing plant 
life and neon signs beaming 
from primary-colored buildings. 
it’s still a dead world, but a more 
inviting, less repetitive one than 
in Fallout 3. boston hasn’t let a 
little thing like nuclear war keep 
it from being an excellent tourist 
trap, meaning you’re constantly 
discovering something new. 
it strikes that difficult balance 
between feeling like a dying 
world and one that still has a 
new surprise around every corner.

but boston’s far harder to traverse 
than washington ever was. enemies are 
injected with a nasty burst of speed, 
making a pack of feral ghouls a bigger 
threat than before, as they leap forward 
for a taste of you. we’d have liked more 
new enemies, mind. super mutants, mole 
rats, raiders, ghouls… fighting the same 
monsters we fought in 2008 means our 
radiation poisoning comes second to 
our severe dose of déjà vu. toughening 
them up was a great idea, and the synths 
(sinister human-imitating androids) are an 

excellent addition, yet a larger cast of new 
adversaries would have been welcome.

id software reportedly lent a hand full 
of trigger fingers to refine the shooting 
mechanics, so guns have never felt 
more responsive, nor their shots meatier. 
even melee strikes give better feedback. 
improved close combat and a generous 
array of modifiable melee weapons are 
almost enough to tempt us away from 
firearms. not that the splatter of an 
accurate headshot has become any less 
satisfying. (new to this series? invest in 

the bloody mess perk – it’s 
exactly what it sounds like.)

the patented Vats receives 
the most noticeable overhaul. 
Previously it froze time, letting 
you pick which limb you wanted 
to target with no pressure 
whatsoever – turning an okay 
shooter into a polite point-and-
click. now, it simply slows time 
to a crawl, so that super mutant 
suicide bomber is still rushing 
towards you, raiders are still 
throwing molotovs, bullets 
are still piercing your flesh, 
and every second you waste 
choosing a target leaves you 
more exposed. it’s an inspired 
adjustment that creates tense, 
tactical stand-offs, easily the 
sharpest combat we’ve seen 
in a bethesda game, whether 
apocalyptic or ye olde fantasy.

raiders and super mutants 
lurk around every corner, 
rendering entire regions so 
hostile that you can’t so 

much as cough in their general direction 
without blowing up. (explosions are 
particularly pretty – the orange inferno 
after a brotherhood aircraft tailspins into 
the ground is so beautiful, we can’t resist 
shooting them down.) instead of making 
it a chore to explore, this adds a welcome 
sense of pacing. You choose a new perk 
each time you level up, using them to 
gradually unravel the secrets of a sandbox 
that makes you work for its rewards. invest 
in the aquaboy perk and you can swim the 
commonwealth’s seas to distant islands. 
or focus on gun and stealth perks so  

 Publisher bethesda softworks / DeveloPer bethesda game studios  
Format xbox one / release Date out now

Fallout 4
It’s Fallout 3 meets The Sims… 
Wait! Come back!

tom stone
live oxm tom stone 
@thetomstrange

the knoWleDge
What is it?
a 400-hour post-
apocalyptic rPg,  
and the most 
anticipated sequel  
of the year.

What’s it like?
a bigger, brighter, 
better version of 
Fallout 3, now with 
horribly addictive 
settlements.

Who’s it For?
those who prefer 
pseudo-science and 
robots to dragons 
and fantasy.

revieWer
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you can hold your own across the 
deadliest plains and see what’s buried 
deep in guarded buildings. 

it’s arguably the toughest 
Fallout yet, occasionally unfairly 
so – whoever was in charge of the 
stupidly overpowered grenade damage 
deserves to be force-fed a few 
bottlecap mines – but it also means the 
sense of achievement has never been 
higher. You didn’t find a new area by 
picking a direction and holding down 
sprint. You put the time in, learned 
when to sneak, when to shoot and 
when to back off. You’ve earned the 
right to explore.

nuclear home
it’s a world we’ve become more 
invested in than in previous bethesda 
rPgs. because you’re not just an 
explorer anymore – certain areas are 
unlockable as settlements. here you 
can build your own shanty towns, with 
a pleasingly large spread of nuanced 
development tools. You can put walls 
up for houses and towers, install 
electronics, plant crops, construct 
defenses, set up radio towers and add 

all sorts of personal touches that  
slowly turn a horrific wasteland into 
a home. the initial goal is to attract 
settlers and keep them happy and safe, 
making sure you’re supplying food, 
water, bedding and defenses, and not 
just 50-foot-tall statues of yourself. 

resources can be extracted from 
practically every item you find, finally 
giving all that collectible junk a use. 
delving deep into a sewer crawling 
with super mutants, only to find an 
empty milk bottle, was one of the more 
constantly infuriating anticlimaxes of 
Fallout 3. in 4, we caught ourselves 
welling up when we found a tin can. 
Precious aluminium! 

defenses can be set up, leading to 
battles with invading raiders once your 
settlement starts drawing unwanted 
attention, and there are potentially 
amazing lightshows to be made once 
you master electric circuits and light-
boxes. the more you explore, the more 
settlements you unlock, slowly turning 
boston into your wasteland. residential 
development soon becomes part of 
your routine: swing by every few hours, 
drop off recent loot, build a few new 

walls, repair some traps and defenses. 
welcome new arrivals, and assign them 
menial farm work (no freeloaders in tom 
town). then choose a companion and 
head out for more adventures. 

occupants offer unique quests and 
you’ll have to keep venturing out into 
the commonwealth for more resources, 
so settlement management never feels 
too separate from the scavenging and 
exploring that’s at the heart of Fallout. 
settlements are such a natural fit, in 
fact, that previous games now look 
incomplete without them. why could 
we pick up all those useless tin cans 
in New Vegas? if they can’t be bashed 

Fallout 3 had large-scale battles too, but this 
time the framerate doesn’t attempt to implode.

We love 
shooting down 
Brotherhood 
of Steel 
aircraft. 
Hopefully 
it won’t 
affect our 
membership.

D o m e S t i c  B l i S S

cleAN UP

think a garden full of car 
wrecks is acceptable? think 
again, and scrap them.

SleeP tiGHt

make your bed and lie in it 
for the Well rested boost. 
Build it inside, though.

PoWer UP

Generators are essential 
for electricity. Wait… is 
it meant to be on fire?

Make your post-
apocalyptic 

home look even 
nicer than your 

actual home, 
with these  

easy steps.
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robots like this seem friendly. Just  
keep an eye on that circular saw…

into a wall, completing the feng shui of 
our new bunker, we’re not interested.

Junk is also broken down into parts 
for armor and weapon mods. starting 
with improved sights, grips and 
silencers, investing in the right perks 
lets you craft brutal killing machines. 
frankly, if you’re not into diY electrified 
swords, you should be probably be fired 
from the Junkjet, the in-game cannon 
that launches paint cans, desk fans, 
lamps, brooms and other detritus as 
giant bullets. the more time/perks you 
invest in crafting, the more devious the 
results: ammo that poisons, or scopes 
that leave markers over raiders’ heads.

it’s a shame that said raider heads 
look ropey by modern standards. the 
commonwealth’s vast scenery is often 
jaw-dropping, whereas some nPcs are 
cursed with weak facial animation and  
lip-synching that would make even Life 
is Strange’s development team scoff. 
but the voice acting is consistently 
high-quality, and action in the cities 
feels spontaneous. it’s not uncommon 
to see the mayor giving a speech, a 
fight breaking out, or even a wedding 
triggered by something you said earlier. 
You can go up and interact with events, 
or just walk on by. that it’s up to you to 
get involved or not really sells cities as 

communities, hinting at a culture that 
keeps going when you’re not around.

conversations with nPcs, however, 
feel like the most underdeveloped 
part of the game. choices are limited 
to questions or emotional responses 
(‘sarcastic', for example) but it’s not 
always clear what you’re opting to say. 
we pressed x to ‘challenge’ someone 
during a crucial exchange, only to end 
up saying, “this will be challenging!” 
Yeah, not quite what we were going for 
there. and even with your charisma stat 
set low, you’re ridiculously persuasive, 
capable of changing someone’s mind 
with barely a sentence. a typical chat 

more like, 
Wolfgone. 
can’t believe 
we weren’t 
hired to write 
the zingers.

WorK, SleeP, Die FArmiNG SimUlAtor GooD lUcK leAviNG “HelP! SomeBoDY! PleASe!”

this isn’t a screenshot of 
a workhouse from Syndicate. 
it’s where settlers sleep.

Assign workers to crops to 
keep your produce healthy. 
Worker whip Dlc, please?

Building turrets and traps 
is essential for keeping 
our beloved workforce safe.

Beacons attract new drones. 
We hope the current slaves 
don’t warn future victims.
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proceeds like this:
nPC: i strongly believe x!
You: i want you to believe Y instead.
nPC: good point! i strongly believe Y!

flawed as the dialog system is, there 
are some great characters – especially 
the companions. Piper the cynical 
journalist, nick Valentine the synth 
gumshoe and strong the slow-on-the-
uptake super mutant (to name just 
three of the 13) are great characters, 
with detailed backstories that come 
to light the more you travel with them. 
their judgmental gaze is a smart 
replacement for the flawed karma 
system from Fallout 3. stealing when 
you’re alone is no problem, but when 
‘nick didn’t like that’ flashes on-screen 
after we swipe someone’s life savings, 
it’s hard not to feel guilty. sorry, nick. 
not just for our behavior, but because 
we can’t unlock all your backstory, 
unique quests or perks if you think 
we’re a criminal cretin.

companions affect exploration too. 
Piper will occasionally chip in with 
lines of dialogue when you talk to 
townsfolk, and nick Valentine makes 
wry comments whenever you loot weird 
items from corpses. find a sidekick 
you like and simply walking through 
a town becomes a treat, with people 
shouting out how much they dig Piper’s 
conspiracy-laden newspaper, or your 
companion offering their opinion of 
the place. the journey’s often better 
than the destination in Fallout 4, and 
nothing quite improves a journey like a 
quipping detective or jolly robot butler.

they also help to liven up quest 
designs that all too often follow the 
same formula: go to location, kill all 
enemies at location, obtain new item/
person… win! the locations have never 
looked better, the enemies are more 
interesting to fight and the weapons 
you find are deliciously experimental, 
but it’s disappointing how many of 

the quests fit such a rigid template. 
frustrating, because quests that do 
deviate from the formula are excellent. 
one casts you as a superhero from an 
corny radio show), while another ends 
with you hurtling down a skyscraper 
while a pretentious idiot reads from 
Macbeth. this is bethesda as its best.

War and peace
more of this madness would have been 
welcome, as even the main quest 
struggles to escape the kill-x-and-
fetch-Y formula – although it does 
find some nasty ways to keep this 
fresh towards the end. loyalty is a 
big theme – to your companions, your 
settlers or the factions you ally yourself 
with throughout the adventure. tough 
late-game decisions play on this sense 
of loyalty, and your actions have dire 
consequences on the rest of the game. 
with a world at war, making an enemy 
of an entire faction at any point can 

if you can’t see why this city needs you to 
reconstruct it, get a new pair of eyes.

  Perk up!
At first, the perk chart 
is intimidating. With so 
much on offer, it’s easy to 
panic and pick something 
useless. Here are a few 
standouts that should 
make Commonwealth life  
a little easier. 

AQUABOY
No longer take radiation 
damage from water and even 
breathe underwater. Vital.

MYSTERIOUS STRANGER
In VATS, this guy may briefly 
appear and slay your enemy 
for you. Cheers, friend!

HACKER
We hate throwing points into 
this, but a lot of terminals 
are inaccessible otherwise.

BASHER
Out of bullets? Try hitting 
them with your gun. There’s 
a chance to cripple foes.

PAIN TRAIN
Lets you hurt foes by 
sprinting into them while 
wearing Power Armor.

LONE WANDERER
Carry 50 extra weight, as 
long as we never travel with 
a companion? Hmm… deal!

ATTACK DOG
What’s that, boy? Someone 
in trouble? Being held down? 
By you? Good dog!

GUN NUT
Each level grants access to 
more advanced mods. Invest 
heavily if you like to tinker.

INSPIRATIONAL
Your companion does more 
damage, and can no longer 
hurt you. They could before?! 
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raider armor has great defense, but we 
can’t resist the ol’ coat-and-hat combo.

turn an already tricky world to explore 
into an absolute nightmare. however 
good you are at keeping the peace, a 
brilliantly conflicted third act forces 
you to take sides. it’ll demand multiple 
playthroughs (or sneaky multiple save 
files) to see every outcome. we just 
wish the initial journey to get to that 
point was a little less repetitive. 

still, it’s hard to complain about an 
over-reliance on fetch quests when the 
interiors they’re making us explore are 
more terrifying than ever: floorboards 
are bashed upwards in a ruined house 
as the creature below tries to break 
through (spoiler warning: it succeeds). 

or looking up, only to see meaty slabs 
of previous victims tumbling through 
ceiling holes. You can’t see what 
killed them – unless you risk heading 
upstairs for a look. small touches, like 
corpses that appear to have hidden in 
bathrooms or blown their brains out  
rather than face the monsters, sell the 
horror that happened there far better 
than any dodgy dialog ever could. when 
bethesda lets the locations tell the 
stories, they soar.

combat, companions, environments, 
exploration – all have been polished to 
a nuclear glow, while the addition of 
settlements feel like the natural next 

step for this series. rarely does a game 
feel this constantly rewarding and so 
hard to tear yourself from. how can we 
resist seeing what’s inside the super-
duper mart? or exploring a shopping 
mall run by malfunctioning robots? 
or finding out what could possibly be 
hidden in the basement of a building 
tantalizingly called hallucigen, inc?

fact is, we can’t resist and wouldn’t 
have it any other way. Fallout veterans 
shipping up to boston in the hopes of  
a gaming revolution may be slightly 
disappointed. but leave the tea at the 
harbor and you’ll find arguably the 
most compelling game world on xbox 
one. massive in scale, and not a mile 
wasted – with settlement management 
meaning we may have the first endless 
Fallout game, laughing at the expense 
of your free time. hand it over, and 
you’ll get back one of the most 
rewarding games of the year. oXm

“Combat, companions, explorations 
– all polished to a nuclear glow”

Nice of 
Piper to let 
us have the 
Power Armor. 
Not that  
we gave her  
a choice.

In an era where open worlds 
are commonplace, Bethesda 
gives us one where every 
inch is worth exploring. More 
Fallout 3.9 than 4, but still 
absolutely essential. Skyrim 
2 has a hard act to follow.

overAll

9
the oXm verdict

✔ Boston has new 
treats around  
every corner

✔ Your companions 
are excellent

✔ Settlements  
are a natural fit  
for the series

✖ Can get repetitive

✖ Dialog trees can 
be unclear as to 
what you’re going 
to say

✖ 2007 called – it 
wants its facial 
animations back

ProS/coNs

That same stupid ‘hacking’ mini-game from 
2008. We’d better not see it in Fallout 5.

tHe WorSt Bit DiD YoU 
KNoW?

? A season 
pass means 
this is going 
to get even 

bigger. Might as 
well throw all your 
other games/
hobbies in the bin.
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Hero vs villain battles are predictably epic – but if you’re Vader here, 
the smart choice is to run away and let the Stormtroopers take the strain.
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S
tar Wars Battlefront might 
be a shallow game, but it’s 
one you can drown yourself 
in. we know, we know: 
gameplay is more important 
than graphics and all of 
that. and yet there’s no 
escaping the fact that the 

thing that grabs you like a Vader 
choke when you first leap into 
the action is what a stunning 
realization of the Star Wars 
universe dice has managed to 
craft. whether it’s plumbing the 
depths of the brilliantly blue ice 
caves of hoth, snow crackling 
beneath your feet, or trampling 
through the leafy foliage of the 
forest moon endor, where thick 
fronds obscure your line of sight 
and leave you a slave to your 
radar, Battlefront continually 
delights with its authentic 
depiction of these famous 
worlds that we’ve never  
stepped foot on, but yet have 
been burned into our memories 
since childhood.

the maps have scale, too; hop 
into an x-wing fighter and the 
boots-on-the-ground struggles 
that seemed so intense and all-
consuming just seconds before 
shrink into insignificance as 
you roooaaahhhhh across the 
landscape, drinking in the incredible vistas 
as the camera pans out to reveal neon 
red and blue laser streams streaking and 
dancing across the night sky.

 it’s no exaggeration to say that it 
sounds even better than it looks, too. 
okay, so the c-tier voice acting might 
stink worse than sullust’s sulfur mines, 
but the orchestral score recaptures the 
grandeur of the movies and isn’t allowed 
to outstay its welcome. if you’ve read our 
2015 awards feature you’ll already know 
that Battlefront has picked up the gong 
for best special effects, and it isn’t just in 
the accuracy stakes that the game excels. 
detonated thermal grenades and laser 

blasts have a piercing, weighty quality to 
them that manages the trick of making 
battles set in a silly fantasy world feel 
more like war than a few ‘serious’  
shooting series we could mention. (our 
favorite effect, for posterity’s sake, is 
the muffled thuds of laser beams as they 
pound down on Princess leia’s protective 

dome shield while you cower 
inside. it’s proper heart-in-
mouth stuff.)

if all this technical excellence 
has you salivating for an epic 
blockbuster campaign in 
the Call of Duty mould, then 
steel yourself for a level of 
disappointment previously only 
experienced by Jar Jar binks’ 
mum. the single-player content, 
such as it is, is vanishingly 
small. the five training levels 
exist only to round out your 
multiplayer skills, teaching you 
the ins and outs of controlling 
airspeeders, at-sts, and the 
difference between surviving 
a regular grunt and thriving 
as one of the famous heroes 
or villains (of which more 
later). from there, you can 
take the hint and dive into 
multiplayer, or you can pick at 
the rest of the single-player 
bones, which consist of a few 
disjointed attempts to replicate 

multiplayer modes with ai bots. ‘battles’ 
is effectively team deathmatch, while 
survival is Battlefront’s idea of a horde 
mode. while they blossom into life slightly 
if you enlist a co-op partner, the ai bots 
lack the guile of human opposition and are 
spectacularly unsatisfying to wage war 
with. thus, there is little incentive to mine 
the stages for all five stars, achievement 
points notwithstanding.

of course, you could argue this is 
for the best. dice has a reputation 
for making largely forgettable single-
player campaigns – its expertise lies in 
grand-scale online combat. Battlefront’s 
effectively multiplayer-only structure  

 PubliSher ea/ DeveloPer dice  
Format xbox one / releaSe Date out now

Star WarS 
battleFront
“Judge me by my size, do  
you?” Well, yeah…

alex Dale
live chocoboofdoom 
@sporadicdaler

the knoWleDge
What iS it?
(near enough) 
multiplayer-only 
offering by dice, 
creator of the 
Battlefield series.

What’S it like?
Battlefield with a 
Star Wars skin, but 
dumbed down so 
even c-3Po can 
understand it.

Who’S it For?
Star Wars fan? You’ll 
love it. Battlefield 
fan? the hate will 
flow through you.

revieWer
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plays to the studio’s strengths, but in 
putting the onus on the community to  
tell the stories, it makes judging 
Battlefront’s value going forward 
problematic. the game has a meaty 
and diverse range of multiplayer modes 
– nine in total – ranging from 20-on-
20 warfare that bring to mind (on a 
superficial level) Battlefield’s brilliant 
conquest mode, to objective-based 
offerings that play out on smaller, 
more intimate maps. one mode, fighter 
squadron, even takes place completely 
in the air, as x-wings, tie fighters 
and later even the millennium falcon 
and boba fett’s slave i attempt to 
outmaneuver one another in congested 
skies. a glorified shooting gallery, it’s 
somewhat underdeveloped and easily 
the weakest part of the game – but 
it’s a refreshing change of pace, 
and one that lets you hop straight 
into the cockpit of machinery that’s 

encountered only by chance in the 
other game types.

nine game modes might seem paltry 
for a full price game – but if anything, 
it’s almost too many for a game that, 
in lieu of single-player attractions, will 
be judged entirely on its lobby count. 
even during the heady ea access trial 
days, we were struggling to get a game 
of droid run (in which you have to 
activate and hold three droids). if those 
weren’t the droids people were looking 
for at a time when user numbers were 
surely at an all-time peak, then the 
outlook seems bleak going forward, 
especially with the season pass 
ill-advisedly threatening to split the 
userbase into haves and have-nots 
when the first paid update hits. if ever 
there was a game that needed to keep 
dlc updates free, this is it – especially 
as the maps, well-realized and varied 
though they are, are pitifully few.

the hope is that some of the 
objective-based modes retain steady 
followings that allow them to flourish, 
because Star Wars Battlefront is at 
its best when there’s a goal for teams 
to rally around. the reason for this is 
simple: the actual gunplay isn’t as 
visceral or as exciting as other 2015 
multiplayer offerings such as Halo 5 or 
Black Ops III. modes such as the 10v10 
blast, where you’re waging war for 
war’s sake, quickly lose their luster. 
but introduce an objective into the mix 
and Battlefront’s hidden depths shine 
through. in particular, cargo – a thrilling 
game of push-and-pull where two 
teams attempt to guard their loot while 
simultaneously pilfering others’, rallies 
players into thinking tactically – both 
about how they position themselves 
and how and when they deploy the 
power-ups found in the midst of play.

Walking the Walker 
for the same reasons, the 40-player 
walker assault mode is arguably the 
jewel in Battlefront’s crown, and is an 
excellent creative use of the Star Wars 
license to boot. it is, in effect, The 
Empire Strikes Back: The Videogame, 
with rebel forces attempting to destroy 
a fleet of oncoming at-ats. like cargo, 
it works because players always have 
somewhere to be – rebel players 

Hoth’s mountainous landscape naturally lends 
itself to long-distance sniping battles.

 One vs all
One of Battlefront’s dafter – yet 
strangely lovable – modes is Hero Hunt, 
in which seven players band together 
to take down a single Hero. In a twist 
straight from the playground, the player 
who lands the final hit becomes the 
Hero. It’s flawed to all hell, yes, but we 
kept coming back for more.

Framed by 
vulnerable 
catwalks,  
the Carrier 
level is one 
of the more 
popular of the 
compact maps. 
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At this point, our not-so-inner  
child started squealing with glee.

attempt to hold down uplink locations 
so they can order in Y-wing bombing 
runs, while imperial forces storm the 
same locations in an attempt to disable 
them. while the presence of the 
lumbering at-ats naturally favors the 
imperial side, it’s a more even playing 
field than it was during the lopsided 
beta thanks to a few canny tweaks to 
damage levels, and the introduction of 
a weak spot on the at-at’s belly that 
can be exposed and exploited.

but then, Star Wars Battlefront is a 
game that acknowledges that a little 
imbalance here and there can be a 
good thing, which segues us nicely to 

how the iconic Star Wars heroes and 
villains slot into the battles. like so 
many other elements here, luck is a 
factor – you ‘earn’ the right to play as a 
special character by blundering into a 
randomized power-up icon during play. 
overpowered, but with their powers 
tied to harsh cooldown meters to avoid 
spamming, they shake up the action 
nicely and give weakling players a 
chance to play the hero. and if nothing 
else, you’ll never forget the moment 
you dash around a corner looking for 
sanctuary, only to find Vader himself.

if that sounds unfair, then it’s 
entirely by design. despite the fact 

that gaining xP brings access to new 
blasters and power-ups, ostensibly 
handing the advantage to better 
players, Battlefront positions itself as 
the great leveler – while it’s a game 
of skill and surprising complexity, any 
player, no matter how duff, can happen 
upon an at-st or luke skywalker card 
and immediately start causing havoc. 

Battlefront is a game that has 
something for everyone. it manages 
to retain a level of hardcore credibility 
while still making itself open to  
casual fans, and the presentation is 
so magnificent that anyone with any 
love for the franchise whatsoever 
should strive to experience it at least 
once. our only fear is, with a lack 
of launch-day content and further 
updates bearing a steep pricetag, 
the majority of players will have had 
their fill long before their ten-hour ea 
access trial is up. oxm

“You dash around a corner looking 
for sanctuary, only to find Vader”

it’s easy to 
get lost on 
Tatooine’s 
mazy, one- 
tone surface.

As close as you’ll come to 
getting your childhood back. 
Dig through the incredible 
production values and you’ll 
find a serviceable shooter, 
but one with a potentially 
terminal lack of content.

OVerAll

7
The OXM Verdict

Darth vaDer
What, thought 
we were going 
to pick Luke? If 
we had that limp 
noodle for a son 
we’d chop his 
hand off, too.

COOleST CHArACTer THe riVAlS

9

8

8

HALO 5: GuArDIAns

CALL Of DutY: BLACk Ops III

BAttLefIeLD 4

wHAT HAPPeNS 
NeXT?

? four DLC 
packs will 
deliver new 
heroes, maps 

and modes. How 
these are organised 
will be crucial to 
the game’s future.
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A
dventure Time follows Finn 
the human and Jake the 
talking dog. They live in Ooo, 
a world full of Candy people, 
dancing penguins and 

purple princesses that talk like selfish 
teenagers. With us so far? The duo 
decide to become private investigators, 
soon discovering the line between 
minor crime (who ruined Marshmallow 
Kid’s birthday?) and more major criminal 
activity (who usurped the ruler of the 
Ice Kingdom?) runs pretty thin in a 
universe as bizarre as this one. If your 
child’s unfamiliar with the wonderful 
source material, take it back to the 
hospital. You clearly got a dud.

It’s a 3D take on the traditional 
point-and-click. You collect items, 
then combine them to make new ones 

to solve environment puzzles. Despite 
its somewhat old-fashioned design, 
Investigations rarely falls into the dire 
pitfalls of retro adventure-game logic. 
Problems are logical enough to be 
solved with a bit of critical thinking, 
even when the problem is ‘how can I 
use these meatballs to disguise this 
robot as a penguin in order to fool a 
short-sighted wizard?’.

Getting stuck is still a pain, dooming 
you to wandering around, trying to 
combine every item in the hope of 
bluffing your way to victory. It had us 
occasionally on the verge of combining 
the disc with a hammer. We’ll look past 
that ‘flaw’ due to personal stupidity, but 
it’s harder to forgive the rubbish fighting: 
you slash at enemies until a bar fills up, 
letting you activate one of four ‘Jake 

powers’. Rinse and repeat until it’s 
over. Hey, at least it’s infrequent.  

And it’s hard to stay mad when it so 
perfectly nails the cartoon’s charm. The 
script is full of funny lines, delivered 
by the show’s returning cast. Favorite 
characters and locations have been 
well recreated in colorful 3D, full of 
visual gags and Easter eggs for fans. 
When your brain’s keeping up, it feels 
like you are playing an episode of the 
show, albeit one where those in charge 
of the fight scenes were trying to get 
fired. A fun quest, then, even if the 
slow point-and-click pace feels aimed 
more at parents than kids. Although 
making something supposedly for 
children, when we all know it’s really 
for immature adults, certainly never did 
the show any harm… OXM

TOM STOne
Live OXM Tom Stone 
@TheTomStrange

The knOwLedge
whAT iS iT?
An adventure  
game based on  
the hit Cartoon 
Network show.

whAT’S iT Like?
Playing a slightly 
slow-paced (but 
hysterical) episode  
of the show.

whO’S iT fOr?  
Monkey Island fans 
who miss adventure 
games with a sense 
of humor.

reviewer

Not a fan of the show? Minus seven points. From your soul

AdvenTure TiMe: finn & 
JAke inveSTigATiOnS

Dull combat and a slow 
pace hold it back, but  
smart puzzle design,  
great characters and a 
charming realization of the 
show’s world make this  
a great pick for fans.

Overall

7
The OXM verdict

It’s no rise of the Tomb raider, but it’s certainly  
a nice-looking game – and true to the show.

 PubLiSher LITTLE ORbIT / deveLOPer VICIOuS CYCLE SOFTWARE / fOrMAT XbOX 360, XbOX ONE (REVIEWED) / reLeASe dATe OuT NOW

DID yOu 
knOw?

? Children who 
don’t watch 
Adventure 
Time are 

destined to grow 
up unhappy and 
soulless. It’s sad  
but true.

We played on Xbox 
One, but we didn’t see 
anything that the Xbox 
360 couldn’t handle in 
its sleep. We’re not sure 
if that bodes well for the 
360 version or badly for 
the Xbox One game…

THe DIFFerenCe On… 
XBOX 360

ice king
Come on, who’s 
cooler than the 
ruler of the Ice 
Kingdom? Er, 
pretty much 
everyone, 
actually.

COOleST CHaraCTer

r e v I e w
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T
here came a moment, towards 
the climax of Episode 6 – The 
Ice Dragon, when I started 
to suspect that I had made 
a colossal mistake. Maybe 

even several. Ten minutes later, the 
tale of my Forrester clan was being 
neatly recapped by a handful of key GoT 
characters telling of their interactions. 
I found myself smirking at remembering 
acts of defiance, and near-wistfully 
recalling fallen allies I’d turned on and 
sold out. I regret nothing, I realized. 
This obscure family may not meet the 
happiest of endings (what did you 
expect?) but it feels true to Westeros.

This collection of interlocking 
plotlines serves almost as a greatest 
hits compilation of familiar locations 
– the Wall, King’s Landing, Meereen – 

as well as teasing a few others, such 
as when you head deep into Wildling 
country in search of the *whispers* 
North Grove. Spoiler: what you do find is 
essentially a small shark for you to leap 
over. It also put you face-to-face with 
some of GoT’s biggest names, voice-
acted by their HBO counterparts.

Of course, interactions with them are 
largely tangential – can’t mess with 
canon, after all – but they help ground 
the series in the fictional universe, 
and there’s something thrilling about 
being involved in the likes of the Red 
Wedding, even if only on the sidelines. 
Given the scope of the source material, 
it feels wholly probable that there are 
scores of families like House Forrester 
– absent almost entirely even from the 
books – with a story to tell.

Granted, it’s not always told with 
the greatest of technical or esthetic 
skill. By the final episode, we found 
our framerate stuttering even in the 
title sequence, and loading times were 
slow. We never warmed to the smudgy, 
painterly art style, either – finding 
edges infuriatingly jaggy or blurred. But 
when immersed in careful manipulation 
or poised to hammer a QTE, it’s not at 
the forefront of your mind.

Your decisions might not always 
feel as gutwrenching as Telltale would 
like, but people can (and often do) live 
or die based on your choices. What’s 
more, as the series progresses, you 
do develop an attachment to this little 
family that could. Or could they? Who 
it is that gets the iron from that ice is 
ultimately in your hands. OXM

EMMa DaviEs
Live OXM Emma 
@emcetera

ThE knOwLEDgE
whaT is iT?
Six instalments 
detailing the saga 
of the lesser-known 
House Forrester.

whaT’s iT LikE?
True to the feel of 
George RR Martin’s 
world, with plenty  
of holes to talk 
yourself into.

whO’s iT fOr?  
Fans with enough 
patience to abide 
through its initially 
slow start.

rEviEwEr

So, did you win or die?

gaME Of ThrOnEs:  
sEasOn 1

It may not offer any twists 
on the Telltale ‘walk, talk 
and press A to dodge 
attacks’ formula, but it’s 
well-suited to a series so 
heavily reliant on talking 
yourself out of trouble.

Overall

8
The OXM verdict

It seems that modern fashion trends  
have yet to make it north of the Wall.

everyone looking distressed? 
We’d never expect that from 
Game of Thrones.

 PubLishEr TELLTaLE GaMES / DEvELOPEr TELLTaLE GaMES / fOrMaT XBOX 360, XBOX OnE (REvIEWEd) / rELEasE DaTE  OuT nOW

WHaT HaPPeNS 
NeXT?

?We’d love to 
see Telltale 
lift another 
family of 

Westeros nobodies 
out of literary 
obscurity in a 
second season.

There’s something disgustingly satisfying 
about an all-out bloodbath, isn’t there?

THe beST bIT

Out beyond the Wall, things eventually 
descend into warg-related nonsense.

THe WOrST bIT
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E
lite is all about the moments, 
such as the satisfaction of a 
flawless docking maneuver, 
or exiting hyperspace travel 
to see your screen filled with 

a molten orb. The thing is, the quality 
and frequency of these flashes of 
brilliance is essentially up to you. In 
a game this big, with such a heavy 
reliance on procedural generation, 
it’s not uncommon to feel aimless, or 
that your actions have no real impact. 
But by investing in this incredibly rich 
galaxy, the insignificance of being an 
infinitesimal dot in the cosmos fades 
away, as you learn to focus on your 
own incredible cosmic micro-moments.

The Milky Way is a daunting setting, 
with over 400 billion visitable star 
systems filled with their own planets, 

stations and more, but there’s no 
immediate reward here. That may 
sound unfair – being able to visit 
anywhere in a procedural Milky Way is 
exciting enough – but Elite requires 
a hefty amount of patience and an 
even larger amount of time. Docked 
in a nondescript space station with a 
small starter fund, you’re the pilot of 
a lousy Sidewinder ship. For some, the 
plodding pace will be a turnoff, but 
if you’re open to an unprecedented 
amount of freedom, you can carve 
out a career in a way that’s brilliantly 
at odds with the overbearing hand-
holding of the modern gaming scene.

Your end goal – of becoming an 
elite-ranked trader, fighter, or explorer  
– is a sizeable task, but the game 
allows you to pursue this goal via 

complex, nuanced systems. Focus on 
trading and you’ll become a market 
master – you’ll learn what is profitable 
and what isn’t – and the game invites 
cunning decision-making to exploit 
its persistent economy. Between that, 
we dabbled in the illegalities of the 
drug trade and human trafficking, 
risking all our hard-won progress to 
smuggle highly prohibited cargo into 
space stations, switching our ship into 
silent running mode to avoid detection. 
Playing as a space rogue is thrilling.

Choose a less subtle career and 
the resulting dogfights feel dynamic, 
tense and at times truly epic. Once 
you upgrade to a combat-ready Cobra 
you can drop into full-scale battles; 
enormous ships surrounded by swarms 
of fighters dipping and diving through 
the laser beams and missiles. 

On one occasion we found our 
ship’s glass canopy smashed open by 
incoming fire. With the black vacuum 
of space sucking on the cockpit like a 
toddler on a juice carton we had just 
five minutes of oxygen left; in that time 
we had to escape the conflict, head 
into supercruise – the game’s method 
of allowing inter-system travel – and 
navigate to a nearby space station for 

Basking in the glowing inferno of huge  
distant stars never, ever gets old.

ElitE: DangErous
 PublishEr FrOnTIer DevelOPMenTS / DEvEloPEr FrOnTIer DevelOPMenTS / Format XBOX One / rElEasE DatE OuT nOW

Big, beautiful and boldly going where no game has gone before
sam WhitE
live Jams Bend 
@samwrite

thE knoWlEDgE
What is it?
enormous space 
simulator with over 
400 billion visitable 
star systems.

What’s it likE?
Complex, like you’d 
imagine it is jumping 
into a cockpit.

Who’s it For?  
Anyone with patience 
and a penchant for 
space exploration.

rEviEWEr

 Political player
Powerplay is the game’s political 
map, which shifts and transforms as 
players pledge allegiance to factions. 
It’s potentially fantastic and is 
cleverly implemented, but right now it 
suffers from Elite’s inability to provide 
compelling individual stories. You don’t 
feel like a big enough part of something.
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Fights are often fraught, especially when  
you’re fighting a pilot of equal firepower.

CQC is super 
fast-paced, 
and uses 
different 
ships to the 
ones you’ll 
acquire in 
the main 
game.repairs. Elite never shies away from 

teaching you the immense dangers 
of outer space, and death is costly: 
you do have ship insurance, but dying 
repeatedly can be costly.

Elite’s unforgiving nature never truly 
softens, instead just becoming easier 
to manage. Combat becomes more fun 
as soon as you ditch the Sidewinder, 
while trading and exploring become 
less of a slog once you expand cargo 
bays and fuel tanks. Being able to 
finally afford the ship or new set of 
weapons you’ve been hoping for is 
rewarding, but there’s a sense that 
Elite could do with a cinematic story 
to help draw fearful newbies into its 
complicated systems. There’s room 
for such a thing – the various factions 
here are interesting enough – but as 

it is the game provides no real reason 
to read through the reams of text that 
contextualize its missions.

The stories may struggle to catch our 
interest, but the game has lost none of 
its atmosphere in this excellent port to 
Xbox One. The sound design is second 
to none, as the buzzing, whirring and 
hissing of your ship makes your cockpit 
feel like a tangible place. Perhaps most 
impressive is Frontier’s intuitive use 
of the Xbox One pad, which smartly 
utilizes the controller’s face buttons to 
cram a keyboard’s worth of commands 
into the pad: hold a face button and it’ll 
bring up numerous options assigned to 
the D-pad, triggers and bumpers. 

Frontier is always adding, expanding 
and refining, too. Major features such 
as Wings now enable players to team 

up as a squadron. It’s really slick, 
providing you’ve got the friends for 
it. Then there’s CQC (Close Quarters 
Combat Championships)—a separate 
arena multiplayer mode for up to eight 
players, encompassing both standard 
and team deathmatches, and CTF. The 
modes seemed surprisingly empty at 
the time of review, and getting a game 
was tough, but it’s a fast-paced and 
action-packed way of practising your 
combat skills against other pilots. 

Elite: Dangerous is big, gorgeous  
and frequently very tough. But while 
its sheer size is hugely impressive, 
it’s arguably the incidental moments 
that make it unforgettable. Whether 
that’s seeing a capital ship for the 
first time, suffocating in your cockpit, 
finding unusual star formations, mining 
asteroids orbiting a star thousands of 
times larger than our own, or simply 
discovering stars that no one else has 
found and having them named after 
you (do keep it classy, yeah?). Those 
moments combine to create a game 
unlike anything else on Xbox One. oXm

“You can carve out your own 
memorably emergent scenarios”

Challenging and often 
frustrating, Elite rewards 
perseverance with a sense 
of place and progress that 
few Xbox One games can 
rival. If it clicks, an entire 
lifetime in space awaits.

Overall

8
The OXM verdict

big shiP
The Anaconda’s 
a behemoth with 
unparalleled 
firepower. 
Requires a big 
chunk of your 
allowance.

OBJeCT OF DeSire

✔ Huge, incredibly 
detailed world

✔ Captures the 
sense of being in 
a cockpit

✔ Game is only set 
to grow bigger

✖ Can be very  
slow-paced

✖ Tough, 
unforgiving  
learning curve

✖ Lack of  
tangible story

PrOS/CONs wHaT HaPPeNS 
NeXT?

? A new season 
of add-ons, 
Horizon, is 
on the way. 

It’ll add surface 
landings when it 
arrives on Xbox One 
later in 2016.   
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Just another day in the life of Rico Rodriguez, a man who can no longer look 
at explosions because everything he ever loved has at some point exploded.
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R
ico rodriguez is more of a 
walking apocalypse than a 
revolutionary. within 
minutes you’re standing on 
the wing of a plane in flight, 
firing rockets at anti-air 
batteries and watching fires 
break out all over the city 

below. this is Just Cause 3’s odd 
idea of what a revolution looks 
like. where you might expect 
hordes of citizens rising up 
against oppression, there are 
objects to blow up - color-
coded red for convenience. Just 
Cause 3 asks the interesting 
question: what if one man blew 
up every radar dish in the world? 
what regime could possibly 
survive that?

it’s deliberately funny, of 
course. the Just Cause series 
has long established itself as a 
silly third-person open-world 
sandbox that’s rigged to blow 
the moment you poke it with a 
stick. the processing power of 
xbox one has made the sandbox 
prettier, the bridges crumblier 
and the explosions explodier, 
even if the action has stayed 
largely the same. after a brief 
introduction, you’re let loose on 
the islands – where there are 
story missions to take on, 
settlements to capture and 
miniature side missions you can use to 
test your flying, driving and shooting skills.

rodriguez is liberating the fictional 
mediterranean islands of medici, which are 
rendered in searing tropical blues and 
sandy whites. close your eyes while 
playing and you can still see the world, 
seared into your retinas. it’s almost 
uncomfortably beautiful to look at. every 
mile or so there’s a cluster of pastel-
colored town buildings, or the red and 
white smoke stacks of a huge facility. in 
between grasslands are broken up by 
fields of red and yellow flowers. look 
closer and a lot of this beauty is 
superficial. buildings look like cardboard 
boxes with their features painted on – 

they can’t be destroyed, and you can 
never go inside. once you’ve blown up the 
regime’s red speakers, statues, billboards 
and power units, there’s no reason to ever 
go back. as you move between provinces, 
you gradually flatten the world into rubble.

that means blowing a lot of things up. 
luckily Just Cause 3’s explosions are the 

best in the business. Pop a 
power generator and it goes up 
in a billowing orange ball of 
flame. the voluminous smoke 
takes on the lighting of the 
explosions around it, flashing 
orange and electric-blue as the 
unit sparks. if you topple a 
larger structure, you get to see 
it crumble under the procedural 
physics system. smokestacks 
crack at various points, forming 
a huge slowly folding z shape as 
they collapse. 

facilities get bigger the more 
you move inland – which means 
a greater spectacle and more 
frustration. the larger the base, 
the more little bits you need to 
blow up before you can raise 
the flag and claim that territory 
for the rebels. it’s fun to hack 
anti-air turrets and steal a 
chopper to take down the big 
fuel tanks, but in large bases 
there can be 30 or so radar 
dishes and power boxes to find 
and shoot. the joy of swooping 

into an outpost and spreading destruction 
quickly fades in the face of the plodding 
checklist. where are the last two 
loudspeaker poles hiding? where in this 
huge port is the final power generator? 
there can be half a dozen outposts to take 
in each province, and the procedure is the 
same for each. You’re forced into this 
repetitive pattern by the story, which often 
requires you to stop and take another 
province before you can continue.

the lack of variety has a sad knock-on 
effect. imagine: what would really happen 
to a child in chocolate town? how many 
chocolate phone boxes and park benches 
would the kid have to eat before chocolate 
stopped being the best thing in the 

 PublisheR square enix / DeveloPeR avalanche studios  
FoRmat xbox one / Release Date out now

Just Cause 3
Become a flying squirrel  
of explodey death

tom senioR
live Private 
@Pcgludo

the knowleDge
what is it?
third-person open-
world sandbox full of 
very explosive barrels 
and boxes.

what’s it like?
initially spectacular, 
then quickly 
repetitive with 
moments of  
slapstick comedy.

who’s it FoR?
anyone who wants 
to spend an hour 
every now and then 
watching things 
explode beautifully.

RevieweR
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world, and just became a strange, 
melty brown building material? the 
same is true of Just Cause 3’s 
beautiful, booming explosions. the 
dopamine hit started to wear off after a 
while and we were left with explosion 
ennui. although medici’s massive 
structures crumble procedurally, the 
effect is always similar. there is room 
to use the tether to tie choppers to fuel 
tanks and use planes as missiles, but 
it’s always faster to shoot the object 
with your rattly, insubstantial guns. 
when you have so many bits to blow 
up, the urge to find inventive solutions 
just doesn’t last.

it’s enough to make you want to just 
fly away, which is good, because you 
can literally fly now. the sight of the 
way rico’s new wingsuit operates will 
send physicists cross-eyed with rage 
and incomprehension, but it’s the  
best part of the game. the left bumper 

fires out a grappling hook and draws 
rico quickly to his target. Press Y and 
rico flips, unfolds his wingflaps and 
soars at great speed just a few feet 
above the ground. as you fly, you can 
keep grappling the ground to maintain 
your momentum. it encourages near 
misses and close-ground flying, and 
feels fluid to steer. You can still press  
a to deploy your endlessly 
regenerating parachute, as in 
previous games, which is ideal if you 
want to tug yourself up a steep 
mountain, or stop yourself from 
faceplanting into a tree in wingsuit 
mode (this will happen a lot).

spread your wings
although the wingsuit is brilliant, 
like many of Just Cause 3’s toys 
it’s pointlessly constrained by the 
upgrade system. when you 
capture territory, you gain access 

to a series of skill challenges that earn 
you points, which you then use to 
unlock mods that improve your 
abilities. a few of these are good, such 
as the mod that turns grenades into 
rocket thrusters, so you stick them to 
a vehicle and send it flying. that gives 
you an exciting new way to interact 
with the world. sadly, a lot of the 
mods add features that we’d expect 
to see at the outset. 

You can’t even aim down your 
sights with a gun without first 

unlocking a mod. upgrades for 
zipline speed that help you glide 
around faster simply remove the 
frustration of sluggish travel 
time. You can now grapple two 
objects together and then use 
the left trigger to pull them 
towards each other, but if you 

want to move anything larger than 
a barrel with any useful force, you’ll 
need upgrades for that. the game’s 
mods are there to mend annoyances. 
the systems feel as though they were 
built to be fun, and then de-powered 
to create artificial progression.

for a game about carefree wanton 
destruction, Just Cause 3 is 
irritatingly restrictive in many ways. 
You can fast travel to areas you’ve 
unlocked, but each travel costs a 
flare. as in Just Cause 2, you can 

what did this fuel tank do to deserve such a violent fate? The tank 
will never understand, but it died so that the republic may live.

You can grap 
up and steal 
any chopper 
you choose.

 High flier
The wingsuit flying challenges are  
the best of Just Cause 3’s skill tests. 
Flying through the red centre of each 
ring earns you bonus points, and you 
rack up even more points for flying 
dangerously close to the ground.  
Routes lead you through caves and 
other tight spaces.
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airdrop vehicles and weapons to your 
location, which explode out of a metal 
crate in a gleeful shower of confetti. 
but each calldown requires a beacon, 
and until you’ve unlocked the correct 
mods you can only carry one of these 
at a time. if you decide to fly away from 
the small starting island and take main 
bases in the middle of the map, you’ll 
be swatted down by airstrikes, which 
only deactivate when you’ve completed 
the correct story mission. 

the world isn’t as open and free as it 
feels when you fall off that plane at the 
beginning of the game. we would mind 
this less if there was more to the story 

missions. the plot focuses on the 
rebels’ struggle to overthrow the 
despotic general di ravello, whose 
personal story you can uncover via an 
arduous collection of 71 audio diaries 
hidden all over the world. 

missions tend to be brief challenges 
that ask you to defend an nPc, or send 
you to a waypoint to blow something 
up. the scripting itself can be 
restrictive. one mission asked us to 
protect a couple of pals in a car and a 
helicopter. we called down our own 
personal chopper to better tackle the 
convoys coming down the road, but 
failed the mission for straying too far 

from the driver. the game expected us 
to stand on the roof and just gun down 
the attackers, but never told us so.

that mission sums up Just Cause 3, 
a game that presents you with a shiny 
sandbox and then ties your hands for 
ages. there are frequent little moments 
of fun, such as when an explosion sent 
us ragdolling off a cliff and we rescued 
ourselves with a desperate grapple 
shot, or when we blew up a base’s 
spherical tank and watched it roll down 
a mountainside like a giant, deadly 
beach ball. 

criticizing Just Cause 3 for a lack of 
variety is like criticizing a puddle for 
being shallow. it can’t help what it is, 
but that doesn’t stop it from becoming 
tedious and repetitive much quicker 
than it ought for $60. it’s a sad fate, 
but Just Cause 3 is perfect bargain-
bucket fare in a period packed with 
outstanding open-world games. oXm

“The way Rico’s wingsuit operates 
will send physicists cross-eyed”

A look of 
sorrow enters 
Rico’s eyes 
as he bends 
close and 
whispers, 
“Soon you 
will be 
ground beef.”

The final 
boss of radar 
dishes. Show 
no mercy.

At times it feels like the 
mad power trip it ought to 
be – but repetitive action 
soon sucks the joy out of 
its amazing explosions, and 
unnecessary restrictions 
get in the way of the fun.

OveRAll

6
The OXM verdict

When something explodes so much you 
can’t see your own head anymore.

The beST biT

Trying to find one last radar dish in a port 
full of endlessly respawning goons.

The wORST biT DiD YOu 
knOw?

? In 1912 a 
man tested 
the first  
ever wingsuit 

by jumping from  
the Eiffel Tower. 
He didn’t make it, 
surprisingly.
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Team slayer is about 
commandeering power 
weapons on-site, but you 
begin with everything a 
skilled spartan could 
possibly need.

Halo 5: Guardians – arena
Halo’s multiplayer’s back… from the grrrrravvveeeeee!

 
 PublisHer microsoft studios / develoPer 343 industries / Format xbox one / oriGinal score 9/10

b
y shifting the 
battleground to the 
far future, the likes 
of Titanfall and Black 
Ops III have changed 
the way we move 

around multiplayer maps forever. 
where once a waist-high mound 
of grass would have flummoxed 
us, now double-jumps, wall-runs 
and other such robotic middle 
fingers at the force of gravity 
are the norm. the question: 
how would Halo respond? the 
answer: by installing a set of 
weak-ass thrusters in your 
spartan suit that couldn’t power 
a clock radio, is how.

“You have to judge each encounter  
and learn from bitter experience”

reviewer Alex Dale
live 
ChocoboOfDoom
@SporadicDaler

we said 
Halo 5 offers a new, dynamic 
challenge that you’ll be  
revisiting for years.

minutes 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Hail to tHe cHief

exHale to tHe cHief

wail to tHe cHief

stale to tHe cHief

are we HavinG Fun yet? Our first hour rendered as a wavy line…

Hey, where 
are all the 

customization 
options?

Ahhh, who 
needs Fuel 

Rod Cannons 
anyway? The 
Magnum is 
awesome!

I want to 
marry the 
voiceover 

guy.

Yesss! 
Top of the 

leaderboard, 
and promoted 

to a higher 
division!

Capture the Flag > 
Strongholds > Team 
Slayer is the order of 

things, methinks.

Bottom of the 
leaderboard 

again D:

but that’s Halo multiplayer to 
a tee, isn’t it?  while the likes 
of Black Ops let you gorge on 
wasteful excess, Halo – classic 
Halo multiplayer, at least – 
preaches resourcefulness. 
take the humble grenade as 
an example. in Black Ops III, 
it’s just another string to your 
bow – something to be lobbed 
indiscriminately at the first flash 
of gunfire. heck, you can even 
trade it in for an extra perk, or 

a fancy reticule for your primary 
weapon, or whatever. 

but in Halo, grenades are 
precious. in a multiplayer where 
heavy weaponry is hard to come 
by, grenades become an essential 
tool; too weak to incapacitate a 
healthy foe directly, you instead 
learn how to use them creatively; 
lowering an enemy’s shields at a 
crucial point in the firefight, say, 
or using them to misdirect or to 
pen them into a dead end.

that’s fundamentally what 
being good at Halo multiplayer 
is about – making a little go a 
long way. and the new spartan 
powers – subtle, understated 

but devastatingly versatile when 
placed in skilled hands – are very 
much of that mold. the boost-
dodge is the perfect example 
of how well these new ways to 
move around bleed into Halo’s 
classic beat. a short, sharp burst 
of speed in a direction of your 
choosing, it can be a get-out-of-
jail-free card – but since it’s tied 
to a cooldown meter, you only get 
one chance to make it count.

the spartan charge, too, slots 
perfectly into Halo’s world. like 
the grenades, a clean hit isn’t 
enough to take out a fully fit 
opponent, and charging visor-first 
is plainly risky. so you have to 
judge each encounter and learn 
from bitter experience when it’s 
appropriate to strike. Halo 5 is at 
its most satisfying when you turn 
certain death into a mutual kill 
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while maps are designed with parkour in mind, there 
are a few frustrating ‘invisible wall’ moments.

call oF duty: black oPs iii
all the chaos has us climbing the walls

 PublisHer activision / develoPer treyarch studios / Format xbox 360, xbox one (reviewed) / oriGinal score 8/10

F
rom the sublime to the 
ridiculous. while Halo 5 
entertains the esports/
twitch crowd by stripping 
its mechanics down to 

the fundamentals, Black Ops III 
boosts off in the other direction 
completely, serving up the most 
fractious, manic CoD online 
warfare we’ve seen to date – 
and that’s saying something!

there are so many moving 
parts clanking and whirring 
around Black Ops III’s maps it’s 
difficult to know where to begin, 
but the ramped-up locomotion 
seems as good a place as any. 
as we alluded to on the opposite 
page, it expands on the double-
jumps first seen in Advanced 
Warfare, introducing the abilities 
to run across vertical surfaces 
and boost-slide around corners. 

it takes a while to tease the full 
spectrum of tactical possibilities 
out of these multi-layered maps. 
you begin by leveraging the 
huge, obvious shortcuts that 
line the edges, and end with 
veterans devising unorthodox 
routes into open windows, 
meaning there are dozens of 
ways to reach objectives or 
surprise campers holed up in 
areas they foolishly deem safe.

being able to strike – or be 
struck – from any direction 
at any time is equal parts 
exhilarating and exhausting. 
the problem we have with the 
direction Call of Duty is heading 
in is that it’s impossible to 
account for every possibility. in 
Modern Warfare, you could avoid 
air strikes by timing your runs 
carefully and avoid hearing the 

click of an activated claymore 
by exercising caution, and even 
as recently as the original Black 
Ops, the far-away whir of an 
rc car had players scrambling 
for high ground like the clichéd 
housewife from a mouse. but 
now when you turn a corner and, 
say, a drone careens into your 
stomach at the speed of light, 
what are you supposed to do? 

the answer: respawn and go 
again, safe in the knowledge 
that the same chaos will tilt 
the leaderboards back in your 
direction if you persevere. this 
frenzied, semi-random action 
is the logical conclusion to 
a line of thought that began 
with nuketown – that as long 
as everyone’s earning xP, 
everyone’s having fun. there’s 
definitely some truth in that – 
and with gunplay this good, it’s 
impossible not to draw many 
hours of enjoyment from Black 
Ops III online. but don’t call it a 
sport, because it’s not. oXm

with nine specialists to choose from, you’re bound 
to find a playstyle that suits you.

Clever, 
considered and 
captivating, 
this is the 
best FPS 
experience on 
Xbox, bar none.

The oXM verdict

10
CoD’s multiplayer 
continues 
down its path 
of getting 
faster, fancier 
and, well, 
dumber. 

The oXM verdict

7

by pulling down the handbrake 
at the last second, sending 
your spartan into a kamikaze 
sprint. the only misfire among 
the new powers is the ground 
Pound. unwieldy, and with an 
overly long wind-up that’s easily 
telegraphed, what could have 
been a excellent crowd-control 
resource is effectively useless.

after Halo 4’s misguided 
attempts to modernize, 
with loadouts and perk-like 
specializations, Halo 5 is a 
back-to-basics success story. 
it must have been achingly 
tempting for 343 industries to 
keep things simple and ape past 
glories. but in skilfully weaving 
these new powers into the fray, 
it’s finally found the right way to 
modernize the console world’s 
best online multiplayer. oXm

Unlike other online FPs 
games, unspoken teamwork 
among strangers does 
occasionally happen.

Free DlC maps and modes 
will munch into both your 
drive space and your 
spare time.

reviewer Alex Dale
live 
ChocoboOfDoom
@SporadicDaler

we said 
A genuinely fresh take on an  
old sub-series in an even  
older franchise. 
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latest add-ons and indie games rated
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1  THE ESCAPISTS –  
DUCT TAPES ARE FOREVER

A Bond pun so terrible, it’s kind of brilliant.
Price: $4.49

2   ASSASSIN’S CREED 
SYNDICATE – STEAMPUNK PACK
Jacob Frye turns no-good steampunk .

Price: $4.99

3   FORZA MOTORSPORT 6 -  
2015 NISSAN #23 GT-R LM NISMO

Nissan’s latest Le Mans contender. 
Price: FRee

4   BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT 
- BATMAN CLASSIC TV SERIES 

BATMOBILE PACK
To the Adam West Batmobile!  

Price: $1.99

5   WWE 2K16 -   
MYPLAYER KICK START

Give your virtual wrestler a career boost.
Price: $9.99

6   MGS V –  
METAL GEAR ONLINE XP BOOST

Break the pacing of the levelling system…
Price: $0.99

T
he Crew’s first major 
expansion is here and 
brings a load of should-
be-cool content to 
play with. we’re talking 

monster trucks boosting around 
loop-the-loops, motorbikes 
leaping from ramps and weaving 
through traffic in freeroam 
challenges, dynamic weather, 
and a brand-new festival event. 
sounds great, right? sadly, it’s 
more ‘mild fun’ than ‘wild run’.

the best of the new features 
is the summit. nothing to do 
with global warming (bar the 
car exhaust), this is a festival 
of online competition, both with 
direct, full contact racing and 
solo leaderboard challenges. 
You get a cumulative global 
position, totted up from your 
best attempts in various 
bite-sized challenges. since 
that means taking part in 
everything from drag races to 
drift challenges, it’s a great 
incentive to improve your 

skills, while also keeping the 
experience pleasantly varied.

even so, it needs to offer a 
level playing field, and Wild Run 
doesn’t always do that. not 
only do car upgrades factor into 
some events, but time trials 
feature random traffic. being 
two seconds 
up after a 
minute only to 
have a drone 
car pull out 
into your path 
is incredibly 
annoying.

the new stunt arenas offer 
the most hardcore score-
chasing action. also used for 
multiplayer games of tag, the 
steps, ramps and platforms 
are a great test of car control. 
one stunt area even features 
a centrifugal wall-riding 
centrepiece, but the realistic-
ish physics mostly drag the 
experience down. it feels like 
it’s running at 50% speed. 

competitive multiplayer is 
the most fun, namely smashing 
people in blitz brawl or using 
the slipstream to pass on the 
final straight of an oval race. it’s 
all gleefully empowering when 
it works, but frequent crashes, 
bugs and empty lobbies make 

getting a game 
far harder than 
it should be.

overall, 
though, the 
problem is 
simple: The 
Crew’s engine 

feels increasingly dated. in 
fact, even with this dlc’s 
‘complete graphic overhaul’, it 
has nowhere near the sense of 
place or atmosphere of even 
Burnout Paradise, let alone its 
more modern rivals. so while  
the increased emphasis on 
human competition is very 
welcome, this just isn’t 
anywhere near as wild as it 
needs to be. OXM

//the realistic-ish 
physics make the 
game feel like  
it’s running at  
50% speed //

THE CREW: WILD RUN
Baby we were born to run... out of ideas

 PUBLISHER Ubisoft / DEVELOPER ivorY tower/Ubisoft reflections 
/ FORMAT xbox one / REVIEWER JUstin towell / PRICE $24.99

the unchanged soundtrack has passed 
‘overplayed’ and is approaching 
‘torture’. Send help.

ALso  
reLeAsed

From best to worst,  
the latest additions to  
Xbox Live Marketplace

The new competitive 
focus and 
enhanced 
graphics engine 
are welcome, 
but it still feels 
underwhelming.

the oXM Verdict

5the new weather effects are decent, but  
Forza 6 has got nothing to worry about.
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ELECTRIC RACING CAR 
Finally! scalextric on our Xbox! 
Hang on, didn’t racing videogames 
make scalextric obsolete? Yes.

 *****

MAGIC RACING RALLY
Top-down racer with surprisingly 
strong sensation of speed. Uglier 
than sin, mind.

 *****

BURNING RUBBER
Makes Magic racing rally look 
like Forza 6. Could be a good 
punishment for drunk drivers.

 *****

SLOWDOWN
rubbish title – that’s like calling 
a fighting game Let’s resolve this 
Verbally. rubbish gameplay, too.

*****

CARS SHOOTING AT ALIENS
Charming graphics made us smile. 
Less-charming gameplay made us 
tear up its license.

 *****

Indie roundup – driving special / A themed look at hidden gems and DIY disasters

Wait for it to 
plummet to $0.99 
when it rolls 
out into one of 
those Games 
with Gold sales, 
is our advice.

Brilliant fan-service, 
but time-travel is 
more tiresome-
travel, and it’s 
shorter than  
the average  
two-parter.

the oXM Verdict the oXM Verdict

5 6

L ooking back, hasbro really 
was cheeky, wasn’t it? i 
didn’t notice it so much as 

a kid watching the cartoons/20-
minute adverts, but the entire 
original toy line was basically the 
same six molds reused over and 
over again. starscream, skywarp 
and thundercracker were 
identical but for their fuselage 
color, Prowl was effectively 
bluestreak, but with some  
police lights 
welded on top. 

anyway. 
given how rife 
recycling is in 
the Transformers 
universe, it’s 
unsurprising that 
Platinumgames has spied an 
opportunity for a quick-and-dirty 
recolor pack. $4.99 here gets 
you three reskins of existing 
characters. sideswipe gets a 
nifty white and red do-over, so he 
now resembles red alert, while 
bumblebee gets a more extensive 

rejig into his throttlebot alter-
ego, goldbug. more bizarrely, 
optimus Prime gets dunked in 
black paint and is rebadged as 
a decepticon called nemesis 
Prime, who (it says here) is his 
evil clone. even so, he spends 
the next eight hours hanging out 
with autobots and bashing up 
megatron’s lieutenants.

not that red alert or goldbug 
were my favourite characters or 

anything, but it 
says something 
that the joy of 
seeing two  
more oldies 
brought back 
to life is almost 
worth the  

$4.99 alone. still, it’s a pity  
more wasn’t done to give 
the reskins extra value – an 
appreciably different set of 
weaponry would have been a 
start. incorporating them into 
cutscenes should’ve been the 
bare minimum! OXM

Lego Portal was great, but 
hardly necessary. chell’s 
already starred in two 

acclaimed adventures, whereas 
Doctor Who has never seen a 
tie-in game more appealing than 
discovering your blind date’s a 
dalek. this level pack gets off 
to a strong start by nailing the 
show’s tone, with excellent voice 
acting from the bbc cast, fan 
service behind every brick, and 
great recreations 
of iconic 
locations.

but it feels like 
a great demo for 
a Lego Doctor 
Who game, rather 
than substantial 
dlc (the new level takes two 
hours, and still restricts parts if 
you don’t buy more characters). 
Platforming, building and combat 
are as solid as they were before, 
and smashing skaro to bricks 
with a laser-firing K-9 is great 
fun. the unique gimmick is using 

the tardis to travel through time 
to solve puzzles. but these never 
strain your gray matter as much 
as your patience, as every trip is 
accompanied by a long loading 
screen of the tardis traveling. 
frequent journeys mean tedium 
soon sets in.

stinginess aside, there’s 
enough here to help you block 
out the faults. fighting daleks 
with a cricket bat, throwing the 

doctor off a 
ledge until he 
regenerates into 
your favorite, 
grinning at 
capaldi’s stupid 
one-liners… 
fanboys like 

me might be willing to break the 
bank, just for the level of care 
that’s gone into what’s here. 
there’s just not nearly enough of 
it for the price. not quite finding 
gallifrey then, but certainly no 
losing rose to a parallel universe, 
either. i’m a nerd. OXM

TRANSFORMERS: DEVASTATION 
- NEMESIS PRIME DLC BUNDLE

LEGO DIMENSIONS –  
DOCTOR WHO LEVEL PACK

 FORMAT xbox 360, xbox one (reviewed) / REVIEWER alex dale / PRICE $4.99  FORMAT xbox 360, xbox one (reviewed) / REVIEWER tom stone / PRICE $29.99 

Childhood nostalgia, in  
glorious technicolor.

each doctor gets their 
taRdiS recreated perfectly.

//seeing two more 
oldies brought 
back to life is 
almost worth it//

//throw the doctor 
off a ledge until he 
regenerates into 
your favourite//
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86 OXM Investigates 
Our picks of the best backwards compatible 
games. Oddly, A Kingdom for Keflings didn’t  
make the cut.

88 Now Playing:  
Rise of the Tomb Raider 
Justin Towell argues survival mode is the only 
way to play. He even insisted on taking his Xbox 
One to Siberia, the madman.

90 Now Playing:  
Ori and the Blind Forest 
Sweet, adorable Ori drives Alice Bell to use bad 
words that ruin our rep as a family magazine.

92 Live Spotlight 
How weird is Jeff Goldblum in Black Ops III?  
He makes Martin Kitts look like a well-adjusted 
human being…

94 OXM Replay 
Ben Griffin runs, jumps and slams face-first into 
a wall, just to check if Mirror’s Edge is still any 
good. The sacrifices he makes for you people.

98 15 Predictions for 2016 
We look into the OXM crystal ball, which predicts 
we’ll spend 2016 regretting blowing all our 
money on crystal balls. Spooky.
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back  
to the 
future

New Xbox one experience finally brings backwards 
compatibility, but which games should you play?

backwards compatibility is 
here at last, and while the 
list of compatible games 
isn’t quite as extensive 

as we had hoped, there are still 
some great titles included in the 
inaugural batch. Admittedly, rather 
a lot of them are Xbox Live Arcade 
games, but if you’ve sold, lost or 
never even owned an Xbox 360, 

and you’ve been itching to play 
some Hexic, your incredibly modest 
prayers have just been answered. 
We’ve picked the best of the 
bunch from all 104 titles, then 
matched each with a comparable 
Xbox one game—so if you missed 
’em first time round, there’s a 
reference to show you which of 
these 12 gems will float your boat.

If you liked Gears of War: 
ultimate edition…

…play raInboW SIx VeGaS
these games came out at around the same 
time, and both did great things with cover 
shooting. Vegas is also built for co-op, but 
team commands in single-player give you 
huge tactical freedom there, too. tough and  
rewarding—perfect if you’ve rinsed Gears.

If you liked Geometry Wars 3…

…play IkaruGa
Ikaruga is the daddy of scrolling shoot-
’em-ups, so if you’ve been paddling in the 
shallow end of twin-stick shooters such as 
Geometry Wars, you might want to graduate 
to treasure’s classic. It’s a tough game to get 
your head around, thanks to its innovative 
polarity system, but well worth the effort.

If you liked assassin’s  
creed Syndicate…

…play aSSaSSIn’S creed II
Is II the best last-gen Assassin’s Creed? It’s 
certainly up there—and also the only one 
that’s currently backwards compatible. Relive 
the start of the illustrious ezio era, and try to 
imagine a time when people were genuinely 
excited about every new entry. 
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If you liked peggle 2…

…play MIGht & MaGIc: claSh of heroeS
one of the best Might & Magic games isn’t a 
strategy game or a dungeon-crawler at all,  
but a match-three puzzler set in the long-
running fantasy universe. It’s all about 
positioning your units so that they form 
shields or can perform powerful attacks –  
and it’s every bit as addictive as Peggle.

If you liked battlefield hardline…

…play operatIon flaShpoInt: draGon rISInG
Dragon Rising is one of the few hardcore 
shooters to make the transition to console, 
and it’s worth trying if you’re sick of being 
pampered by recharging health. It’s a tough 
military shooter, where one shot from a distant 
sniper can absolutely ruin your day. bring three 
chums and you’ll have a blast.

If you liked ori and the  
blind forest…

…play ShadoW coMplex
metroidvanias are everywhere these days, but 
back in 2009 the wonderful Shadow Complex 
stood pretty much all on its own. the setting 
and story are largely forgettable, but chair 
entertainment’s curiously forgotten game is a 
solid exploratory action-platformer.

If you liked d4…

…play South park: the StIck of truth
they’re both hilarious and both obsessed with 
American culture, but in very different ways 
– still, if you like one, there’s a good chance 
you’ll enjoy the other. swery’s episodic game 
is a sort of detective adventure series that…
makes very little sense, while obsidian’s pitch-
black comedy riffs on games like Final Fantasy.

If you liked Sunset overdrive…

…play fable II
Insomniac’s colourful action game is just 
loaded with gags, and while Fable II isn’t 
overtly joke-laden, it’s probably the funniest 
game on Xbox 360. that’s because it lets you 
fart—and poop—at the touch of a button, and 
toilet humor is awesome if it’s done well. Plus, 
again, a very cute dog.

If you liked diablo III…

…play torchlIGht
Its sequel never came to consoles, but if 
you’re looking for a top-down action-RPg, and 
blizzard’s slick Diablo III was up your monster-
stuffed street, then you’re going to want to 
give Torchlight a try. It’s a simpler game about 
grabbing loot in a foe-filled mine, but it’s one 
with a very cute canine pet.

If you liked the evil Within…

…play condeMned
The Evil Within’s gory horror has much in 
common with Condemned, another title about 
a detective tracking down a serial killer and 
smashing in heads. the game’s first-person 
perspective puts you right in the action—
which typically usually involves meaty melee 
combat using a variety of blunt instruments. 

If you liked dying light…

…play MIrror’S edGe
Dying Light stole its parkour mechanics from 
dIce’s gleaming first-person platformer, and 
if you enjoyed running and jumping across 
zombieville, you’re bound to love the acrobatic 
action of Mirror’s Edge. It’s at its best in the 
minimalist, abstract time trial mode, which 
strips out the shaky combat and cutscenes.

If you liked Mad Max...

…play JuSt cauSe 2
Just Cause 3 is still pretty pricey and new, so 
this is a more affordable muck-about open-
world adventure. compared to Mad Max, it’s a 
sillier, much more freeform game, giving you a 
reusable parachute and a grappling hook for 
your chaotic quest. the driving and combat are 
a bit rubbish, however.
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Lara doesn’t just 
break into ancient 
tombs—she does it 
with real flare. 
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beCaUSe… “survivor mode should have been the main game all along”
 Loving wallpaper-worthy visuals throughout    Hating the noise of Lara getting mushed after a long fall  

a
fter 100%-ing Rise of the 
Tomb Raider, i’m playing 
through again—this time 
on survivor mode. that’s  
a bit like saying, “okay,  
let’s do it for real now.”  

to add to the effect, i’ve also disabled 
the “instinct” button—you know, the  
one that lights up interactive elements 
in your surroundings like lara’s batman  
or something. she isn’t batman. she is 
fragile, alone, and looks very cold. so i’ve 
just built her a nice camp fire… which 
just used up all my wood.

damn. You need that stuff for arrows. 
so off i venture into the snow, enjoying 
the crunch of my hiking boots on that 
beautiful, white carpet. with the safety 
nets removed, my senses are noticeably 
sharpened. instead of clicking the stick 
to have the source of wild animal noise 
pointed out, i stop and listen to place 

dumb mistakes—i learned that from the 
bear that stepped between me and a 
carefully placed oil can. luckiest “arrow 
to the knee” anyone ever took…

but there’s no time for jokes now. my 
first arrow’s flight is true and the wolf 
takes a tumble. before it can scramble 
back to its feet, i’m drawing a second. 
this single arrow stands between life 
and death. i know it. my pulse knows it—
it pounds away, trying to throw me off. 
the arrow hits its target. i’m alive in the 
game, and feel awake on the couch.

with one wolf down, the others 
thankfully scatter, disappearing into the 
back of the cave. my eyes are attracted 
to every incidental glint of light as i await 
their return, but the cave is still. at last, i 
plunder its goodies and head back 
outside. and… breathe.

as much as i liked my first runthrough, 
i believe survivor mode is the real Rise of 
the Tomb Raider experience. everything 
feels amplified. everything matters. every 
encounter becomes a game in its own 
right and every victory is profoundly felt. 
try it—don’t be scared. actually, scratch 
that: do be scared. it’s amazing. ■ 

//i find myself holding my breath, 
listening to the screaming silence, 
peering into the dazzling darkness//

Released
nov 2015

Dev
Crystal 
Dynamics

Pub
Microsoft 
Studios

Format xbox one

Score 8/10

Recap 
not quite the 
evolutionary 
leap we’d 
hoped, this 
beautiful and 
bombastic 
adventure is 
one of the 
most purely 
entertaining 
things you can 
put in your 
xbox one.

DetaiLSwhere they are in the stereo mix. it’s like 
i’m hearing the game for the first time.

i happen upon a cave, and although 
i’ve been in this cave before, during my 
first playthrough, it now feels new. and, 
in my low-ammo state, there’s genuine 
trepidation as i step inside. i find myself 
holding my breath as i advance, listening 
to the screaming silence, peering into 
the dazzling darkness. i’m repeating a 
scaredy-cat cycle of drawing the bow 
string tight for as long as lara’s shaking 
arms can hold it, before soft-releasing 
and drawing it again immediately. i am 
ready. at least, as ready as i can be with 
only two feeble arrows to my name.

Hungry like the wolf
and sure enough, i see outlines. there 
are wolves in this cave. but before i can 
decide what to do, they’re shifting in the 
darkness. i know i can’t afford to make 

How can a game look this 
good? this isn’t even a 
cutscene – it’s just “it”!

Justin Towell is playing… 

 Rise of the tomb Raider
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O
ri and the Blind Forest is 
possibly the most wonderful 
non-Nintendo platformer I’ve 
ever played, which is a bold 
opening statement but one 
I’m sticking with. That being 

the case, a better question might not 
be “why am I playing it?” but rather “why 
aren’t you playing right now?” Sadly, my 
love comes at a steep price. 

When I delve into Moon Studio’s 
toon landscape it stops being a lovely, 
ethereal experience and becomes an 
exercise in how creatively I can curse 
at the screen. The Blind Forest isn’t a 
walk in the park; it’s a trek through a 
dangerous jungle full of crushing rocks, 
insta-death thorns and vicious fauna 
(why isn’t one of Ori’s unlocks a handful 

upon Ori, and I curse his tiny little soul 
as if he were a mass-murdering despot 
who’d levelled entire towns under his 
terrible regime. And I feel crushing guilt 
(and boulders) as I do it. 

You see, Ori is a creature of exquisite 
purity. He’s a radiant, luminous bundle of 
innocence. His quest is to save a giant 
sentient tree that sounds like Jabba 
the Hutt. He even has bunny ears and 
makes little squeaks as he jumps. He’s 
adorable! He lives in a beautiful, layered, 
mysterious game, but it turns me into an 
awful person and I can’t stop playing it. 
It demands repeated playthroughs from 
me, if only so I can ogle it all over again. 

Ori highlights my own failings—my 
impatience, lack of skill, inability to deal 
with frustration and tendency to transfer 
it in what is probably an unhealthy way 
(let’s not analyze that too much)—but I 
know in a few weeks I’ll be right back. 
Poor Ori. It really wasn’t your fault that 
you leapt into the same pit six times in  
a row—the failure was mine all along. ■

Alice Bell is playing… 

 Ori and the Blind Forest
BECAUSE… “I probably have a lot of anger to work through”

 LOving That it’s one of the most beautiful games ever    Hating That it turns me into a Mr Hyde-esque ball of rage  

Released
Mar 2015

Dev
Moon Studios

Pub
Microsoft 
Studios

Format Xbox One
Score 9/10
Recap 
A 2D 
platformer 
set in a 
magical 
forest that 
you restore 
by jumping, 
puzzling, 
and being 
generally 
lovely.

DetaiLS

Just look at him! 
Does a creature 
like this deserve 
anything but love 
and support?

of salt to throw on those spike-shooting 
slugs?). Ori, the sprite you guide around 
the titular sight-impaired thicket, can 
double-jump and spring from walls to his 
heart’s content, but sometimes he can’t 
escape fast enough, and he’s crushed - 
just like my folks’ hopes for me to not sit 
around cussing at a TV all day long.

When I say “he,” it really means “I,” 
because Ori isn’t the master of his own 
fate. It’s me, with my hands apparently 
exclusively made of thumbs, that sends 
him to his death—yet Ori, poor little guy, 
is the one on the receiving end of my 
rage. I shout and throw the controller like 
a stereotypical rage-quitter with less 
self control than a puppy peeing on the 
rug. I swear at him with a mouth like the 
proverbial trucker. I wish terrible things 

//I wish terrible things upon Ori and 
curse his tiny little soul as if he were  
a mass-murdering despot//
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T
his is a game so achingly 
hipster that, for a time, even 
hipsters refused to have 
anything to do with it. Around 
the time of its re-release on 

XBLA in 2008, experts scrambled to 
prove they could name a better shoot-
’em-up than Ikaruga. Some pointed 
to Treasure’s earlier, lesser-known 
work, such as Radiant Silvergun. More 
misguidedly, others pointed to those 
grossly overrated “bullet hell” shooters, 
where you’re too busy wading through 
a soup of laser beams to get a chance 
to enjoy being a spaceship. Ikaruga is 
to shooters what bacon is to food. 

Ikaruga is magical to play because 
it’s really whatever you want it to be. 
Fundamentally, it’s a game about 

P
aradise is an amazing open-
world arcade racer, but driving 
was never my way of exploring 
this city. Pressing both 
bumpers activates Showtime 

mode, which wrecks your car, with taps 
of the A button sending you bouncing 
down the highway. Your boost bar is 
depleting, and when it hits zero, the 
crash is over. So you have to bash 

deeper into the mechanics. With a little 
probing, it turns out the best way to 
boost your score is to kill like-colored 
enemies in uninterrupted chains of 
three—so instead of indiscriminately 
holding down fire, expert players 
are forced to weave in and out of 
increasingly intricate attack patterns. 

It’s only when you begin to play like 
this that you truly appreciate the craft 
of Treasure’s design—effectively, every 
enemy in every stage is grouped in 
triplets to be destroyed in a set order—a 
truth that can be confirmed by watching 
back the top scoring players’ best runs 
over Xbox Live. Bridging the gap between 
puzzle and action, has there ever been 
a cleverer, better shoot-’em-up? I don’t 
think I could name one. ■

Radiohead! (I was going through some 
things). Paradise showed me there 
was something weirdly beautiful about 
the car crash. You could put it in art 
galleries. It was the weird mix of the 
lack of music, time slowing down, then 
speeding up again, and other cars 
randomly crashing, that made Showtime 
stick with me. Could this be the closest 
games have come to the disconnect of a 
genuine traffic accident?

To test my theory, I stopped playing 
and drove my real-life car into a 
ravine. Now I’m out of hospital, I can 
confirm the experience was exactly 
as painful as listening to Girlfriend by 
Avril Lavigne—so that’s why it was 
inexplicably part of the soundtrack! 
Criterion, you spooky geniuses. ■

Alex Dale is playing…

 Ikaruga

Tom Stone is playing… 

 Burnout Paradise

BECAUSE… “It’s the answer to the riddle: what’s black, white and dead all over?”

BECAUSE… “Getting into an actual car crash is too time-consuming”

 LovIng Having a GameCube classic on my Xbox One Dashboard    HaTIng That it was cool to hate it for a while  

 LovIng That backwards compatibility means it’ll soon be on Xbox One    HaTIng Every word that DJ Atomika says  

Released
Apr 2008

Dev Treasure
Pub Atari
Format Xbox 360
Score 9/10

Released
Jan 2008

Dev
Criterion

Pub EA
Format Xbox 360
Score 8/10

DeTaILS

DeTaILS

opposites—bullets hail down on you in 
two colors, white or black, and you can 
switch the “polarity” of your ship at will 
to match them. You draw power from 
bullets of the same polarity, but colliding 
with the opposite color spells doom.

You can leave the strategic thinking 
there and still have a great time, of 
course, but if you want to go high-score 
hunting, then it’s time to delve a little 

into other cars to increase your boost, 
while travelling as far as possible. 
You’re basically a sentient wrecking 
ball, seeing how you can travel just by 
hopping from wreck to wreck. 

Paradise is already a lonely game 
offline. No people in the cars, no 
pedestrians on the streets. The only 
voice you ever hear is sporadic narration 
from DJ Atomika, a man so inherently 
punchable my knuckles bleed just 
thinking about him. Showtime is even 
more so, as it removes the soundtrack. 
The only sound is the crunch of metal.

Haunting, especially if you were 
playing with my personal teenage 
playlist, mainly consisting of The Best 
of Radiohead, The Best of Radiohead 
Vol 2, and Now That’s What I Call 
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P
erhaps Black Ops III is the 
point where Zombies mode 
takes on a life of its own, 
outside of the main series. 
Completely separated from the 
core game, with its own story, 

perks, upgrades and XP progression, it’s 
increasingly less of a mere bonus mode.

What it most definitely is not, though, 
is accessible. This is the biggest and 
most complicated Zombies experience 
to date, and unless you’re a veteran you 
might find it hard going. There are no 
instructions, other than the occasional 
cryptic quote from a disembodied voice. 
There are machines that don’t seem to 
do anything until somebody transforms 
into a walking squid monster and zaps 
them with electricity. And then they still 
don’t seem to do much.

There are rooms where you can 
somehow summon ghosts, which will 
then tear you to shreds because you 
didn’t upgrade your weapons first. There 
are arcane objects that you need to 

assemble to begin various rituals. There 
are multiple paths across the sprawling 
map, and if your party has different ideas 
about which way to go, you’re doomed.

So you’ve got creeping terror, urgency 
and confusion, and a one-in-four 
chance of a character voiced by Jeff 
Goldblum. This is the stuff of nightmares.

A friendly team is essential, but it’s 
not uncommon to see higher-level 
players duck out of the lobby rather 
than risk playing with noobs. Eventually, 
you might come to understand the 
importance of things like not harvesting 
the pods immediately – because you 
need them later for the wonder weapon, 
of course – but you can expect people to 
get quite annoyed until you do.

It will be interesting to see where 
this goes. With this level of polish and 
depth, it’s not hard to imagine Zombies 
eventually becoming the main reason 
for buying CoD DLC. However, if it’s going 
to become a place where the majority of 
players spend their time, rather than just 
a mode for those in the know, some sort 
of explanation might be in order. ■

//It’s not uncommon to  
see higher-level players  
duck out of the lobby//

Call of Duty: Black Ops III
Battling Goldblumophobia in the biggest, most confusing Zombies mode to date

Remove the 
head or destroy 
the brain – is 
that still the 
official advice?

On the ClOCk

Details   Dev Treyarch / Pub Activision / Reporter Martin Kitts

It might look pretty, but 
horrors lurk all over.

We think this might be  
the undead Tom Selleck.

If yOu DO One thIng In BlaCk OPs 
III thIs mOnth, make It… Practising 
apologizing to your team-mates for 
that thing you’ll totally mess up.

How we spent our 
time in the game

25% Cursing the 
random character 
selection 
35% Dying at the 
hands of zombies 
15% Dying at the 
hands/stingers of  
exploding hornets 
25% Wondering 
where all your 
team-mates went 
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h
alo and Minecraft: the perfect fit, right? Both are first-
person games, both microsoft properties, both boasting 
gargantuan – and sometimes scarily fervent – fanbases. 
To paraphrase Paul mcCartney and Stevie Wonder’s 
saccharin paean to equality: “master Chief and Minecraft 

Steve/ live together in perfect harmony/ side by side on a Shadow/ 
with stone swords/ oh lord/ why don’t we?” There’s a profound 
lesson for us all there. 

Except mcCartney and Wonder were wrong, the dolts. Because 
Minecraft and Halo aren’t the perfect soulmates they first seem. 
Sure, there’s the obvious thrill of wandering through a recognizable 
game universe rendered in mojang’s Block-o-Vision; looking up 

at night and seeing 
that glowing ring, or 
standing triumphantly 
atop a giant Scarab as 
if you’d just defeated 
it. But therein lies 

the rub: the feeling of pride in Halo comes from destruction, not 
construction. And let’s face it, this is a world renowned for its 
futuristic curves – smooth edges aren’t exactly Minecraft’s forte.

At least, that’s what we thought first time around. 4J Studios’ 
recent free update, released to coincide with Halo 5, gave us a 
good excuse for a return visit. And if the new stuff isn’t much to 
write home about, it’s impossible not to admire the ingenuity of the 
reconstructions of some of Halo’s most iconic maps. With needler 
bow in hand, we stormed into battle to the stirring strains of marty 
o’Donnell’s goosebump-inducing soundtrack and suddenly all was 
right with the world. Halo! It’s good to be back. ■

t
o my mind, Guitar Hero Live doesn’t really have much by way  
of multiplayer. Sure, two of you can clack along to the same 
notes in the same room – but as far as online interaction  
goes, you’re limited to a mini-leaderboard on the left-hand  
side of your screen in Guitar Hero TV mode. It tots up the  

points you’ve accrued through the current song, and shows you where 
you rank against other wannabe superstars sat in their underpants in 
their den, doing the same thing. As competition goes, it’s pretty  
passive – more like two artists appearing on the same compilation  
CD than an Eminem-style feud.  

But there’s more than one way to skin a caterwauling. The way to 
look at GHTV is simply as a sort-of free alternative to DLC. It works like 
a music channel, you see – back when music channels showed actual 

music rather than re-runs 
of Keeping Up with the 
Kardashians. Those of a 
certain age and disposition 
will recall exactly what we 
mean, and the hours spent 

in front of them. As on those channels, there’s a constant stream of music 
videos drip-fed to you – and if there’s something in particular that you 
want to see/play, you can pay to do so. not by phoning up a premium-
rate number, mind, but by using ‘play credits’, which are either earned 
gradually in-game through repeated play and levelling up, or purchased 
using real money. You can also unlock access to every track for a full 24 
hours to the tune of $5.99. As we said: sort-of free.

The best way to think of it is as an ever-changing music channel-
cum-tracklist expansion that essentially more than doubles the on-disc 
soundtrack, as well as adding premium events. Just forget about those 
other players – they’re only after your spotlight, anyway. ■

Dev Mojang/4J Studios / Pub Microsoft Studios /  
Reporter Chris Schilling

Dev FreeStylegames / Pub Activision Reporter emma Davies

minecraft
Squaring the circle with the Halo  
mash-Up Pack

guitar hero live
Want your mTV… or even just more tracks? 
Tune in to Guitar Hero TV mode

If yOu DO One thIng In halO mash-uP thIs mOnth, make It…  
A two-player deathmatch between Master Chief and Locke.

If yOu DO One thIng In guItaR heRO lIve thIs mOnth, make It… 
Buying tracks in defiance of when mom wouldn’t let you as a teen. 

A Warthog with 
square wheels. 
probably handles 
better than the 
real thing.

barely 
shown: your 
opponents.

//It’s impossible not  
to admire the ingenuity 
of the map remakes//

//As competition goes, 
it’s not exactly an 
Eminem-style feud//
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T
o understand the impact of 
DICE’s near-future-set first-
person freerunner, you have to 
remember its contemporaries: 
GTA IV, Fallout 3, Gears of War 

2, Dead Space, Call of Duty: World at 
War, Left 4 Dead, Far Cry 2. Notice a 
theme? All dark, all M-rated, all bidding 
you to rack up bodycounts that would 
make a serial killer blush. Mirror’s Edge 
was not so much a breath of fresh air 
as a gale-force blast of cool O2 directly 
to your face. This isn’t about conflict, 
but the avoidance of it. 

The City of Glass is a virtual oasis. 
This pristine urban hub presents an 
ordered sprawl of bleached white 
skyscrapers under a cloudless blue 
sky. Rare stabs of color contrast 
beautifully as cranberry-red cranes 
poking above the horizon tell of a 
city in development, spotless orange 
canopies sit eerily still in perennially 
clear weather, and citrus-yellow 
billboards advertise The Daily City 
newspaper. It’s perfect. Too perfect.

The price for this utopia? Freedom, 
duh. An oversaturation of surveillance 
reduces crime by eliminating the 
concept of privacy. That’s why Faith 
travels alone. Mantling ledges, vaulting 
steam pipes, climbing scaffolding, and 
ziplining across streets 50 stories up 
is how she and her band of Runners 
deliver messages without interception. 
It gives the game a gleeful sense of 
disobedience, like skipping work and 
going for a wander while drones slog 
away in office blocks. There’s that 
innate mischievousness of being 
somewhere you shouldn’t. 

Below you is a city in operation, 
and while you never see a civilian up 
close, you can see and hear evidence 
of them on hurtling trains packed with 
silhouettes and the conversational hum 
seeping fuzzily through walls. It doesn’t 
feel dead—just opportunely empty. You 
explore lobbies almost expecting to 
collide with some surprised secretary, 
or imagine lift doors opening on a floor 
of goggling clerks. A lack of visible life 
contributes to the voyeurism.

Your mind tends to fill in the blanks. 
When you hear the cacophony of 
wailing sirens and angry voices 
amplified through megaphones 
ordering you to stop, you picture 

a small army at your heels. If you 
choose to break the illusion and steal 
a backwards glance it’s merely a few 
cops firing peashooters. DICE’s best 
trick, though, is convincing you to play 
along within its fantasy. 

Take the unintrusive light-based 
guidance in the Jacknife mission. You 
could divert down the dark spaces 
of the cavernous Japanese-inspired 
tsunami drainage system, but you’re 
drawn towards the golden light 
highlighting a solitary ladder. Chainlink 
fences provide another example of 
linear environments feeling larger. 
Unclimbable ones topped with barb 
wire serve to subtly dictate your path, 
but since you can see through them, 
locations don’t sacrifice scale. 

Similarly, DICE’s color scheme directs 
you (tip: run towards red things), but 
also gives each stage a unique flavor. 
A solid yellow backdrop defines the 
New Eden mall shootout, and gives it a 
clear beginning and end, enemy HQ the 
Shard is painted near completely blue 
like brittle glass, and when I recall The 
Boat level, my mind instantly pictures 
its rich lime panels. Colors trigger 
different moods: emerging to a crisp 
white sky after navigating sickly pea-
green sewage tunnels has an almost 

//DICE’s color scheme  
directs you, but also gives 
each stage a unique flavor//

DeTails   
Dev EA DICE
Pub EA 
Released 
Nov 2008 
scored 7/10

Mirror’s edge
Ben Griffin feels on top of the world in the City of Glass

It’s always advisable to 
avoid danger in Mirror’s 
Edge, but fistfights do 
make for good screenshots.
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This MonTh… 

Every month, OxM dips 
into its Games Cupboard 
of Doom and plucks out 
a random game from 
xbox history. Will it be a 
classic or a howler? let 
the balls decide...

 sPiDeR-Man 2

B
ack in 2004, long before 
Arkham Asylum opened 
its doors and still-fresh 
memories of Superman 64 
were funding the alcohol 

industry, we finally got an awesome 
superhero game. Spider-Man 2 lets 
Spidey explore all of Manhattan in 
the most satisfying way possible, 
shooting webbing from his wrists 
to swing between skyscrapers. This 
felt incredible. 
The rush of 
leaping off a 
building, then 
swinging via 
incredibly flimsy-
looking rope was like flying, only 
better, as there was the tension of 
misjudging a swing or running out 
of buildings and slamming your face 
into the sidewalk.

But the only Spidey game on xbox 
One is 2014’s The Amazing Spider-
Man 2. Faithful to the movie, in that 
it’s awful, it’s a botched attempt to 

recreate that 2004 magic, but with 
lesser swinging mechanics, combat 
stolen from Arkham Asylum (yet not 
done nearly as well) and constant 
cutscenes interrupting the action. 
When a game where you can play as 
Stan lee is about as entertaining as 
first-degree burns, something has 
gone wrong at the fun department.

It doesn’t have to be this way. 
Spider-Man 2 is leaps and bounds 

above every 
superhero 
game, setting 
the pace 
and style for 
the likes of 

Prototype, Saints Row IV, and David 
Jones’ Crackdown. Isn’t it about 
time he swung back into the lead? 
Someone kidnap Jones and lock 
him in a room full of comics and 
dev kits. Sorry, Dave. We’re sure 
your family will miss you, but with 
great development prowess comes 
great responsibility. 

//The rush of leaping 
and swinging—like 
flying, only better //

cleansing effect, while the cobalt blue 
Ryding Park station marks a calming 
tonal change from bright-orange 
shops. Even if it’s a purely aesthetic 
choice, ever-changing hues give levels 
different sensations.

That’s why I don’t buy into the 
idea that momentum is central to 
Mirror’s Edge, in the same way that 
simply running forward really fast isn’t 
central to parkour. This is not a racing 
game. This is about assessing each 
unique environment and mentally 
mapping moves before working out 
their execution, giving you a chance 
to luxuriate in picturesque locations 
rather than blazing through them.

With its intentionally unwieldy and 
infrequent gunplay, Mirror’s Edge is 
less a power fantasy than a release 
from one. You’re not a weapon-toting 
hero reducing environments to ash like 
in the majority of 2008’s high-profile 
games, but the plucky pacifist of a 
picturesque world. And that’s why it’s 
still a rush today. ■

the New Eden Mall is a lovely location to  
run away from bullets in. Just look at all 
those sunshine-yellow walls!

influenceD By… 
Battlefield 2 

DICE plied its trade in 
open environments here. 

influence on…
 Dying Light  

First-person actioners are 
getting ever more agile.

WhaT haPPeneD nexT
The nonlinear Mirror’s Edge  
Catalyst is set to take Faith  
off the rails in May.
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   XboX one essentials
 Our shortlist of the finest games  currently available

Yours for $20
Discount games 
worth getting

Borderlands: The Pre-sequel!
The time-tested Borderlands gunplay, 
transported to a low-gravity moon and 
seasoned with comedy accents. 
score 8/10 Buy it $16.30 amazon.com

MeTal Gear solId V: The PhanToM PaIn
PuBlIsher: KonaMI
We thought war was supposed to be hell? Instead, we get  
a 50-hour, open-world, set-piece-stuffed adventure where  
no two playthroughs are ever the same. Hideo Kojima’s series 
swansong is one of the finest stealth games ever made.

The WITCher 3: WIld hunT
PuBlIsher: BandaI naMCo
One of the most immersive RPGs 
ever, with side quests deeper than 
most main campaigns. Beautiful, 
rewarding and essential.

Grand ThefT auTo V
PuBlIsher: roCKsTar
What was already an excellent, 
brutal and beautiful open-world 
game is made even more so on Xbox 
One. Now: first-person beatings!

1

alIen: IsolaTIon
PuBlIsher: seGa
Pop a Valium and buy some 
brown pants, because this tense 
masterpiece will trick you into 
thinking you’re safe. You’re not.

4

far Cry 4
PuBlIsher: uBIsofT
It’s like a zoo, but with explosives 
and guns and dictators and 
gyrocopters and homicidal tapirs. 
Top-notch open-world shooting.

11

Pro eVoluTIon soCCer 2016
PuBlIsher: KonaMI
Presentation can be lacking, but 20 
years of tweaks and improvements 
have given us the best pure soccer 
game we’ve ever played.

10

draGon aGe: InquIsITIon
PuBlIsher: ea
Enormous, handsome and in love 
with the subtleties of world design, 
storytelling and combat. One of the 
best RPGs on Xbox One so far.

8

BaTMan: arKhaM KnIGhT
PuBlIsher: Warner Bros. 
Rocksteady finishes its Arkham 
trilogy on a high. Take the Batmobile 
for a blast and you’ll wonder how 
you ever explored Gotham without it.

7

forza horIzon 2
PuBlIsher: MICrosofT sTudIos 
Arcadified Forza fun for those that 
can’t tell their tailpipe from their 
tibia. Tearing up the Mediterranean 
brings a tear to our eye.

9

3

2

halo 5: GuardIans
PuBlIsher: MICrosofT sTudIos
It’s the series-best multiplayer 
that gets our visors misty: tense, 
cerebral skirmishes are an oasis of 
sanity in a sea of crude shooters.

5

KalIMBa
PuBlIsher: MICrosofT sTudIos
Steer two totem-pole stumps 
through a dastardly platforming 
gauntlet in the puzzler that’ll tie 
your fingers up like Cherry Twizzlers.

6

Why you should buy…
The WITCher 3: WIld hunT 
You don’t need Witcher Sense to detect a 
disturbance in our Essentials list this 
month—that’s just The Witcher 3 rippling up 
to third overall in the chart, mostly off the 
back of the dramatic Hearts of Stone DLC. 

The emergence of Fallout 4 from Vault 111 also made us 
appreciate the quality of The Witcher 3’s story-telling, 
too; CD Projekt Red’s writing is lightyears ahead of the 
RPG competition in this regard.

aleX dale
@SporadicDaler
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halo: The MasTer  
ChIef ColleCTIon
PuBlIsher: MICrosofT sTudIos
Buffed-up, revarnished and back 
in the store window, leaving us to 
wonder if it always looked so lovely.

Gears of War:  
ulTIMaTe edITIon
PuBlIsher: MICrosofT sTudIos
The gold standard for remakes. If 
this is the quality The Coalition is 
capable of, Gears 4 is in safe hands.

MIneCrafT
PuBlIsher: MICrosofT sTudIos
want to go hiking? explore the 
depths of hell? recreate the 
white house? go ahead—all 
possibilities are open to you.

roCK Band 4
PuBlIsher: harMonIx
Okay, so it’s about as innovative 
as a Nickelback album. But Rock 
Band 4’s revival proves that you 
can’t beat a classic hook.

rare rePlay
PuBlIsher: rare
30 classic games for a measly $30? 
Short of theft, that’s the best deal 
you’ll find on Xbox One. Legal 
disclaimer: don’t start stealing. 

The best in show from the 
xbox 360’s ten-year catalog

bad but Good
we shoulDn’t 
like it, but we 

really Do

alPha 
ProToCol

It’s buggy; it’s 
ugly; it’s bugly. But 

if you can look 
past this 

unpolished 
diamond’s rough 

edges, an 
immersive, 

intricate 
stealth-RPG is 
your reward.

$20 amazon.com

   XboX 360 benchmarks

Call of duTy 4 
PuBlIsher: aCTIVIsIon
The game that strapped a rocket 
to the series and made it a 
cultural icon is also still the 
best, with a unique intensity.

best shooter

red dead redeMPTIon
PuBlIsher: roCKsTar  
This emotional tale of the Wild 
West’s dying days takes place in 
a landscape so authentic, you 
can taste the tumbleweed. 

best open-worlD

BaTMan: arKhaM asyluM
PuBlIsher: Warner Bros
Tighter and more focused than 
City, this trawl through a prison 
made us feel so Batman-y our 
voices dropped an octave.

best action

darK souls
PuBlIsher: BandaI naMCo  
Punishing but rewarding open-
world game, where the limits of 
your exploration are defined by 
skill rather than by numbers.

best rpg

PorTal 2 
PuBlIsher: ValVe
Takes the original’s central 
conceit of portal-spewing  
guns and expands it in 
awesome, mind-melting ways.

best puzzler

ulTra sTreeT fIGhTer IV
PuBlIsher: CaPCoM
Street Fighter II’s poise and 
balance, refreshed and remixed 
with the technology of today. 
Also: mad alternative costumes. 

best fighter

sPelunKy
PuBlIsher: MossMouTh 
Randomised levels aren’t 
usually classics. But Spelunky’s 
tightly-governed stages put 
custom designs to shame.

best platformer

forza MoTorsPorT 4
PuBlIsher: MICrosofT sTudIos
With more cars and tracks and 
less emphasis on draining your 
wallet, Forza 4 is still the serious 
racing sim pace-setter. 

best racer

desTIny: The TaKen KInG
PuBlIsher: aCTIVIsIon
An insanely addictive MMO sci-fi 
shooter that’s got some of the 
nicest skies you’ll see this side 
of your front door.

14

16

17

shoVel KnIGhT
PuBlIsher: yaChT CluB GaMes
Brutal platformer that’s as fun as it 
is punishing (read: very). Packed 
with ideas and lets you smack 
people with a shovel. Sublime.

18

19

20

15

rIse of The ToMB raIder
PuBlIsher: MICrosofT sTudIos
Don’t be fooled by its frostbitten 
landscapes; this is a barn-burning 
action-adventure that packs all its 
thrills into a dizzying ten hours.

orI & The BlInd foresT
PuBlIsher: MICrosofT sTudIos
Imagine a lavish, beautiful 
storybook world… that slams  
shut on your stupid, bleeding 
fingers for seven brutal hours.

13

12
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This being the season for pagan rituals, we’ve danced naked beneath the full moon, scattered 
chicken bones all over the floor and vigorously polished our murky crystal balls in order to bring 
you a glimpse into… the future. What will 2016 bring for our most eagerly anticipated games?

the final countdown

next issue of oxm onsale Feb 2. subscribe and save money: see page 58 for details

02 Scalebound
Somebody will realize 

that if you write down all of the 
numbers that fly out of enemies’ 
heads during a 100% perfect 
playthrough and compile them 
on a computer, you get the source 
code for Bayonetta 3.

03 Hitman
By the time the last 

chapter of IO’s drip-fed assassin 
adventure is released, most of its 
players will have forgotten what 
happened in the first episode.

04 Halo Wars 2
In an effort to become 

as good as StarCraft, the game 
will introduce two new alien 
races: the insectiod Zorg and 
the technologically advanced 
Protons. The human faction 
will simply be renamed Terrans, 
as that word was probably not 
copyrightable anyway.

15 Bold predictions  
for xBox gaming in 2016

05 ReCore
A significant part of the 

marketing budget will be spent 
convincing Disney’s lawyers 
that neither the setting nor the 
characters are at all borrowed 
from Wall-E and Star Wars.

06 Cuphead
As a concession to 

modern tastes, this 1930s 
cartoon platformer will feature 
a Friendship is Magic level 
and a selection of unlockable 
characters such as Dora the 
Explorer and Spongebob.

07 Killer Instinct Season 3
Marking the reappearance 

of several forgotten characters 
from Rare’s history, including 
Nondescript Kid in a Green 
Jumper (Grabbed by the Ghoulies) 
and Inanimate Object with 
Cartoon Eyes (various).

08 Tacoma
Made by the people 

 behind PC teen-angst sim 
Gone Home, the twist here is 
that although you’ve been led 
to believe you’re investigating 
mysterious events on a  
deserted space station, you’re 
actually just trying to find 
your kid brother to tell him his 
dinner’s nearly ready.

12 Quantum Break
Expect further revelations 
about the mysterious Man 

on the Train character. His special 
power allows him to see into the 
past with perfect clarity, which he 
accomplishes each morning by 
reading a magical newspaper or 
sometimes looking at his phone.

01 Gears of War 4
The tone will 
be set in the 

opening cutscene. Marcus 
Fenix has a knife in his 
hand. Beads of sweat run 
down his chunky chin 
as he concentrates. With 
a clinical thud, he slams 
the knife down. Cut to 
exterior: ‘Fenix ’n’ Dom’s 
Pulled Pork BBQ House’. 

purchased in his iPhone screen-
tapping funfest Curiosity.

13 Below
In an unexpected change of 

direction, this formerly hardcore 
adventure will offer casual 
players the chance to watch the 
game complete itself under AI 
control while they do something 
more exciting, like watch 
snapped TV or Skype their pals.

14 Forza Horizon 3
Taking the ‘please do 

not drive like this in a real car’ 
warnings to their inevitable 
conclusion, the game will impose 
a 30mph speed limit in built-up 
areas and fine you if you beep 
your horn after 11pm.

15 Elite: Dangerous
By the end of the year, 

almost 0.00001% of the galaxy 
will have been explored. Well 
done, everyone.

10 Sea of Thieves
When a beta version of the 

game is somehow uploaded to 
Pirate Bay two months before 
release, Microsoft will display a 
disappointing disregard for irony 
by pursuing legal action against 
those responsible.

11 Fable Legends
Peter Molyneux will  

return to the Fable fold, 
bringing with him the  
legendary $50,000 Diamond 
Chisel DLC that nobody 

09 Crackdown 3
The game’s extensive use of cloud computing for 
its physics engine means that if players in rural 

areas set off a lot of explosions during peak network hours, 
they will take out the internet service for their entire area.
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